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Abstract
Task distribution platforms, such as micro-task markets, project assignment portals,
and job search engines, support the assignment of tasks to workers. Public crowd-
sourcing platforms support the assignment of tasks in micro-task markets to help
task requesters to complete their tasks and allow workers to earn money. Enter-
prise crowdsourcing platforms provide a marketplace within enterprises for the in-
ternal placement of tasks from employers to employees. Most of both types of task
distribution platforms rely on the workers’ selection capabilities or provide simple
filtering steps to reduce the number of tasks a worker can choose from. This self-
selection mechanism unfortunately allows for tasks to be performed by under- or
over-qualified workers. Supporting the workers by introducing a task recommender
system helps to solve such deficits of existing task distributions.
In this thesis, the requirements towards task recommendation in task distribu-
tion platforms are gathered with a focus on the worker’s perspective, the design of
appropriate assignment strategies is described, and innovative methods to recom-
mend tasks based on their textual descriptions are provided. Different viewpoints
are taken into account by analyzing the domains of micro-tasks, project assignments,
and job postings. The requirements of enterprise crowdsourcing platforms are com-
piled based on the literature and a qualitative study, providing a conceptual design of
task assignment strategies. The demands of workers and their perception of task sim-
ilarity on public crowdsourcing platforms are identified, leading to the design and
implementation of additional methods to determine the similarity of micro-tasks.
The textual descriptions of micro-tasks, projects, and job postings are analyzed in
order to provide innovative methods for task recommendation in these domains.
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Kurzfassung
Aufgabenverteilungsplattformen im Internet, wie Jobsuchmaschinen, Projektzuord-
nungsportale und Marktplätze für Mikroaufgaben, bieten Dienste zur Zuweisung
von Aufgaben an Personen. Viele öffentliche Crowdsourcing-Plattformen unterstüt-
zen die Vergabe von Mikroaufgaben, um Anfragestellern bei der Erledigung ihrer
Aufgaben zu helfen und Arbeitern die Möglichkeit zu geben Geld zu verdienen. En-
terprise Crowdsourcing-Plattformen bieten Marktplätze für eine unternehmensinter-
ne Übertragung von Aufgaben vom Arbeitgeber an den Arbeitnehmer. Die meisten
Aufgabenverteilungsplattformen verwenden eine manuelle Auswahl der Aufgaben
durch den Arbeiter. Sie bieten oftmals einfache Filtermöglichkeiten, um die Anzahl
der Aufgaben zu reduzieren, aus denen ein Arbeiter auswählen kann. Diese Form
der manuellen Selbstauswahl von Aufgaben führt dazu, dass viele Aufgaben von
unter- oder überqualifizierten Arbeitern ausgeführt werden. Die Einführung eines
Aufgabenempfehlungssystems kann solche Defizite der Aufgabenverteilung redu-
zieren.
In dieser Arbeit werden die Anforderungen an die Aufgabenempfehlung in Aufga-
benverteilungsplattformen mit einem Fokus auf die Perspektive des Arbeitnehmers
gesammelt, das Design geeigneter Zuordnungsstrategien beschrieben, und innova-
tive Methoden zur Empfehlung von Aufgaben auf der Grundlage ihrer textlichen
Beschreibungen vorgestellt. Verschiedene Aspekte werden durch die Analyse drei-
er Formen von Aufgabenverteilungsplattformen berücksichtigt, nämlich Plattformen
für Mikroaufgaben, Projektaufträge und Stellenausschreibungen. Die Anforderun-
gen an Enterprise Crowdsourcing-Plattformen werden auf Basis der Literatur und
einer qualitativen Studie gesammelt. Auf dieser Sammlung als Grundlage werden
verschiedene Aufgabenzuordnungsstrategien konzipiert. Außerdem werden die An-
forderungen der Arbeiter und ihr Verständnis einer Aufgabenähnlichkeit auf öffent-
lichen Crowdsourcing-Plattformen ermittelt, was die Entwicklung und Implementie-
rung zusätzlicher Methoden zur Bestimmung der Ähnlichkeit von Mikroaufgaben
motiviert. Die textlichen Beschreibungen von Mikroaufgaben, Projektaufträgen und
Stellenausschreibungen werden analysiert, um innovative Methoden zur Aufgaben-
empfehlung in allen drei Formen von Aufgabenverteilungsplattformen realisieren
zu können.
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1
Introduction
The widespread use of the Internet and the global availability of services it pro-vides, has changed many industries. Users can interact with each other and
pick up tasks of service providers, located anywhere in the world, without the neces-
sity to know each other personally. A significant change provided in a global scope
is how such services affect the distribution of tasks to humans in general. Some users
provide their work for free, when writing reviews, adding information on Wikipedia
or developing open source software. Other users may be paid for performing spe-
cific tasks. In general, the term crowdsourcing describes a process where tasks are
performed by more or less anonymous users which make up the crowd.
The way tasks are distributed has changed dramatically within different areas.
The job market has shifted from classified ads in newspapers to job platforms on
the Internet. Project staffing in enterprises can be supported by services that rely
on knowledge about the qualifications of employees. Micro-tasks are distributed to
the anonymous workforce of the crowd that can be reached through the Internet.
Jobs, projects and micro-tasks are often assigned by online platforms providing the
corresponding task markets for task requesters to publish their tasks, and for workers
to find tasks to work on.
Throughout these different scenarios of distributing tasks, there is a common objec-
tive to be found: Finding a fitting task for a worker, or vice versa. This is a challenge
especially if the number of available tasks respectively workers is high. A system that
provides matching items to a user is called a recommender system. Recommender
systems have been studied in various application areas. Within a recommender sys-
tem for task distribution, the tasks and the workers have to be focused as items and
users, respectively. Regarding the distribution of tasks by Public Crowdsourcing Plat-
forms (PCPs), there exist three main stakeholders with different views and expecta-
tions towards the recommender system: The task requester, the crowd worker and the
platform provider. Task distribution platforms are usually created and financed by
the means of task requesters and platform providers. The experiences of the workers
on such platforms thus very often deviate from their expectations. Therefore, this
thesis provides an analysis of requirements for task recommendation, focusing on,
while not being limited to, the worker’s perspective.
Until now, task recommendation approaches mostly rely on static categorizations
of tasks often provided by the task requester. Tasks provided in online platforms re-
quire detailed descriptions of requirements for the worker to match. Methods of Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML) offer the possibility to
analyze the textual descriptions in detail and leverage semantic information. There-
fore, this thesis focuses on methods leveraging the semantic information extracted
from textual descriptions of tasks, in order to provide task recommendations.
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1.1 motivation for task recommendation
Crowdsourcing enables requesters to outsource tasks and projects to an anonymous
crowd over the Internet. The definitions of crowdsourcing are extensive, reaching
from including Wikipedia1 and open source projects to micro-task markets like Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)2 and Microworkers3. In micro-task markets, individual
workers complete very small tasks for corresponding rewards. Employers accom-
plish whole projects that are outsourced to the crowd through such Public Crowd-
sourcing Platforms (PCPs) by aggregating the results in a later step. Apart from
these PCPs, there is the possibility for enterprises to restrict the crowd to already
existing employees of the enterprise, e.g. for confidentiality reasons. Such Enterprise
Crowdsourcing Platforms (ECPs) have different requirements and require different
assignment strategies, as well as specialized incentive and community management.
Besides micro-task markets, there are similar task markets which also manage the
task distribution but focus on larger tasks like whole projects within an enterprise
or even full-time jobs. Project markets enable employers to assign matching employ-
ees of the enterprise to upcoming projects. Job markets provide the job postings of
employers for possible future employees to find.
Within such task markets, three dominant roles can be identified. On the one hand,
there are the task requesters, who are basically employers offering their tasks through
the platform by providing a description. On the other hand, there are the crowd
workers, who select or get selected to complete the tasks of the requesters. The plat-
form provider mainly publishes the tasks with their descriptions on the task market
and manages the assignment of workers to tasks. As the requester and the worker
interact only by means of the platform, the interests of the platform provider play
a significant role in how the task market is shaped, and especially how the task
assignment is managed.
Up to now, crowdsourcing platforms and especially micro-task market platforms
leave the task assignment mostly to the workers and therefore rely on their selection
capabilities. Usually, the workers are provided with a list of tasks that are available
on the platform, which can be filtered or sorted by basic criteria like newest or pay-
ment. Workers then select the tasks they hope to be qualified for, to perform them
successfully. Only if the results are verified by the task requester or the platform,
the corresponding incentive (payment) reaches the worker; otherwise, the work is re-
jected. The task distribution following this self-selection assignment strategy is often
referred to as “marketplace” [92], and the respective platforms are known as micro-
task markets. The task assignment process is an essential factor to reach the goals of
worker and requester on the platform and of the platform itself. In a real-world job
market, the job assignment is pursued with great effort by both employer and em-
ployee to find qualified and motivated workers for the best matching job. Compared
to this, the task selection process in crowdsourcing systems is mostly unsupported.
1 www.wikipedia.org
2 www.mturk.com
3 www.microworkers.com
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It was shown in several studies that workers have difficulties to find tasks matching
their skills or preferences and want to be supported by recommender systems [87,
144, 185]. Many studies report a high rejection rate of low quality work with up to
60% rejections [38, 73, 86, 144, 146], which could be due to the under-qualification of
the assigned workers. Lacking motivation or the intent to reduce the taken effort by
cheating or spamming is a manifestation of this problem. This leads to an increased
effort for quality control and rescheduling of tasks for the employer. The outcome
for the workers and the quality for the requesters suffer from this problem, while
the platform provider gains nothing from low success rates as well. It may also be
possible, that workers who are over-qualified for a task get assigned, broadening the
problem of unmatched potential and demotivated workers. The selection of match-
ing tasks for a worker is a challenge not only for crowdsourcing systems but for
project assignment and job market platforms as well.
In e-commerce and other platforms, recommender systems are used to provide
recommendations where a user interacts with the platform to find or select items
provided by the platform. A recommender which enables task recommendation in
task distribution platforms could support the task selection process and therefore
influence the task assignment to generate better outcomes for worker and requester
and follow the guidelines of the platform provider.
To leverage this potential, the goal of this thesis is to identify requirements for
task recommendation, design appropriate assignment strategies and develop inno-
vative methods for task recommendation based on the textual information of hetero-
geneous task descriptions.
1.2 research challenges
Considering certain viewpoints in task markets, the dynamic nature of task markets
and the nature of task descriptions provides interesting research challenges within
the focused domain of task recommendation for task distribution platforms.
Challenge: Consideration of the worker’s perspective
The task assignment in crowdsourcing platforms is often shaped by the platform
provider, answering the requirements of the task requesters. The task requesters
paying for the completion of tasks on the platform also provide the primary support
in financing the respective platform. Applying the self-selection assignment strategy
often leads to workers working on tasks they are not qualified for. Such workers find
their work rejected and can be excluded from other tasks they may be qualified for.
Other workers find themselves working on tasks they are over-qualified for and do
not earn a reward reflecting their potential value. This can lead to a worse outcome
for worker and requester than what would be possible on the platform. Therefore,
it is necessary to not only focus on the requirements of task requester and platform
provider, but also on the demands of the crowd worker. Focusing on the demands
of the workers towards task recommendation [146] and their perception of tasks
on the platform [144] allows the proposition of new strategies for recommendation
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in Chapter 4. Additionally, the concepts of enterprise crowdsourcing need to take
the view of the workers into account, as they are employees of the enterprise and
therefore already a valued asset of the company, which is discussed in Chapter 3.
Challenge: The dynamic nature of task markets and the need for methods to calculate the
similarity of tasks
A primary challenge for task recommendation is the very dynamic nature of task
markets. In contrast to e-commerce or media platforms, where items remain avail-
able indefinitely, a task disappears from the platform, as soon as the micro-task is
completed or the job position is assigned. Many tasks on micro-task markets are
provided in so-called campaigns, providing several same tasks on the platform at the
same time, e.g., to find many contributors for a survey. However, as soon as one
campaign is completed, the task is also not available on the platform anymore. Well
studied recommender systems used in e-commerce or media recommendation are
often based on collaborative approaches, which rely on the fact that a single item
can be interacted with by more than one user. Therefore, such approaches cannot be
directly applied to task recommendation problems. Content-based recommender ap-
proaches, using the given information of items to identify relevant recommendations
can be applied instead. Different user studies show that the similarity of tasks is an
essential factor for workers when selecting tasks and should be considered by rec-
ommendations [14, 146]. To exploit the potential of the available information about
workers and tasks on the platform, methods to determine the similarity of tasks have
to be identified. Such similarities help to relate completed tasks from the history of
the workers with tasks which are currently available on the platform. They could
also be used to identify workers with similar interests and therefore broaden the rec-
ommendation possibilities. The demands of the workers and the perceived similarity
of tasks are discussed in Chapter 4.
Challenge: Semantic analysis of unstructured task descriptions
Micro-task, project and job descriptions are usually created for humans to be pro-
cessed. Most of the information provided is therefore represented in natural lan-
guage. Many examples can be found, where such descriptions do not necessarily
adhere to standards of grammar and structure. Methods of NLP enable the extrac-
tion of information from human-readable documents. The field of NLP has shifted
in recent years towards methods applying neural networks and deep learning to
extract semantic meaning from text. Applying such approaches to task descriptions
allows designing unexplored methods for task recommendation, some of which are
provided in Chapter 5. However, these methods rely on huge datasets for training
the respective ML approaches. Therefore, these research endeavours are undergone
in cooperation with partners from the industry, providing data corpora for job post-
ings, project descriptions and micro-tasks.
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1.3 research goals and contributions
The main goal of this work is to examine requirements of task recommendation,
design appropriate assignment strategies and explore how heterogeneous textual
descriptions of tasks can be used to create personalized task recommender systems.
This objective is divided into the following major research goals.
Research Goal 1: Definition of requirements towards task recommendation systems.
In the scope of RG1, the requirements towards task recommendation for crowdsourc-
ing systems are gathered, analyzed and integrated in a model for crowdsourcing
platforms. Therefore, the requirements towards an ECP are gathered in a structured
literature review [142] and by providing a qualitative study with experts (n=11) from
the industry, which fill the different roles of platform provider, task requester and
worker in micro-task markets. Additionally, the demands of the workers towards task
recommendation are substantiated in a user study on a major crowdsourcing plat-
form [146]. Also, a survey is presented, which provides insights into the worker’s
perspective of crowdsourcing and shows different aspects of task similarity that are
preferred by certain workers [144].
Research Goal 2: Design of strategies for task assignment in crowdsourcing systems.
Based on the gathered requirements in relation to RG1, RG2 focuses on the design
of different task assignment strategies. On the one hand, a conceptual design for an
ECP is derived from specific industry scenarios that are modeled from the literature
review [142] and the qualitative study, to provide task assignment strategies. On the
other hand, the user studies on crowdsourcing platforms [144, 146] are used as a
base to provide tailored methods to determine the similarity of tasks [143, 145].
Research Goal 3: Providing task recommendations based on textual descriptions.
After understanding the requirements of workers towards task recommendation in
crowdsourcing systems in RG1 and modeling respective assignment strategies in
RG2, RG3 focuses on the question whether the textual descriptions of tasks can be
used to create effective task recommendation systems. The field of NLP provides the
opportunity to create new foundational methods to process and derive knowledge
from text in general, e.g., with methods derived from the relatively new concepts
of word embeddings or new deep learning structures. While this a fast developing
research area and many ground-breaking methods have been developed in recent
years, this thesis focuses on the application of these methods in the domain of task
descriptions and how representations of task descriptions provide possible ways for
recommending tasks to workers. To answer RG3 conclusively, different manifesta-
tions of tasks, namely micro-tasks, projects, and job postings are examined, and inno-
vative methods are designed. Based on the results of the user studies [144, 146], the
most relevant similarity aspect required action is examined to be used as a method
to determine the similarity of tasks for task recommendation [143]. A scenario in a
location-based micro-task market is analyzed in detail to provide a crowd selection
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approach for task recommendation in Section 5.3. Skill extraction from employee
profiles and project descriptions is provided for the recommendation of project as-
signments in Section 5.4. For the recommendation of job postings in a job market
platform, an approach is provided, which enables the preselection of job postings
enhancing the performance of state-of-the-art recommender systems [145].
The fast developing field of recommender systems provides the possibility to come
up with new foundational methods for providing recommendations, e.g., based on
the concepts of collaborative filtering and matrix factorization. While this is an interest-
ing field, the scope of this thesis is focused on the characteristics of recommending
tasks based on heterogeneous textual descriptions. Therefore, it is not a goal to de-
velop ground-breaking recommender systems, but to identify, analyze and describe
methods for recommendation, that provide meaningful results for this selected area
of interest.
1.4 structure of the thesis
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides the technical background
for methods that are used as foundations within the developed methods that are
provided in the later chapters. Chapter 3 provides a first contribution, where the re-
quirements towards an ECP are gathered and used to model task assignment strate-
gies and other aspects of ECPs in general. Chapter 4 provides another contribution,
where the perspective of workers is captured in order to understand the similarity
aspects of micro-tasks. Chapter 5 provides different methods of recommending tasks
to workers based on the different kinds of textual descriptions provided by micro-
tasks, projects, and job postings. Chapter 3, 4 and 5 are motivated by very different
approaches in the literature. For a better understanding, the respective related work
is provided at the beginning of each of these chapters. The thesis is concluded in
Chapter 6 with a brief summary of the core contributions. Finally, an outlook on
potential future work is provided.
2
Foundations
This chapter provides the foundations for the thesis at hand. First, fundamentalcrowdsourcing principles are discussed in Section 2.1, and different task dis-
tribution platforms are described in Section 2.2. Task recommendation approaches
are discussed in general and for each scenario from micro-tasks to job postings in
Section 2.3. Fundamental methods of Natural Language Processing (NLP) for text
processing, representation and similarity detection are discussed in Section 2.4. Ma-
chine Learning (ML) approaches for clustering and classification are introduced in
Section 2.5, while corresponding evaluation metrics are discussed in Section 2.6 re-
spectively.
2.1 crowdsourcing tasks
Jeff Howe [74] introduced the term crowdsourcing in 2006 in an article for the Wired
Magazine. It forms a portmanteau of the two terms crowd and outsourcing. In general,
it describes the outsourcing of work to a more or less anonymous crowd over the
Internet. In the literature, crowdsourcing is often defined very broadly and may
refer to the general concept as defined by Brabham [25]: “an online, distributed
problem-solving and production model that leverages the collective intelligence of
online communities to serve specific organizational goals.” This definition can be
understood to also include work on Wikipedia and open source projects in general.
Geiger et al. [52] follow such a general definition and provide the respective visual-
ization (see Figure 1). Here, the crowdsourcing organization pursues a specific goal and
uses the crowdsourcing process to realize it. Within the crowdsourcing process, contri-
butions are sourced by distributing them to the crowd contributors. Aggregating the
contributions provided by the crowd realizes the initial goal of the crowdsourcing
organization.
However, the term crowdsourcing is sometimes defined in a more specific manner,
as described by Yuen et al. [185]: “Crowdsourcing is outsourcing a task to a large
Figure 1: The general crowdsourcing process as provided by Geiger et al. [52].
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group of networked people in the form of an open call to reduce the production
cost.” This definition is very specific on key elements like naming a task as a central
element, including the assignment strategy of an open call and focusing on the goal
of reducing cost. This definition is more closely related to the concepts described by
Howe [75], who describes an open call task assignment strategy as “self-identification
of contributors.”
To distinguish different crowdsourcing processes, Geiger and Schader [51] intro-
duce four different archetypes. They define their archetypes depending on how value
is derived from contributions and how value is differentiated between contributions,
which is shown in their visualization in Figure 2. Their categorization allows to
distinguish between the aggregating crowd rating process (e.g., IMDB1), the collabo-
rative crowd creation process (e.g., Wikipedia, open source projects), the accumulative
crowd solving process (e.g., question answering portals) and the homogeneous crowd
processing process.
An example of a crowd processing platform is often given by referring to Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Platforms like MTurk allow publishing tasks to a huge man-
aged community of contributors. They provide functions for publishing tasks, man-
aging contributions, and transferring remunerations. Geiger and Schader [51] refer
to such platforms as marketplace. Since the offered tasks can often be completed in a
very short time, the tasks are described as micro-tasks. The respective platforms are
also known as micro-task markets [86], which are discussed in the following.
Figure 2: The four crowdsourcing archetypes, as provided by Geiger and Schader [51].
1 www.imdb.com
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2.2 different kinds of task markets
This section introduces the different kinds of task markets. First, micro-task markets
are described and analyzed. Afterward, the additional scenarios focused in this thesis
are described and analyzed separately.
2.2.1 Micro-Task Markets
In micro-task markets such as MTurk, “anyone can post tasks to be completed and
specify prices paid for completing them” [86]. Initially, such platforms were designed
to have humans complete simple micro-tasks that are very difficult for computers to
solve, relating crowdsourcing to the field of human computation [127]. The respective
micro-tasks are also referred to as Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). The results of the
completed micro-tasks provide the training data for Machine Learning algorithms
which learn to solve such tasks in the future. This methodology is still applied for
tasks such as image tagging, named entity annotation or text translation [117]. From
a contributor perspective, who is paid for individual micro-tasks, micro-task markets
appear as non-emergent and homogeneous and therefore represent crowd processing
platforms, following the categorization of Geiger and Schader [51]. However, it is
possible to distribute micro-tasks that fall into different crowdsourcing categories, of-
fering remunerations for adding a rating on Amazon or creating a particular Wikipedia
article. Micro-task markets therefore follow crowd processing concepts but provide the
possibility to distribute crowdsourced micro-tasks in general.
The structure of a micro-task market is illustrated in Figure 3. In micro-task mar-
kets, the crowdsourcing organization is referred to as the micro-task requester, and
a contributor is referred to as the crowd worker. The platform provides the micro-task
market, which publishes the micro-tasks and manages the assignment of workers to
micro-tasks. The requester offers a micro-task on the micro-task market and there-
fore requests its completion, which is provided by a worker. Thereby, the worker
provides his workforce and receives a remuneration, which may also be managed by
the micro-task market.
Micro-Task
Market
Platform
provides
Micro-Task
Requester
offe
rs
Worker
completes
Assignment
publishes manages
Workforce
Remuneration
Figure 3: The general structure of a micro-task market.
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2.2.2 Public and Enterprise Crowdsourcing Platforms
The term Public Crowdsourcing Platform (PCP) describes any crowdsourcing plat-
form which publishes tasks publicly on the Internet. The term Enterprise Crowd-
sourcing Platform (ECP), on the other hand, describes crowdsourcing platforms
which publish tasks in a more closed environment, making the tasks available to
existing employees of the enterprise only [64]. Besides the abstract structure of micro-
task markets described above, PCPs and ECPs provide various functions for workers
and requesters. The platforms usually manage the remuneration of workers [34],
provide elaborate methods to manage the different kinds of contributions [138], and
allow requesters to “form user groups” [63]. A detailed analysis of the elements,
components, and functions of ECPs in comparison to PCPs is provided in Chapter 3.
Focusing on task recommendation, especially the functions involved in the task as-
signment process are concerned.
2.2.3 Location-Based Crowdsourcing Platforms
In location-based micro-task markets, a worker has to be present at a certain location
in the physical world to perform a task [3]. Such tasks often require the worker to
provide information in the form of pictures of a certain location, for example taking a
picture of a given speed sign [129]. In such location-based micro-task markets, tasks
are more scarce than in general micro-task markets and often require the workers to
use their smartphones. Within such platforms, the location of tasks is the main factor
for workers to choose tasks. Workers rather expect notifications about new tasks in
their area, than actively searching on the platform [129]. Therefore, crowd selection
methodologies can be applied to identify workers who should get a recommendation
when a new task is published on the platform.
2.2.4 Project Staffing
Within the spectrum of tasks, ranging from micro-tasks to job postings, enterprises
also face the challenge of project staffing [12]. In many contexts, projects provide a
way to structure workforce, where usually one or more people work together in a
project team to accomplish a common goal. In projects and teams, employees with
different skills fill different positions that complement each other [89, 163]. One chal-
lenge is to find employees who are qualified, and therefore meet the projects’ require-
ments [124], to support the worker selection for project staffing.
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2.2.5 Job Market Platforms
Various online job exchanges (e.g., Stepstone2), job-oriented social networks (e.g.,
Xing3) and job search engines (e.g., kimeta4) have been established in the World Wide
Web. They aim to offer job-seekers the jobs that best suit their interests. For example,
the job search engine kimeta finds more than 2.3 million job postings in November
2018 [85], which emphasizes the complexity of such a domain-specific search engine.
On such platforms, job seekers can search for jobs from a large variety of sources.
Additionally, users on these platforms can search for jobs and filter by certain crite-
ria [147]. Whether users actually apply for jobs and whether the application is suc-
cessful, usually remains unknown for the job market platform. Therefore, job market
platforms can often only analyze the click behavior of users on their platform.
2.3 task recommendation
This section introduces the fundamentals of recommender systems in Section 2.3.1
and discusses issues related to recommendations in task markets in general in Sec-
tion 2.3.2. The specifics of task recommendation in micro-task markets are discussed
in Section 2.3.3, while recommendation in further task markets is discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.4.
2.3.1 Recommender Systems
In general, recommender systems “are software tools and techniques providing sug-
gestions for items to be of use for a user” [131]. These systems usually focus on
specific kinds of items (e.g., products, music, or news) to be suggested for users
to interact with accordingly (buy, listen, read) on the respective platform. Recom-
mender systems exploit the data that is given on the platform and produced by the
interactions of users and items. Items are the objects to be recommended and can
come with many different features (e.g., textual descriptions) which can be used for
recommendation. Users of recommender systems represent real persons that expect
to find matching items faster and easier.
Interactions may provide different outcomes, depending on whether they are ex-
plicit ratings or implicit interactions. An explicit rating of a user towards an item
can be provided, e.g., as a numerical value such as a five-star rating or a binary
value deciding whether an item is liked or not. Implicit ratings can be produced by
interactions on the platform and are often described as unary ratings, e.g., an item
was observed on the platform, clicked on, or bought. This kind of interaction does
not provide negative relations between user and items. There is a trade-off between
these two kinds of feedback. In the case of implicit feedback, a large amount of data
is available, which, however, includes some uncertainty about the user’s intentions.
2 www.stepstone.com
3 www.xing.com
4 www.kimeta.de
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Implicit feedback does not clearly indicate whether a user prefers an object or not. In
contrast, explicit user ratings are more scarce but provide reliable information about
the user’s preferences [119].
In order to provide recommendations, recommender systems try to predict the
utility of an item for a user, based on the information given on the item, user, and
the history of user interactions. The utility of an item d ∈ D for a user u ∈ U
is modeled as a function R(u,d), and the task of the recommender system is to
compute the estimation Rˆ(u,d) of the true function R. Based on the predicted utility
of all items for a user Rˆ(u,d1), . . . , Rˆ(u,dN), the recommender system recommends
items dj1 , . . . ,djK(K 6 N) with the largest predicted utility for user u [131].
The number of recommended items K is typically a small number. Therefore, a
recommender system provides for each user a list of ranked items (dj1 , . . . ,djN)
from an ordered set of items R˜ ⊆ D ×D. This recommendation set R˜ for user u
contains tuples of all items di,dj ∈ D, following the constraint of order, depending
on their estimated utility Rˆ:
∀(di,dj) ∈ R˜ : Rˆ(u,di) > Rˆ(u,dj)) (1)
According to Ricci et al. [131], the three main types of recommender mechanisms
are content-based recommender, collaborative filtering recommender, and hybrid ap-
proaches. With content-based filtering, the user profile is determined based on the
user’s interactions with the items, and on information about the items (content). Al-
ternatively, a manually created user profile may exist, and a recommender compares
the contents of this created user profile and item information. In contrast, collabora-
tive filtering provides the user with a recommendation of items that other users with
similar interests interacted with. Therefore, methods of collaborative filtering do not
require any additional information about users and items despite their interactions.
2.3.2 Task Recommendation in Task Markets
As discussed before, the selection of tasks for workers is a central element of task
markets in general. A recommender system supporting this selection therefore rec-
ommends tasks to workers. In recommender systems for tasks, workers are consid-
ered the users of the recommender system, and tasks are considered the items of the
recommender system.
Within task markets, there is specific information a recommender system can ex-
ploit to predict the utility of tasks for workers. When workers select tasks, they pro-
vide interactions which can be leveraged by a recommender system. In task markets,
the history of selected or completed tasks can be used as the history of interactions
for a recommender system. This interaction may provide unary data, where a worker
either submitted a task or not. Implicit ratings may also be inferred from the interac-
tions, where a worker submitted a task, and the contribution was accepted, rejected
or had to be revised for acceptance.
Task markets suffer from the problem of high churn, where “items come and go
rapidly” [26]. In such domains, items accumulate ratings but may be irrelevant for
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recommendation after a short duration. Burke and Ramezani [26] provide the do-
main of news items as an example, where items may become irrelevant within a few
days. Task markets suffer from this problem in general, due to the dynamic nature
of task markets. This means that the first interaction with a task on the platform
completes the task. A completed task on the platform cannot be completed by an-
other worker. Therefore, tasks cannot accumulate more than one interaction in such
a scenario, before they become unavailable for recommendation.
Many recommenders rely on collaborative schemes, where items are recommended
due to several interactions of the users. The classical collaborative approach can only
recommend tasks that have been interacted with. As such tasks appear as completed
in task markets, they are not available on the platform anymore, and cannot be rec-
ommended.
A recommender system for task markets has to find non-interacted and therefore
available tasks on the platform, based on the completed tasks of a worker’s history.
Content-based recommender systems can find similarities between completed and
available tasks for the workers to get recommended. Using task similarities enables
the recommendation of similar tasks with respect to the worker’s history, which are
available on the platform. Similarities between tasks can also help to identify similar
workers, where two workers did not complete the same, but similar tasks. Some
approaches therefore rely on coarse task categories which represent a form of task
similarity, to enable task recommendation [34, 35, 183, 185].
An alternative to the use of task categories is to use the textual description of tasks
and to define measures and methods to calculate the similarity of tasks based on
the textual descriptions. Becker et al. [14] show, that semantic content of tasks (task
descriptions) is a decisive factor for workers to choose tasks. Instead of using the
categories defined by the requesters or the platforms, similarities based on textual
descriptions of tasks may allow a more detailed view on the semantic content of
tasks to be exploited for recommendations. The approaches provided in this thesis
follow this idea.
When focusing on textual descriptions for the recommendation of tasks, the task
descriptions can be viewed as documents. These documents represent the tasks in
terms of the given text. Therefore, methods for the classification and clustering of
documents using ML and NLP are relevant for the approaches in this thesis. Thus,
such methods are discussed in this foundations chapter in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5.
2.3.3 Task Recommendation in Micro-Task Markets
Most of the micro-task markets rely on the “self-identification of contributors” [75]
and follow an “open call” approach [183]. Geiger and Schader [51] go as far as to
declare that “all crowdsourcing systems are built on the same basic principle of con-
tributor self-selection.” As already motivated in the introduction, the self-selection
leads to a non-optimal assignment of tasks which can be enhanced by introducing
task recommendation.
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Micro-task markets have the problem of the dynamic nature of task markets,
where tasks become unavailable after their first interaction (completion). In many
micro-task markets, so-called campaigns offer almost the same task to many different
workers at the same time. These campaigns can be used by a collaborative recom-
mender system; however, such campaigns are also completed in the matter of hours
or days [68].
When requesters offer their micro-tasks on the micro-task market, as shown in Fig-
ure 4, they provide a textual task description, among other criteria like the offered
payment, the expected working time, and more. Based on the task descriptions, a
similarity between micro-tasks can be calculated in order to find matching tasks for
the worker. As discussed before, the task assignment in micro-task markets is often
performed by the worker who searches for tasks and selects them for completion.
Instead, the micro-task market can leverage the history of the worker’s assignments,
analyze the respective task descriptions, find similarities between tasks, and recom-
mend them to the worker. Therefore, from the conceptual viewpoint of task recom-
mendation presented in Figure 4, the micro-task market is able to recommend assign-
ments for the worker, based on the similarities found in the given textual descriptions
of micro-tasks.
Micro-Task
Market
Micro-Task
Requester
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Figure 4: Task Recommendation in micro-task markets.
2.3.4 Task Recommendation in other Task Markets
Besides micro-task markets, this thesis also focuses on task recommendation in task
markets for projects and jobs. Therefore, a generic view on task markets is provided
in Figure 5. When it comes to projects or jobs, the offered tasks are not directly
assigned.
In a project staffing scenario, employers search for employees to work on projects.
Therefore, employers can analyze their project proposals and find similarities with
completed projects of their employees. For project assignments, workers can be se-
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lected for a project to work on, for example by matching the project requirements
and skills of available employees.
The users of job market platform (possible future employees), select jobs of employ-
ers to apply to. The employers offer their jobs with a description, and users of the
platform search for matching job postings on the job market. To optimize the search,
the job market can offer recommendations for the selection of tasks to the workers.
In a more general description of task recommendation in task markets given in
Figure 5, a task provider offers tasks with their descriptions on the task market. A task
contributor searches for matching tasks or is searched to contribute on matching tasks.
In either way, the task market is able to perform the function of recommendation
based on the similarities of the task descriptions. Throughout the thesis, the termi-
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Figure 5: Task recommendation in task markets.
nology for task provider, task, task seeker and task distribution platform are adapted to
the respective crowdsourcing scenario at hand. The terms requester, worker, task and
task descriptions are used as generic terms. For the domains of enterprise crowdsourc-
ing, project and job recommendation, the corresponding terms from the scenarios
like employer and employee as well as job posting and project description are used. How
the different focused domains relate to this general task recommendation scenario is
discussed in the following.
The recommendation of tasks to workers in location-based crowdsourcing platforms
is highly dependent on the location of task and worker. This is due to the fact, that
workers expect to get a recommendation (“push” notification) when matching tasks
come up in their area, instead of getting recommendations when they search on
the platform (“pull strategies”) [35]. Instead of recommending tasks to workers, this
scenario requires to identify workers suitable for a task to allow “job alerts” [129].
Such a recommendation scenario is often referred to as crowd selection [188].
In the scenario of project staffing, project descriptions and employee profiles are
available. Following the methodology for recommendation in task markets, descrip-
tions of completed projects can be used to find matching workers for new projects.
Regarding the viewpoint of the employer, not only project selection preferences of
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the employee should be taken into account for project assignments, but also the qual-
ifications of the worker. Modeling the skills and qualification of the employees is an
approach to support the worker selection and provide recommendations.
Considering an online job market platform as discussed before, a job seeker browses
the job postings on the platform. Following the methodology for recommendation
in task markets, such a job market can use the visited job postings as the history
of the job-seeker in order to identify job postings for recommendation. As shown in
Section 2.2.5 the number of available job postings can be very high. Therefore, the job-
seeker requires support in finding matching jobs [140]. Accordingly, a recommender
system can support the job-seeker, depending on his or her preferences [125].
2.4 natural language processing
The goal of Natural Language Processing (NLP) is to process speech, text, and lan-
guages. Classical NLP methods for text processing extract information from given
texts describing the syntactic and semantic meaning of words, resulting in Part-of-
Speech tags or Named Entity Recognition. For the purpose of information retrieval,
statistical methods of text mining count word occurrences in documents, which is of-
ten applied for search tasks. Machine Learning (ML) approaches for the classification
and clustering of documents rely on such extracted features. Recent developments
have changed the state-of-the-art NLP possibilities. Especially the field of advanced
ML, applying deep neural networks [31], and providing neural word embeddings
for such methods as Word2Vec [113] provide record-setting performances. The fun-
damental methods and advanced methods are introduced briefly in the following
sections.
2.4.1 Text Processing and Annotations
In today’s NLP pipelines, text processing methods are used to generate features for
later applied statistical methods, classification tasks or clustering tasks [104]. This is
often also referred to as text preprocessing and is broadly understood as cleaning the
data of natural language especially in unstructured texts. For the subsequent steps
of text processing, this often reduces the feature space by applying, e.g., tokenization
and normalization.
2.4.1.1 Text Tokenization and Normalization
Tokenization is the task of “segmenting running text into words” [81] and divides
a text into so-called tokens, which usually represent single words and punctuation.
In text normalization, these tokens are put into a standardized format. Usually, dif-
ferent tokens that carry the same semantic meaning are projected onto the same
token. A conventional method of normalization is case folding, converting all letters
to lowercase format. For example, the token ‘Darmstadt’ is transformed into the to-
ken ‘darmstadt’. Another method often applied is the elimination of so-called stop
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words. These are words that appear regularly in almost all documents, e.g., ‘the’
and ‘a’. These words have little informative value and are irrelevant for a classifi-
cation based on word occurrences. A further kind of normalization is lemmatization
where deviating grammatical forms of a word are converted into the basic form. For
example, ‘programming’ and ‘programmed’ are transformed into ‘program’, which
leads to a clean conversion in the form of keywords from dictionaries. In contrast
to lemmatization, stemming leads to a grammar-independent conversion on the ba-
sis of certain rules. For example, the words ‘programming’ and ‘programmatic’
are transformed into ‘programm’. Tokens usually represent single words. It is of-
ten required to also identify meaningful terms. A term may represent single to-
kens (e.g., ‘Darmstadt’), whole words (‘TU-Darmstadt’) or multi-word expressions
(‘Technische Universität Darmstadt’). Such terms are often identified using the
methods of Part-of-Speech tagging, chunking and Named Entity Recognition de-
scribed below.
2.4.1.2 Part-of-Speech Tagging and Chunking
With Part-of-Speech (PoS) tags each token is assigned a part of a sentence (e.g. noun,
verb, etc.) [81]. The information whether a token is a noun or a verb influences the
probability of the surrounding words, e.g., nouns often follow adjectives or verbs
follow nouns. This information can help to extract important information, such as
people or organizations, from texts. PoS tags can be included as features in a classi-
fication process since certain sequences of tags can be typical for certain document
categories [110]. By filtering for specific PoS tags, this method can also be used to
reduce the feature space, by focusing, e.g., on nouns [2, 108]. Some most common
tags from the Penn treebank tag set [107] are given in Table 27 in the Appendix.
Chunking describes the recognition and annotation of larger coherent multi-token
structures. These chunks combine a string of tokens, e.g., noun or verb phrases. A
noun phrase, for example, contains a word or a group of words which function as a
subject in a sentence, e.g., the phrase ‘My university in Darmstadt ...’ provides
a noun phrase about the subject ‘university.’ Such noun phrases are useful to
identify, e.g., persons, locations or other entities in Named Entity Recognition.
2.4.1.3 Named Entity Recognition and Named Entity Normalization
“Named entities are words or phrases which are named or categorized in a certain
topic” [115]. Named Entity Recognition (NER) uses chunks to represent entities and
label them with a type like person, location, date, and currency. For NER exist many
different methods, from using lists of known words to employing neural networks
and word embeddings [93].
After determining the type of an entity, it is also possible to assign a name to the
entity. Terms that refer to the same entity may look different (e.g., ‘TUD’ and ‘TU
Darmstadt’). Therefore, Named Entity Normalization (NEN) finds different repre-
sentations and links them to the same entity. For task recommendation, the named
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entities which are of most interest are qualifications or skills which tasks require or
workers provide.
2.4.2 Word and Document Representations: The Vector Space Model
Text mining is applied to transform textual information into numerical vectors for
the application of data mining methods [177]. For statistical models, for example,
each term found within a document may be used as a feature to represent this doc-
ument. A document can therefore be represented by a list of all terms contained
in this document. For comparing several documents in a corpus of documents, the
combined vocabulary of terms found in the documents is used to represent a single
document. Representing the document as a vector in the size of the vocabulary, the
values point to whether a term appears in the document or not. This so-called Bag-
of-Words (BoW) model reflects the occurrences of each word or term in a document
[81]. A vector space representation of documents, for example, may comprise of a
matrix where such document vectors represent one document in each a row, and
each column represents a term of the vocabulary [104].
Instead of binary word occurrence, it is possible to count the Term Frequency (TF)
of terms in a document. In a formal model, where t ∈ T is a term from the set of
all terms and d ∈ D is a document from the set of all documents, the tf function
determines the frequency of a term in a document:
tf(t,d) with tf : T ×D→N (2)
The idea behind this is that terms that occur more often in a document are also
more relevant to represent this document. Even after removing stop-words from the
vocabulary, this is not necessarily true. For example, texts gathered from the website
of TU Darmstadt may all contain the term ‘TU Darmstadt’ in very frequent manners.
To judge on the relevancy of a word for a specific document, the TF of a term in
this document has to be related to the frequency a term occurs in the whole corpus
of given documents. Therefore, the Document Frequency (DF) counts the number
of documents in which a token appears in. The df function determines how many
documents contain a particular token:
df(t,D) with df : T ×P(D)→N (3)
The Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) representation [154] of
documents relates the TF in the document with the DF in the corpus for each term:
The tfidf function relates the TF to the inverse of the DF and provides a measure for
the relevancy of a certain term for a certain document.
tfidf(t,d,D) = tf(t,d) · log |D|
df(t,D)
(4)
The TF-IDF is often used for keyword extraction.
A sequence of tokens, so-called n-grams, is also often used as a form of vocabulary.
Instead of using single tokens (unigrams), two tokens (bigrams), or three tokens (tri-
grams), can be used as features. For example, the unigram vocabulary of ‘My uni in
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DA’ contains the tokens {‘my’, ‘uni’, ‘in’, ‘da’}, while a bigram vocabulary contains
the terms ‘my uni’, ‘uni in’, ‘in da.’ This allows to value the context of words
appearing together. Often unigram, bigram and trigram representations are used
in a combined vocabulary respectively feature space. Some methods use character
n-grams instead of word tokens.
Using such functions, a document is converted into a high dimensional vector
space with at least the size of the vocabulary of the overall document corpus. The
instance vectors of the documents are very sparse, as a single document only contains
a tiny fraction of possible terms. To determine the similarity of documents, many
algorithms for classification and clustering can work directly on this feature space
but would perform faster and better in a vector space with fewer dimensions and
dense vectors. Text processing is often used to reduce this feature space as described
before. Techniques like matrix factorization and singular value decomposition can also
be applied to reduce the given vector space matrix to fewer dimensions [55]. The
methods of matrix factorization and singular value decomposition are also applied
in collaborative recommender methods to reduce the size of the user-item matrix [90],
and predict the missing values for ratings in the matrix.
In these word occurrence models, the position of the word in the text is ignored,
and semantic meaning might be lost. Therefore, word co-occurrence models describe
how often words occur together (in the same context), following the distributional
hypothesis that “words that are used and occur in the same contexts tend to purport
similar meanings” [62]. Distributional semantics are often used to define the similar-
ity of words and therefore also of texts. Alternative features for the representation
of words and documents in a vector space are derived very differently using various
measures for text similarity, as discussed in the next section.
2.4.3 Text Similarity
There exist plenty of different similarity measures and applications for text similar-
ity [11]. Gomaa and Fahmy [55] provide an overview of the most common similar-
ity measures. They categorize into string-based, corpus-based and knowledge-based
similarities. String-based or also term-based text similarity measures measure the dis-
tance between two text strings, “for approximate string matching comparison” [55].
In this category fall, besides others, the Levenshtein distance, the Jaccard similarity,
but also the Euclidean similarity and the Cosine similarity [55]. The Cosine similarity is
commonly used in a vector space representation of documents. It “is a measure of
similarity between two vectors of an inner product space that measures the cosine of
the angle between them” [55].
Corpus-based similarity measures identify text similarities in relation to the corpus
of documents the text appears in. A very popular corpus-based similarity measure
is the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [94]. Based on a matrix representation of word
counts per paragraph (one row per word, one column for each paragraph in the cor-
pus), singular value decomposition is applied to reduce that feature space (number
of columns), and the cosine of the angle between the resulting word vectors (rows)
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defines the similarity of these words. The Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [49] mea-
sures the similarity between two arbitrary texts by relating terms or text to Wikipedia
articles. The terms are represented by their TF-IDF value for the respective article on
Wikipedia which describes how good this term functions as a keyword for the article.
The cosine measure between these vectors defines the similarity. This approach can
also be used in cross-lingual recommendation scenarios [141].
Knowledge-based similarity measures identify the degree of similarity of words
based on knowledge from semantic networks [112]. Such a semantic network is pro-
vided by WordNet [114], which provides six measures of semantic similarity and
three measures of relatedness [120]. In WordNet, “nouns, verbs, adjectives, and ad-
verbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a dis-
tinct concept” [55]. These synsets are interlinked depending on their semantic and
lexical relations. Three of the semantic similarity measures are based on the path
length between interlinked words. The path measure returns the length of the short-
est path based on the hypernym/hyponym (is-a) taxonomy relation. The lch mea-
sure [96] relates this shortest path to the maximum path length of the hierarchy they
appear in. The wup measure [181] finds the closest shared ancestor and relates the
path length between this ancestor and the root of the hierarchy to the path length
between the synsets and the root.
So-called word embeddings [99, 113] learn low dimensional representations of words
and documents from distributional semantics applying neural networks. One pop-
ular method is the Word2Vec model proposed by Mikolov et al. [113]. There are
two different approaches of Word2Vec, which learn to predict words by their con-
text or vice versa. The Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) model predicts the occur-
rence of a word based on its context. The Skip-Gram model learns to predict the
context based on a given word. These models can, for example, create a vector
space of semantic meaning, where vector operations traversing the feature space
reflect corresponding semantic relations. For example, when executing the operation
vec(King) − vec(Man) + vec(Woman), the resulting vector is closest to the vec(Queen).
Other word embeddings methods are provided by GloVe and FastText. GloVe [122]
is a word embedding project by the Stanford University, who provide pre-trained
word embeddings on huge corpora from web documents [54]. FastText [21] is an
embedding method which is based on a “Skip-Gram model, where each word is
represented as a bag of character n-grams”. For FastText there are also pre-trained
word vectors available [47].
These word vectors can also be used to assign a vector to each document. For ex-
ample, in word vector averaging [153], a document vector is calculated by averaging
all word vectors of the corresponding document. The Paragraph Vector method of Le
and Mikolov [95], also referred to as Doc2Vec, is based on the ideas of Word2Vec,
projecting entire documents instead of just words onto a vector. The Doc2Vec ap-
proach provides two different methods, the distributed memory, and the distributed
bag-of-words model. The distributed memory model of Doc2Vec introduces a document
as additional context to predict the occurrence of a word. The distributed bag-of-words
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model does not consider the order of words and according to Le and Mikolov [95]
delivers worse results than the distributed memory model.
2.5 clustering and classification using machine learning
Machine Learning (ML) applies statistical methods to recognize patterns in data and
to derive decisions. ML methods include supervised approaches that learn from ex-
ample data where the decisions are known (ground truth). Such approaches are used
for classification, where certain items are judged to belong to a particular class or not.
This can be used to decide whether a document belongs to a particular category, or if
a document is of relevance for a user. Unsupervised approaches, on the other hand,
find patterns and order the objects accordingly, without a given ground truth. This
can be used to cluster a number of documents in respect to a similarity measure. Fur-
ther methods of ML include regression, where the value of a continuous variable is
predicted, and reinforcement learning, where the decisions are found on few data at
first, and the algorithm adapts the decisions iteratively to maximize a certain reward
function. In this thesis, mainly classification and clustering approaches are regarded.
2.5.1 Clustering Methods
Clustering groups items on the basis of their properties. It tries to group similar
items into a so-called cluster. Dissimilar items should be located in different clusters.
Items are usually represented as numerical vectors, and a certain similarity measure
operating on this vector space is chosen. There are different approaches for clustering
such as k-means and mini-batch k-means clustering described below.
The goal of the k-means algorithm is to minimize the distances between all items
and their nearest center [48]. Therefore the items d ∈ D are to be grouped into a
predefined number of k clusters. At the beginning, k random points (the “means”)
are selected, and each item is assigned to the closest mean. Then, in several itera-
tions, cluster centers (the “centroids”) are calculated from the items within the clus-
ter. These calculated centroids become the new means for the next iteration. The
complexity of the k-means algorithm is O(j k |D|), where j is the number of iterations.
The mini-batch k-means algorithm [149] is based on the k-means algorithm and pro-
vides an adaptation when handling large amounts of data. Therefore, a subset B
(mini-batch) with B ⊆ D is randomly selected from the entire dataset in each itera-
tion. The centroids are updated in each iteration based on the currently selected set
of documents B. Therefore, the complexity is reduced from O(j k |D|) to O(j k |B|).
A disadvantage of these algorithms is that the number of clusters k must be se-
lected. One possibility is to execute clustering with different ks and determine the
best value φk in an evaluation. The Silhouette coefficient [135] provides a metric for
evaluating the results of clustering. Other methods like DBSCAN [45] and HDB-
SCAN [27] determine the required number of clusters automatically.
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2.5.2 Classification Methods
Classification can be based on different models described below.
K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN) classifiers work on the vector space and a given sim-
ilarity or distance measure [179]. A newly observed instance is classified based on
the classification for the nearest neighbors found. Depending on the classification of
the majority of the k neighbors, the new instance is classified.
Bayesian classifiers rely on modeling the probability of objects belonging to a cer-
tain class based on the Bayesian theorem [18]. Naive Bayes classifiers naively assume
the independence of variables. Therefore, they do not perform as good in complex
classification tasks [179].
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [80] are supervised learning models used for
classification and regression. They train a representation of a hyperplane, which di-
vides the vector space two classes, based on the given traiing examples. The distance
of the hyperplane towards the vectors of the classes is maximized in training. As
SVMs have a high classification quality, especially in high dimensional and sparse
vector spaces, they perform well in text classification problems [140].
An artificial neural network consists of several layers with connected artificial neu-
rons. These aggregate an input signal and forward a signal based on a threshold or
aggregation function to the next layer of artificial neurons [19]. The number of layers,
neurons per layer and the aggregation function has to be chosen to optimize classi-
fication behavior for each focused problem [179]. Artificial neural networks show a
good performance to find similarities between words with word embeddings [113].
They can also be learned to optimize a hyperplane for classification [174].
2.6 evaluation metrics
There are different evaluation metrics to evaluate classification and recommenda-
tion approaches. In these methods, the decision found by the algorithm or Machine
Learning (ML) approach is evaluated against the previously known correct deci-
sions. Therefore, a given corpus is split into a training part, on which the algorithm
is trained, and a testing part, which is used for evaluation. The evaluation metrics are
based on the comparison of the actual class (positive or negative) of items and how
the algorithm classified the item. If the algorithm classified an item as belonging to
a class (positive), this decision can be correct (true positive (TP)) or incorrect (false
positive (FP)). If the algorithm classified an item not to belong to a class (negative),
this decision can be correct (true negative (TN)) or incorrect (false negative (FN)). In
an ideal case, there are no falsely classified instances with FP and FN are zero. These
discrete values are related against each other, and against the number of test instance
ntest, to derive evaluation metrics as shown below.
The accuracy describes how many instances are classified correctly (true positives
and true negatives), depending on the number of evaluated instances:
Accuracy =
TP+ TN
ntest
(5)
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The Precision of a classifier shows how many positively classified instances (TP +
FP) are actually positive (TP). The Precision therefore gives an impression of how
high the false positive rate of the classifier is.
Precision =
TP
TP+ FP
(6)
The Recall of a classifier shows how many actually positive instances have been
classified as positive.
Recall =
TP
TP+ FN
(7)
Depending on the scenario, a high Precision or a high Recall may be of interest.
Focusing on a high recall means, that the classifier may produce many false positives,
as long as all actually positives are found. If all items are classified as positive, the
Recall is 1, but the Precision is very low. Focusing on a high Precision means, that
rather few positives are accepted, as long as they are truly positive. If only a single
instance is classified truly positive, the Precision is 1 but Recall is very low. Therefore,
these metrics are often combined to define a harmonic mean between Precision and
Recall, the F1 measure:
F1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall
Precision+Recall
(8)
In a recommendation scenario, usually, a high Precision is of interested, where only
a few items can be recommended to a user. Recommendation approaches usually
provide a continuous ranking from preferred items to less preferred items, to allow
a recommendation of only the first 5, 10, or top-k items. Therefore, the evaluation
metrics are adapted, measuring the Precision or Recall of the first k ranked items,
resulting in Precision@k and Recall@k.
For recommending items d ∈ D to a user u ∈ U, consider (d1,d2, . . . ,dm) a
ranked list of items from an ordered set of predicted utility for recommendation.
For the evaluation of a recommender system, a correct recommendation includes an
item that has been found to be actually relevant to a user in the given ground truth.
Therefore, the function rlv determines whether a document is relevant for a user or
not:
rlv(u,d) with rlv : U×D→ {0, 1} (9)
The Precision@k indicates the percentage of the top-k predicted items which are
relevant for a user:
Precision(k) =
1
k
k∑
j=1
rlv(u,dj) (10)
To measure the Precision@k for a recommender system, the Precision@k values are
averaged over all users. A disadvantage of the Precision@k is that if the number of
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relevant items ku for a user is less than the chosen k, it can never reach the optimal
value 1. This can also lower the averaged Precision@k for the whole system, where
only for some users ku is less than k. To account for this problem of Precision@k,
R-Precision takes for each user only the number of known relevant items ku into
account:
R-Precision =
1
|U|
|U|∑
i=1
1
ku
ku∑
j=1
rlv(u,dj) (11)
In contrast to this, Recall@k indicates the percentage of all known relevant items ku
among the k predicted documents:
Recall(k) =
1
ku
k∑
j=1
rlv(u,dj) (12)
As described before, an evaluation of ML techniques for classification or recom-
mendation requires a dataset which is used for training and testing. Often, a single
evaluation is considered not to be representative for an evaluation. Therefore, 10-fold
cross validations are considered for the datasets. In cross validation, several evalu-
ations are performed, using different training and test splits each. A widespread
evaluation technique is the 10-fold cross validation. In such an evaluation setup, the
dataset is split into ten equal parts. A first evaluation is undergone using one part as
the test set and the other nine parts as the training set. This is iterated ten times until
each of the ten parts has been considered as test set once. The results of the different
evaluations are aggregated and presented with the corresponding variance.
When it comes to evaluating a recommendation based on the history of a user,
the time dependencies in the dataset have to be considered as well. The knowledge
of the system at the time of recommendation has to be considered to evaluate the
system consistently. This is especially true, as a worker may develop further skills
and preferences when interacting with tasks in task markets. Splitting the dataset in
the fashion of a 10-fold cross validation may train the model on the basis of tasks
that were performed some time after the tasks that the evaluation expects to be rec-
ommended in the test set. Therefore, recommenders are often evaluated considering
timely data. Here, several iterations may be performed considering only parts of
the whole dataset, first training on, e.g., the first week and evaluating on the sec-
ond week, then growing the coverage of the dataset by training on the first month
and evaluating on the second month, and so on. This allows to evaluate the recom-
mender against timely patterns and events in the data and may provide insights on
how much training data is required to perform a good recommendation.
3
Modeling Enterprise Crowdsourcing Platforms
Crowdsourcing methodologies allow companies to outsource simple tasks viaPCPs, as discussed in Chapter 2. It has to be considered, that not every task
is suited to be externalized and for some tasks, it is not advantageous to outsource
them using crowdsourcing. There are tasks for which specific knowledge is neces-
sary, which is often derived from confidential information. Outsourcing such tasks
to an anonymous crowd may produce copyright and patent concerns [166, 180]. An
essential asset of enterprises is the knowledge and skills of their employees. Building
knowledge and skills within the enterprise and not letting them drain to the external
crowd can be an argument against the external assignment of tasks [64]. Therefore,
tasks crowdsourced in micro-task markets often provide only small contributions,
such as annotating images. Tasks that require very specific knowledge or sound
skills, which provide a profound contribution, are rather difficult to outsource [180].
ECPs provide a solution to these problems by leveraging the workforce of the peo-
ple already employed by the enterprise. Enterprise crowdsourcing enables similar
methodologies as public crowdsourcing while restricting the crowd to the employ-
ees of the enterprise. This allows crowdsourcing more complex, confidential, and
knowledge dependent tasks. In order to leverage the advantages of crowdsourcing
methodologies, the specific requirements of enterprise crowdsourcing have to be con-
sidered (RG1). For the distribution of tasks within the enterprise, appropriate task
assignment strategies have to be designed (RG2).
Therefore, this chapter provides a conceptual design for ECPs, focusing on the
practical management of crowdsourcing processes in general and task assignment
strategies in particular [22, 142]. Specific application scenarios of ECPs are consid-
ered, to gather the requirements for the practical management of crowdsourcing pro-
cesses in the enterprise. Therefore, a categorization of scenarios considered in related
work is presented, and a qualitative study with experts (n=11) from the industry is
provided. Based on two representative scenarios, derived from the study results, a
conceptual design of crowdsourcing processes for ECPs is designed and discussed
in a user evaluation. It considers the aspects of task assignment strategies in detail.
This chapter is structured as follows. A brief overview of related work about mod-
eling ECPs is provided in Section 3.1. A detailed analysis of the scenarios, elements,
and instruments in ECPs is presented in a structured literature review in Section 3.2.
Section 3.3 provides the results from the qualitative study. The individual workflows
and assignment strategies of the conceptual design are presented in Section 3.4 and
critically discussed in Section 3.5. The results are summarized, and an outlook on
future research is given in Section 3.6.
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3.1 related work for modeling enterprise crowdsourcing platforms
Modeling crowdsourcing platforms, in general, is a task that has been studied for
more than a decade now. With the start of MTurk in November 2015 and such
business models as of iStockPhoto1 and Threadless2 described as “crowdsourcing” by
Howe [74], many researchers are interested in the dynamics and potentials of such
platforms. Studying the dynamics of crowdsourcing platforms in order to establish
behavioral models of workers and tasks helps to understand how crowdsourcing
platforms can be optimized for different aspects. Hoßfeld et al. [72] provide a statisti-
cal analysis of a crowdsourcing platform and develop a model to estimate the activity
of the users as well as other dynamics of the platform. Hirth [68] analyze crowdsourc-
ing platforms in order to understand their processes from the given data on different
platforms. Much effort was put to describe the different models of crowdsourcing in
a more theoretical manner [52, 134, 148].
Brabham [25] discusses many different aspects of crowdsourcing. Besides insights
into how crowdsourcing can be organized, he also describes general concepts and
theories of crowdsourcing. Providing example cases of how crowdsourcing is ap-
plied, he also discusses ethical issues and challenges of the crowdsourcing approach.
In his analysis on the future of crowdsourcing, Brabham predicts that “Crowdsourc-
ing will move from a technological approach to a business service.” and emphasizes,
that “As the field of crowdsourcing grows, so too does the need for an understanding
of the practical management of such projects and communities.” [25]. Looking into
the possibilities of crowdsourcing as an internal business service, the approaches
for modeling Enterprise Crowdsourcing Platforms (ECPs) presented in this thesis
gather requirements on the practical management of crowdsourcing processes and
communities with a strong focus on task assignment strategies in project scenarios.
Besides the work on modeling crowdsourcing platforms presented above, there is a
great corpus of literature for crowdsourcing platforms in general. While this chapter
focuses on modeling ECPs, the work on PCPs provides contributions that are of high
relevance. The works of Geiger et al. [52], Doan et al. [37] and Durward et al. [39]
define general processes involved in crowdsourcing and required for crowdsourcing
platforms in general.
Modeling crowdsourcing platforms usually relies on existing platforms as de-
scribed above. In the case of ECPs, there is no publicly available data as they are
restricted for internal enterprise use only. Also, before such a platform can be ap-
plied within an enterprise, it is crucial to know how such a platform can be used
and what the expected benefits are for the enterprise. Therefore, elements and sce-
narios for ECPs have been studied as well as discussed in the following.
Zuchowski et al. [191] provide a conceptual framework for enterprise crowdsourc-
ing which they call: “internal crowdsourcing”. They analyze and compare problems,
governance, people, IT, process and outcomes of “internal crowdsourcing” against
the same issues in “external crowdsourcing” (public crowdsourcing) and a tradi-
1 https://www.istockphoto.com
2 https://www.threadless.com
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tional hierarchy based work. Within their ECP framework, they introduce essential
elements of ECPs as can be seen in their visualization in Figure 6. They provide a
general understanding of the potentials of ECPs but do not provide specific require-
ments about the practical management of processes or task assignment strategies.
Figure 6: “Conceptual framework for internal crowdsourcing” as in [191].
Vukovic [165] discusses practical applications of enterprise crowdsourcing and pro-
vides specific examples of how ECPs can be beneficially deployed in the industry. In
their works, they provide solutions for various challenges for the design of ECPs [165,
169, 173]. These results serve as the foundation for the solutions provided in this
chapter. They served as a starting point and enabled the author to analyze and de-
sign aspects of ECPs in detail.
Hetmank [63] provides different approaches to describe elements, functions, and
components crucial for ECPs. He provides a literature review that elaborates on the
different interpretations of enterprise crowdsourcing and describes possible applica-
tion domains [65]. In a scenario-based fashion, he discusses and describes the main
elements and functions of enterprise crowdsourcing [64]. A focus on the practical
management on crowdsourcing processes and communities is set by introducing the
main elements of “user management,” “task management,” “contribution manage-
ment,” and “workflow management” for his enterprise crowdsourcing framework
shown in Figure 7 on Page 36. The scenario-based approach is well constructed,
and he shows that his prototype covers many aspects of ECPs. However, details
of processes of the different management elements are not discussed and also not
directly derived from the provided scenarios. Therefore, this thesis provides an in-
depth analysis of these management elements and provides scenario-based solutions
for crowdsourcing processes, with a focus on task assignment strategies.
Some authors of related work focus on a particular domain to describe a frame-
work and to provide specific solutions for task assignment as an optimization prob-
lem [71, 109]. For example, they assume a given skill ontology and provide algo-
rithms to optimize the average skill coverage in a simulated environment. In con-
trast to this, the approaches presented in this thesis focus on the design aspects of
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task assignment strategies in enterprise crowdsourcing to understand and provide
solutions for the practical management of ECPs, their processes, and communities.
Therefore, the following paragraphs discuss the impact of the previously discussed
work of Hetmank and Vukovic on task assignment strategies.
Hetmank [63] describes a general model for ECPs, shown in Figure 7, where the
task management component is a crucial part of the model. For this component, he
recognizes, that “allocating the right task to the right person” is a critical issue within
this area. He highlights the possibilities of choosing target groups and considers the
skills and the availability of workers. Besides that, he does not discuss task assign-
ment strategies in detail. Vukovic et al. [173] provide a system for a technical writing
service which includes an expert discovery system as a main component. This ex-
pert discovery system is able to rank experts depending on their expertise for a task.
This system provides a very specific solution for finding experts but does not discuss
further task assignment strategies.
Zogaj et al. [189, 190] analyze different aspects of the application scenario of soft-
ware testing. They provide governance processes for crowdsourcing in general but
also focus on aspects such as task creation, assignment, and management processes.
La Vecchia and Cisternino [92] describe three methods for the assignment of tasks.
They define the methods of a “marketplace,” a “campaign,” and an “auction,” dis-
cussed in detail in the following structured literature review.
Related work that targets assignment processes is provided by Geiger and Schader
[51]. They specifically target the area of task recommendation, where different ap-
proaches allow to recommend tasks based on preferences of individual workers.
To identify the requirements for ECPs in a structured manner, the approaches are
based on the categorization within the literature. Task assignment strategies often
depend on the type of task, i.e., the application scenario of the task. Categorizations
of tasks have been provided from different viewpoints by Hetmank [65], Vukovic
[165], Erickson et al. [44], Geiger and Schader [51], and Tranquillini et al. [161]. Within
the literature review in Section 3.2, an additional categorization is derived, which
takes the aforementioned literature into account, but enables a categorization based
on scenarios of enterprise crowdsourcing found in the literature and the qualitative
study.
3.2 structured literature review
This literature review has been compiled using methods for searching, selecting and
analyzing sources to provide the most complete and structured source identification
and evaluation as possible [164, 175]. It follows the methodology of Vom Brocke et al.
[164], who describe five phases for a well-structured literature review: “Definition of
view scope” (1), “Conceptualization of topic” (2), “Literature search” (3), “Literature
analysis and synthesis” (4), and “Research Agenda” (5).
The definition of the view scope (1) follows the taxonomy of Cooper [32]. This
literature review focuses on applications, best practices and research results related
to enterprise crowdsourcing. The goal is on the one hand, to identify and formulate
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Table 1: Search queries used on different scientific databases.
term 1 term 2 search query
E C (Author Keywords: “enterprise” AND “crowdsourcing”)
AND (Publication Title: “enterprise” AND “crowdsourcing”)
AND (Abstract: “enterprise” AND “crowdsourcing”)
I C (Author Keywords: “internal” AND “crowdsourcing”)
AND (Publication Title: “internal“ AND “crowdsourcing”)
AND (Abstract: “internal” AND “crowdsourcing”)
a categorization for enterprise crowdsourcing applications and scenarios. On the
other hand, this literature review strives to identify elements and instruments of
enterprise crowdsourcing, that have not been considered for the general enterprise
crowdsourcing model of Hetmank [63] and to extend this model accordingly. The
literature review is organized according to the elements and instruments of ECPs
identified in the literature, while the perspective is of a neutral nature. It is presented
for a target audience of practitioners and decision-makers who need to understand
the requirements of enterprise crowdsourcing before implementing such a system in
their respective companies. The review covers eight scientific databases, chosen due
to their close relation to digital information systems.
The conceptualization of the topic (2) is presented along the literature search (3) in
Section 3.2.1. The main part of this literature review provides the results of the liter-
ature analysis and synthesis (4). The categorization of the literature into applications
and scenarios is provided in Section 3.2.2. The discussion of elements such as ac-
tors and tasks (Section 3.2.3) as well as instruments for the management of elements
(Section 3.2.4) leads to the extended enterprise crowdsourcing model provided in
Section 3.2.5.
3.2.1 Conceptualization and Literature Search
The conceptualization (2) was focused on the topic of enterprise crowdsourcing. To
specify the search terms, several sources were analyzed to understand concepts of in-
ternal crowdsourcing and enterprise crowdsourcing further. Accordingly, the follow-
ing search terms have been identified: (E) enterprise, (I) internal, (C) crowdsourcing.
The search was restricted to abstracts, titles, and keywords, as well as filtering for lit-
erature that is peer-reviewed. The search terms have been combined into the search
queries (EC) enterprise crowdsourcing and (IC) internal crowdsourcing shown
in Table 1. These queries were used for the database of the IEEE Xplore Digital Li-
brary. The search queries for the other databases were adapted to their corresponding
search masks.
For the literature search (3), scientific databases related to the defined topic were
selected. Table 2 lists the used databases with their URLs. The results covered a wide
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range of publications from the most important journals and conferences on enter-
prise crowdsourcing topics. The search resulted in 424 sources. Removing duplicates
led to a result of 315 articles as shown in Table 2.
The literature search also included further filtering steps. Articles outside of the
view scope were removed when title and abstract revealed, that they are not relevant
to the topic (coarse filter). This included articles about marketing, medicine, politics,
and other areas without any connection to ECPs, leaving 279 references. Reviewing
the remaining articles by their title and abstract towards specific inclusion and ex-
clusion criteria left 37 relevant references (fine filter). Inclusion criteria were, e.g.,
’covers chances, problems, or risks of ECPs’ as well as ’focus on design, implemen-
tation or elements of ECPs.’ Exclusion criteria were, e.g., ’article not peer-reviewed’
and ’mentions search terms without further elaboration.’ Additionally, the 37 arti-
cles were analyzed for referenced and referencing articles (forward and backward
search), using the same exclusion and inclusion criteria. This resulted in a final set
of 41 articles included in the following literature review.
Table 2: Queried databases and search results depending on the queries (EC) and (IC).
name url
results per query
ec ic sum
Ebscohost search.ebscohost.com 27 44 71
Science Direct www.sciencedirect.com 43 26 68
Google Scholar scholar.google.de 5 5 10
Web of Science apps.webofknowledge.com 5 4 9
AIS Electronic aisel.aisnet.org 39 45 84
Wiley Online onlinelibrary.wiley.com 56 10 66
ACM Digital dl.acm.org 28 27 55
IEEE Xplore Digital ieeexplore.ieee.org 50 10 60
Total sum 253 149 424
Sum without duplicates from queries 315
Sum filtered by coarse filter 279
Sum filtered by fine filter 37
Sum after forward and backward search 41
3.2.2 Categorization of enterprise crowdsourcing Scenarios and In-Depth Analysis
Within the literature analysis and synthesis (4), this section provides a categorization
of scenarios for ECPs and discusses the categories and the corresponding literature
in the subsections. Different categorizations from the literature are analyzed to iden-
tify a relevant categorization. The following categorizations from related work are
considered:
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• Hetmank [65] divides enterprise crowdsourcing into seven areas: business pro-
cess outsourcing, collective intelligence, commons-based, peer production, human-
based computation, open innovation, and open source.
• Erickson et al. [44] divides enterprise crowdsourcing into five areas: productiv-
ity, product/service innovation, marketing/branding, knowledge capture.
• Tranquillini et al. [161] divides enterprise crowdsourcing into five areas: prod-
uct design, social marketing, idea management, e-democracy, human computa-
tion.
• Vukovic [165] divides enterprise crowdsourcing into four areas: design and in-
novation, development and testing, marketing and sales, support competition.
The presented categorizations mainly refer to enterprise crowdsourcing concepts in
general. Only some of the categories reflect specific scenarios within ECPs, e.g., prod-
uct design and idea management of Erickson et al. [44] as well as the design and innova-
tion, development and testing and marketing and sales categories of Vukovic [165]. Ana-
lyzing and categorizing the identified literature showed that some of the work could
not be categorized into a given category or provided very imbalanced categories.
Therefore, an adapted categorization into specific scenarios leads to the provided
categories given below.
• Productivity scenarios describe the transferring of tasks from daily work activ-
ities of employees to an ECP. This range includes 12 of the 41 sources and is
divided into further sub-categories:
– Software development scenarios describe tasks directly related to the devel-
opment of software in enterprises.
– Other productivity scenarios describe tasks of employees in enterprises,
which may be outsourced but do not fall into the other two categories.
This includes activities related to the creation and editing of texts, presen-
tations, etc., in an enterprise; for example, translating a text.
• Knowledge management scenarios describe tasks that deal with finding, creating,
storing and making knowledge available in companies.
• Idea management scenarios include both the collection of ideas and suggestions
for improvement and their specification. Ideas and suggestions can refer both
to products and processes.
• General articles do not describe scenarios.
The distribution of the references to their corresponding category is given in Table 3,
where only Hetmank [64] discusses scenarios from more than one category: produc-
tivity and knowledge management. The different categories and the scenarios of their
according literature are discussed in detail in the following sections.
3.2.2.1 Scenarios of Productivity
Software development scenarios represent two thirds of the identified productivity sce-
narios in the literature. Therefore, they are categorized into their own sub-category,
besides other productivity scenarios. When it comes to software development, especially
when crowdsourcing programming tasks, there are peculiarities that must be consid-
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Table 3: Categorization of the reviewed literature.
category sum references
Productivity
Software Development 8 [40], [78], [79], [100], [138], [139], [152], [157]
Other 4 [36], [59], [64], [156]
Knowledge Management 11
[64], [102], [165], [167], [168], [169],
[170], [171], [172], [173], [178]
Idea Management 4 [84], [150], [151], [158]
General 15
[6], [9], [10], [43], [44], [65], [66], [67],
[91], [92], [123], [159], [160], [166], [191]
ered when designing ECPs. Software is usually divided into different modules and
these into smaller units, such as classes and methods. Therefore, it is essential that
the tasks can be split into smaller subtasks, although the integration of the individual
parts must also be taken into account [139].
A second essential point in software development are the skills and characteristics
that are necessary to solve the tasks. This includes, for example, the mastery of a
specific programming language, as well as the level of experience [79]. For a better
selection of possible crowd workers, the properties and skills required for the task
should be recorded as attributes and then compared with the profiles of the crowd
workers. This requires well-structured crowd management.
Crowd workers also need access to the necessary tools and systems required for
the completion of software development tasks. Access can either be provided with
the task as a prerequisite, or is granted to the employer after the assignment deci-
sion. After the task has been carried out by a crowd worker, the required quality
must be ensured, and integration into the overall project must be carried out. Qual-
ity assurance is an essential component of the system and can also be carried out
automatically through tests. In addition to pure development, software testing is
also classified under this category of crowdsourcing, as it is a part of the software
development process.
The second subs-category of productivity scenarios consists of other productivity
related tasks can be outsourced to ECPs. One example scenario is the translation of
texts that is described by Stewart et al. [156]. Some scenarios also describe where
enterprise crowdsourcing was used to determine the location of objects, to convert
speech to text and to cluster and label data.
3.2.2.2 Scenarios of Knowledge Management
For scenarios of knowledge management, it is essentially a matter of collecting, main-
taining and making available the existing knowledge within a company. In this area,
Vukovic and Bartolini [166] and Vukovic and Das [167] describe the possibility of cap-
turing this knowledge with a campaign via an ECP. To this end, the initial definition
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is made of what the campaign is to cover, and individual questions are then formu-
lated, which query the information to be collected. These individual questions are
then compiled by the client into a questionnaire. Before the questions are assigned
to the crowd, the experts who have the required information must be identified, and
the questionnaire is then assigned to them. If the questions cannot be answered com-
pletely, the task can be delegated. After the questionnaires have been completed by
the experts in the crowd, the information collected is combined and evaluated. In or-
der to guarantee a sufficient quality of the contributions, it is necessary to establish
a quality assurance process. For this task Vukovic and Das [167] describe a specific
workflow, which allows the integration of quality assurance into the platform.
3.2.2.3 Scenarios of Idea Management
Scenarios of idea management involve finding and substantiating ideas for new prod-
ucts, improving existing processes or optimizing them. This kind of enterprise crowd-
sourcing usually follows the assignment strategy campaign, where everyone in the
crowd can submit his or her ideas. For such tasks, it is essential to address the right
crowd. Therefore, there exist different possibilities of opening the internal crowd to
external contributors. In general, a larger crowd is considered beneficial to generate
more ideas. However, there may also be reasons to restrict and limit the crowd to
internal employees if necessary. This is particularly the case if trust is a necessary
prerequisite for finding an idea, for example, if the information is confidential or
the campaign is not to be communicated externally. However, the number of ideas
submitted is severely limited due to the limited number of employees. Therefore, the
definition of the crowd is the core element in idea management scenarios and must
be adapted to the respective situation so that the results are satisfactory [151, 158].
3.2.2.4 General Sources in Enterprise Crowdsourcing Literature
Besides the articles that discuss scenarios of productivity, knowledge management,
and idea management, the categorization in Table 3 also includes articles that do
not discuss specific scenarios. These articles provide a meaningful contribution to
the research area, by discussing the design of ECPs and the management of crowd-
sourcing projects, processes, and communities, without discussing or deriving their
findings directly from application scenarios, but from rather general assumptions.
These articles contribute to the following discussion about the elements of enterprise
crowdsourcing.
3.2.3 Elements of Enterprise Crowdsourcing
Besides the categorization of scenarios given above, the literature analysis and syn-
thesis (4) focuses on elements and instruments of ECPs. The literature usually de-
scribes four core elements of ECPs, which are discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2.
These four elements include the two types of actors (worker and requester), the tasks
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that the actors request or work on, and the contribution (results) of solved tasks. These
elements are described in detail in the following sections.
3.2.3.1 Actors on ECPs
Among the actors, it is distinguished between those who can provide tasks (requester)
and those who perform them (worker) [66, 67, 165]. In some constellations, both
characteristics are assigned to all actors, which means that there are no differences
between the actors. Besides these main actors, there can be others, such as a platform
administrator or actors who can make evaluations [166, 167, 171].
The characteristics of the actors can be assigned to individual users via roles, which
leads to the fact that a user can also have several roles. In the literature [10, 36, 65,
78, 139, 161] the workers are advised to maintain a detailed profile of their skills
and knowledge in order to simplify the assignment of tasks. The profile of a worker
should be used to record not only their skills but also their experience level and, if
necessary, their validation by the already performed tasks. At the same time, atten-
tion should also be paid to the availability of workers, as it is pointless to propose a
task to a worker who is currently unavailable [10, 159]. For the requester, no detailed
profile is required. However, it can be interesting for a worker to retrieve informa-
tion about the requester before accepting a task. This could include the rejection
frequency of tasks in the past by a requester.
3.2.3.2 Elements of Tasks on ECPs
A task should contain as much information as possible about the activities to be
performed, and its design can depend on the scenario that is to be outsourced. In
idea management, it is less necessary to have particular skills to perform a task, as in
software development. All tasks have in common: a name, a brief description of the
task, the client, a start and an end date [9, 10, 36]. All other attributes are optional. A
selection of the identified attributes and a short description are given below.
• Incentive type and amount: It is necessary to provide remunerations depending
on the effort and depending on the kind of incentive that motivates the workers,
to encourage them for engagement on the platform. [36, 67, 161].
• Task type: Many workers but also recommender systems rely on given catego-
rizations to support task assignment. Therefore, a task should be related to at
least one task type. [10, 65, 78, 139, 159].
• Duration of execution: An estimated execution duration should be specified for
the task, to represent the scope of the task for the worker. There are tasks for
which the duration of execution can be precisely defined (e.g., viewing a video),
whereas for most tasks the duration of execution is only an estimated value of
the requester. The duration can also be to check for the availability of a worker
for a taask [10, 65].
• Complexity: The complexity of the task can be estimated in order to prevent an
inexperienced worker from selecting a task too complex [9, 65, 139, 159, 161].
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• Information on subtasks: If a task consists of smaller subtasks or is itself a subtask,
this information should be provided to everyone involved [10, 65].
• Task assignment strategy: Different task assignment strategies may be appropri-
ate, depending on the given task scenario [156, 161]. Task assignment strategies
will be subject of further elaboration in later sections.
• Confidentiality and visibility: enterprise crowdsourcing is particularly suitable for
tasks that cannot be published due to their confidentiality requirements. It has
to be ensured that only workers with an adequate confidentiality clearing can
view corresponding information [36, 65, 159].
• Restrictions: There can exist further restrictions that exclude specific workers
from certain tasks [139, 152].
• Necessary skills and knowledge: These are probably one of the most important
attributes of a task. Especially with increasing complexity of the tasks, these
attributes become relevant to assign tasks properly. Knowledge and skills en-
able the worker to perform a task but can also be acquired and expanded by
performing tasks [10, 36, 65, 78, 139, 161].
• Resources: The resources made available to the worker play a role in the com-
pletion of a task. These may include for example technical devices or software
licenses [63, 152].
3.2.3.3 Contribution of Tasks on ECPs
The last core element is the contribution of the crowdsourcing process, which is
handed back to the requester after the execution of a task. Such results can be of very
different nature and strongly depend on the given scenario. In software development,
it could be a part of code, whereas in idea management it can be a prototype or a
description of a new product [40, 158]. The expected format of the results should be
defined in the task description, i.e., in the acceptance criteria.
It is argued within the literature whether the provided incentive for a task is part
of the task results. Usually, the argumentation is, that the incentive for a task plays
its most important role as motivator before a worker accepts the task. Therefore, the
resulting incentive is mostly defined before execution and is not regarded as a result
of the crowdsourcing process.
3.2.4 Instruments of Enterprise Crowdsourcing
The described elements interact with each other. Various instruments of ECPs imple-
ment this interaction. Instruments for user, task and contribution management are
described by Hetmank [63], who also defines a workflow management system (see
Figure 7). The instruments are presented below, following the model of Hetmank
[63], but refer to more detailed related work, to identify further important instru-
ments.
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Figure 7: Core instruments of ECPs according to Hetmank [63].
3.2.4.1 User Management on ECPs
According to Hetmank [63], the user management must offer the following four
functions: The registration and evaluation of users, as well as the formation of user
groups and their coordination. During registration, users enter their data relevant
to the platform, from which user profiles are generated [165]. The user is evaluated
during the user evaluation and the profile adjusted if necessary. The skills and the
respective level in the user profile are adapted if the evaluation of a task completed
by the user requires such action. The evaluation takes place on the basis of the data
from the profile and through an analysis of the work history and the currently se-
lected tasks of the platform. In addition, a user’s response speed to questions can be
included in the user’s evaluation [152].
The third function is the formation of user groups. This plays an important role es-
pecially for more complex tasks that cannot be solved alone or for which groups have
an advantage regarding time or quality constraints. The platform must enable and
promote the formation of groups. For this purpose, the literature describes systems
which, from the past cooperation on the platform and data from other company-
internal tools, suggest possible well interacting teams [152, 167]. Especially for tasks
that are highly dependent on other tasks or require a high degree of skill diversifica-
tion, the composition of the team should be taken seriously.
In addition to the composition of the team, the coordination and collaboration be-
tween the members, but also the entire community should be made possible by the
platform. This can be done, for example, by integration of existing collaboration
systems and by the possibility to disassemble and delegate tasks [139, 167]. Also,
communication between crowd workers and clients should be facilitated in order to
eliminate, for example, ambiguities regarding tasks. In addition, this part of the ECP
contains the feedback function with which requesters can assess the processor of a
task.
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3.2.4.2 Task Management on ECPs
Hetmank [63] divides the task management into two sub-functions: task creation
and task assignment. When the task is created, all decisions about the design of the
task are made, and the task is described as precisely as possible with the help of the
above attributes.
The second function is the task assignment process. The task assignment process
is either centrally defined for the entire platform, or defined differently for particular
tasks, depending on their attributes and requirements. The task assignment process
can be defined using various task assignment strategies. The relevance of the correct
choice of a task assignment strategy is justified by the strong influence on the re-
source expenditure and thus the efficiency of the task solution [92, 161]. Three task
assignment strategies are described by Vecchia [92], with which also combinations
or modifications are possible. These strategies can be seen as basic strategies, which
can be adapted according to the requirements of the task.
In a marketplace, different tasks are openly accessible, and workers assign them-
selves to tasks, which supports mainly productivity scenarios. This type of assign-
ment strategy is especially suitable for simple, small and cohesive tasks, since the
effort, the result, the compensation, and the required skills must be known [92, 161].
In the literature, this assignment strategy is often used in connection with crowd-
sourcing in the area of productivity and knowledge management, if the scope of a
task can be clearly defined [36, 78, 156, 166].
A campaign can be used to gather solutions for the same tasks from heterogeneous
workers. This assignment strategy is particularly suitable for tasks in the creative
field, for example from idea management, where diversification is necessary [36, 92].
A significant disadvantage of this assignment strategy is that it is very resource-
intensive, since all not selected solutions have also tied up resources, but are ulti-
mately worthless [161].
The strategy of an auction supports tasks where the requester is not able to judge
the effort or the complexity. In an auction, the individual workers bid on the tasks,
and the requester selects the one, who from his point of view has made the best bid
[161]. The bids of the crowd workers consist not only of the profile characteristics
but also of the expected compensation and the required solution time.
In addition to these three strategies, further strategies can be defined, which pro-
vide variations of the basic strategies to adapt to specific task requirements or goals
of platform provider and task requester. One of these modifications is the possibility
of delegating tasks to other crowd workers. This is necessary so that a crowd worker
who was assigned to a task, but is not available or cannot provide a proper solution,
can delegate the task to a worker who has the knowledge, skills, and resources to
accomplish the task [167]. Appropriate task delegation can also be seen as a valuable
contribution by a worker for the respective crowdsourcing platform [172]. Such cases
occur in particular when tasks are directly assigned to workers.
Direct assignments assign tasks to specific groups of crowd workers without them
having any influence on it. As a basis for this assignment, the history of the workers
can be analyzed and compared to the task at hand. Also, explicitly managed skills
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of the workers can be matched against explicitly stated task requirements. Balamu-
rugan et al. [10] refer to a corresponding value as the human performance index of a
crowd worker. However, the risk is taken that not all experts are activated on a topic
since the selection system works only with incomplete information [178]. The choice
of strategy for the assignment process has a considerable influence on the speed
and efficiency of task execution and should be carefully chosen and adapted to the
scenario at hand [92, 161].
3.2.4.3 Contribution Management on ECPs
The core of the contribution management as defined by Hetmank [63] is to assess
and communicate the quality of the results produced by the workers. To this end,
functions of evaluation, integration, and selection of the results must be carried out.
Evaluation is about assessing the results submitted by the workers and giving
them feedback on this basis. Also, the skill profile of workers can be adjusted on the
basis of evaluation [78, 92]. For an effective evaluation and feedback mechanism, the
following procedure is recommended. First, it must be specified who carries out the
evaluation, the worker himself (self-assessment) or the creator of the task (external
assessment). Secondly, the specificity of the evaluation must be defined. So whether
it is only a simple evaluation – results are accepted or not sufficient – or whether
there is a defined questionnaire for evaluation or even completely open feedback to
be formulated. The third element is the time frame in which the feedback is given to
the worker, i.e., immediately or delayed.
The second function is the integration. This is relevant if the value of a contribution
depends on other results or the embedding in an overall system. This can either be
done by the requester or assigned as a task via the platform.
The third important function of results management is the selection of the final
contribution. For workflows in which more than one result is submitted, a selection
process must be defined. For example, it can be done by a majority decision in which
the result that was submitted most often [70] is selected. Another variation would
be to evaluate through a control group. If only one result is submitted, since a task
has only been processed by one person, there is the possibility that the evaluation
is carried out by a group of persons. The platform can also be used for this by
creating evaluation tasks that are executed by the crowd. On the basis of the group
evaluation, a quality statement can be made about the submitted result. Another
possibility, described by Vukovic and Das [167], has a group of experts evaluate the
quality in a workshop. In addition, there are also automatic procedures for quality
assessment, whereby the suitability of this depends very much on the scenario. For
creative works, machine evaluation is less suitable, whereas in software development
machine methods are particularly suitable [100, 138].
3.2.4.4 Workflow Management on ECPs
The interaction flow between the elements on an ECP is implemented by Hetmank
[63] using workflows that form the interface between the individual elements. There-
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fore, Hetmank [63, 66] considers the workflow management system as the central
tool of an ECP, as it provides the two primary mechanisms necessary for the use
of the workflows. On the one hand, it enables the creation of new workflows, i.e.,
the definition of the concrete process of creating and processing tasks on the plat-
form. On the other hand, it enables management functions for existing tasks, which
include, for example, the optimization and adjustment of workflows. Since the ele-
ments described above, the actors, the tasks and the results, must also be managed
on their own, a separate management system is given for each element (see Figure 7).
The workflows determine how tasks are processed on the platform.
3.2.5 Extended Enterprise Crowdsourcing Model
The examined literature describes additional elements, instruments, and manage-
ment systems, not considered in the model of Hetmank [63] (Figure 7 on page 36)
since they depend very strongly on the application scenarios in their analysis. There-
fore, an extended model is provided in Figure 8 and shortly described below, while
a detailed discussion of the extensions is given in the following sections. This ex-
tended model provides a contribution to the definition of requirements (RG1) and
provides the foundation for the later specification of task assignment strategies (RG2)
in Section 3.4.
Depending on the previous discussions, the following components are added in
the extended enterprise crowdsourcing model. The community management function
is considered a significant extension to the user management. The decomposition
and composition functions are essential for active management of tasks and is split
between the task management and contribution management components. The in-
centive/compensation management component plays a critical role in enterprise crowd-
sourcing and provides interfaces towards all other major components.
3.2.5.1 Community Management on ECPs
The literature describes the community management as a general requirement for
the success of ECPs. This instrument enables users to exchange valuable information
and support each other when working on tasks [156]. In community management,
the needs of the community, in particular, are addressed and analyzed. The goal is
to increase the number of participants and keep them on the platform. The feedback
from a lively community also serves as a great motivational factor for many workers
[167]. The community management is considered as a part of the user management
in the presented extended model Figure 8.
3.2.5.2 Task Decomposition and Composition on ECPs
The decomposition and composition of tasks provide necessary functions, in order
to divide complex and extensive tasks into subtasks and to integrate their results
into a combined contribution. It enables the crowd to find the decision of how to
decompose and newly distribute tasks on its own. In their crowdsourcing governance
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Figure 8: Extended Model of an ECP Based on the Literature Review [142].
model, Zogaj et al. [190] include this as “task modularization.” Decomposition can be
done manually or by an algorithm. Their software offers the structure to perform a
mechanical decomposition and composition in order to allocate the development into
smaller work packages, distribute them for processing and then reassemble them.
However, it is necessary to prevent that individual workers only decompose tasks
(delegation factories), while others only solve such tasks (delegation sinks). This leads to
unbalanced resource utilization [139].
This instrument is mainly related to the task management system, as it profoundly
affects the creation and distribution of tasks when decomposing them. On the other
side, the composition of tasks is mainly related to the contribution management. For
a decomposed task to provide a complete and meaningful solution, the distributed
parts have to be composed back together into a single contribution. Therefore, the
extended model as presented in Figure 8 considers the task decomposition as a func-
tion of the task management component, while the task composition is considered
as a function of the contribution management.
3.2.5.3 Incentive/Compensation Management on ECPs
Most of the literature argues, that the motivation of workers is a driving factor for
the success of crowdsourcing platforms [51, 83]. The design of the compensation and
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incentive system is a vital matter in ECP since the workers are already compensated
for their working time.
In addition to compensation, the chances for personal development of a worker
can be motivating for the execution of the tasks. By performing tasks, new skills can
be acquired, or existing ones can be deepened that enhance the employee’s profile
[10, 23, 92]. Especially in task management, the motivation of the employees should
be considered to determine the choice of the incentive mechanism and the amount
of compensation.
There can be a wide variety of motivations that must be taken into account by
the incentive system. Guy et al. [59] identify three different motivators for a crowd
by analyzing a survey with users on an ECP using gamification. First, changing the
context of everyday activities; second, expanding knowledge and skills; and third, as
an addition to everyday activities.
Besides compensation and personal development, there are many more motivators
identified in the literature, which depend on the focused scenario and are subject to
individual preference. Kaufmann et al. [83] divides the motivators into intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation. Enjoyment-based motivation and community-based motivation
are considered intrinsic, while payment, personal development and social motivation
are considered extrinsic factors.
The success of every single task, as well as the success of the ECP in general, de-
pends on whether a motivated workforce can be established. The motivation is what
drives the user to select a task and provide its contribution. Therefore, the incentive
and compensation management is considered to be related and of great importance for
the modules of user management, task management, and contribution management.
The motivation of each worker has to be evaluated by the compensation management
component, which therefore includes an interface towards the user management, the
evaluate motivation function. Depending on many factors, e.g. the task assignment
strategy, a suitable compensation system has to be chosen when creating or decom-
posing tasks. The define compensation system function is therefore closely related to the
task management. Depending on the provided contribution for a task, the compensa-
tion management provides the compensation to the worker. Therefore, the function
manage compensations provides the interface towards the contribution management
component.
The provided extended model concludes the structured literature review. This
model is used as a basis of the concept for ECPs presented later. The categoriza-
tion provided and the scenarios identified serve as a basis for the expert interviews
and the respective qualitative study presented in the next section.
3.3 qualitative study
This section describes the methodology, results, and analysis of a qualitative study
conducted with experts (n=11) from the industry. The following methodology de-
scription explains the selection of enterprises and experts, the creation of an inter-
view guideline as well as the execution of interviews and their analysis. Quantitative
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results are presented below in a brief manner, while the subsequent sections discuss
the identification of scenarios for ECPs in more detail.
3.3.1 Methodology of the Qualitative Study
The methodology follows the best practices provided by Gäser et al. [53]. Before
the actual study, a preliminary study was carried out with various participants of
an IT-intensive enterprise, to discuss the possibilities of ECPs. On the basis of this
preliminary study, it was determined that it is important to distinguish the different
stakeholder groups of decision-makers, users and developers. Decision-makers represent
individuals who decide whether and how an ECP is used within the enterprise.
Developers represent individuals with experience in providing a respective service
platform. Users represent individuals who would be using the platform within the
enterprise, taking different roles on the platform.
Based on the insights of the preliminary study and the results of the literature
review, an interview guideline (see Appendix A.1) was developed for the three dif-
ferent stakeholder groups. The guideline for all stakeholders of the platform first
focuses on the discussion of possible application scenarios of ECPs. For each of the
identified scenarios, the interview guideline stipulates among others the discussion
of aspects of tasks, roles and platform functionality as well as the confidentiality,
visibility and assignment strategies of tasks. Afterward, the expected outcomes for
the company are discussed from different view scopes. After the discussion of work-
flows and scenarios, the developers discuss experiences with the implementation of
such systems. The decision-makers, on the other hand, discuss the motivation for
implementing ECPs in an enterprise as well as metrics for measuring the success in
enterprise crowdsourcing. The guide was slightly adapted and optimized after the
first interviews with the developers.
The execution of the interviews each took place during a personal meeting at the
company’s premises. The procedure was the same for all interviews, following the
interview guideline by welcoming the experts first and start an informal discussion
about enterprise crowdsourcing. Afterward, a short definition of enterprise crowd-
sourcing was given, the goal of the interview was presented and, an introduction to
the field was provided. After obtaining the consent for recording the interview, an
audio record was started, and the actual interview was executed. At the end of each
interview, thanks were expressed for the cooperation, and feedback was obtained for
further improvement of the interview procedure.
After the execution of the interviews, the audio records were used for a transcrip-
tion of the discussion. The transcribed interviews were then analysed and coded with
the support of the coding software tool MAXQDA3. The quantitative results of the
coding are briefly discussed in the following section to identify general requirements
as well as scenarios in ECPs. Specific insights from the interviews are discussed in
detail in Section 3.4 afterward.
3 http://www.maxqda.de/
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In the study, eleven experts from five different enterprises discussed aspects of
ECPs. All five enterprises (or business units) have a focus on information technology
(IT). One of the companies was chosen to focus on specific scenarios. Therefore, seven
experts from this company were interviewed. Information about the companies is
provided in Table 4, while information about the experts is given in Table 5.
Table 4: The enterprises of the interviewed experts.
sector
(business unit)
employees age in
years
revenue
in euro
interviewed
experts
A Transport / Logistics >300,000 >80 ∼40 Billion 1 User
(BU with IT focus)
B Software and Hardware >300,000 >80 ∼80 Billion 1 User
C Publisher >10,000 >50 ∼2 Billion 1 Decision-Maker
(BU for IT Services) 6 Users
D IT-Services 11-50 >10 unspecified 1 Developer
E IT-Services 11-50 >3 unspecified 1 Developer
Table 5: Overview of interviewed experts.
expert company group position
1 A User Product Owner IT
2 B User IT Product Manager
3 C User UI-Designer
4 C User UI-Designer
5 C User Social Media Manager
6 C User Data Scientist
7 C User Head of Product Management IT
8 C User Head of Product Management IT
9 C Decision-Maker Executive
10 D Developer Head of Development
11 E Developer Head of Development
3.3.2 Quantitative Results of the Study
A total of eleven interviews were recorded, transcribed and coded. The coding re-
sulted in 485 marked relevant passages, which are classified into several coding lev-
els. The general categories are provided in Table 6. On the first coding level, eight
main categories are found, while each topic is subdivided into further categories
(coding level 2). The most mentions are found within the category elements, which
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includes previously discussed elements of ECPs like tasks and worker but also com-
ponents of ECPs like the incentive system and task management (assignment strategy).
The details behind the statements are discussed in the design concept in Section 3.4.
A detailed discussion of scenarios is provided in the following.
Table 6: Overview on the interview results with the number of mentions per coding level.
level 1 mentions sum level 2 mentions
Elements 5 258
Task 130
Incentive system 51
Assignment strategy 38
Crowd worker 31
Community 4
Quality assurance 4
Scenarios 0 51
Productivity 35
Knowledge Management 14
Idea Management 2
Collaboration 1 46
Ticketing 17
Communication 16
Wiki 3
Handling of data 7 30
Visibility of information 27
Goals 3
Expectations 25 16
Team work 3
Bridging departments 13
Roles 0 7
Worker (3)
Administrator (3)
Manager BI (1)
Preconditions &
Concerns
21 -
Metrics for evaluation 20 -
3.3.3 Scenario Identification and Description
Within the expert interviews, various scenarios were discussed which are categorized
into the coding scheme given in Table 7. Productivity scenarios with 35 mentions were
discussed the most while knowledge management scenarios were discussed 14 times
and idea management two times.
When it comes to idea management, it appears to be less interesting for enterprise
crowdsourcing, as the crowd is limited to the employees, which contradicts the prac-
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Table 7: The interview results given with the number of mentions per scenario.
level 2 mentions sum level 3 mentions
Idea management 2 -
Knowledge
2 12
Research 7
management Reporting / Analysis 5
Productivity 0 35
Supporting office tasks 6
Label and Cluster 5
Software development 3
Testing 15
Other 6
tice of gathering ideas from an open crowd [151]. However, one user discussed a
scenario, where proposals for a new logo could be collected via an ECPs. For knowl-
edge management scenarios, research tasks, such as collecting information about new
technologies and analyzing data, were mostly mentioned. From the analysis of the
different statements, these scenarios are subdivided into the categories research and
reporting/analysis. Following the discussions of scenarios in the expert interviews
shows, that enterprise crowdsourcing seems to be very suitable for productivity sce-
narios. Therefore, these are analyzed in detail and subdivided into several different
kinds of productivity scenarios.
Supporting office activities scenarios describe principal or secondary activities of
enterprise employees and can be completed using office tools available in the enter-
prise. One example is the writing of texts for an Internet presence. The experts also
mentioned editing photos, creating Excel macros and editing presentation slides. Label and
cluster scenarios describe tasks concerning the clustering and labeling of data. The
results are often used to train Machine Learning algorithms. One user described a
project, where this is already in place using a PCP. Scenarios describing testing in-
clude all tasks are concerned with the testing of program code. Here, the advantages
of testing user interfaces with the help of an ECP were discussed in particular. In this
context, a user of Company C drew attention to an attempt to perform crowd-testing
within the Company introducing contests and prices to motivate employees. Soft-
ware development scenarios describe tasks that involve the development and creation
of program code but excludes testing, which is handled separately. Currently, IT de-
partments suffer from the lack of employees in Germany. The ideas of outsourcing
task related to software development or testing within a company might be related
to the hopes, that ECPs could relieve the IT department.
Scenarios in the category other activities include everything that belongs to the
productivity scenarios but does not fall into the categories mentioned above. One
example of such an activity is the organization of corporate events, which was men-
tioned by the decision-maker. Other scenarios also include organizing the activation
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of IT tools and taking photographs to verify the current conditions or location of
particular objects.
From the qualitative study, a high number of scenarios in the area of productiv-
ity are identified. These form the basis for the differentiation of task assignment
strategies and corresponding workflows. In the following, two contrary examples
are described, which are provided to discuss general concepts for task assignment
strategies and workflows in ECPs.
Scenarios of the sub-category software testing and support of office tasks are men-
tioned most often throughout the interviews. Therefore, the specific scenarios testing
a graphical user interface and create and edit presentation slides are chosen as examples.
In addition, they show contrary requirements regarding the assignment strategy, con-
fidentiality, and incentive mechanisms. These requirements are derived from the de-
tailed transcribed and coded interview results.
The example testing a graphical user interface describes a certain task from the test-
ing area within the productivity category, and serves as a representative task for many
similar activities that are important for ECPs in IT companies. Testing a web-based
Graphical User Interface (GUI) for example can be easily shared with skilled testers
by providing a simple link and collecting written feedback. On the other hand, such
a task may require the workers to come to a special laboratory for testing purpose,
depending on the data that is supposed to be gathered. Testing a graphical user inter-
face is a task that can be directly assigned to every worker of the enterprise, without
further constraints in regards of qualifications or confidentiality level and may even be
shared with partners or the public crowd. In some specific cases, GUI testing can be
restricted by confidentiality issues, which requires an appropriate community man-
agement. Therefore, this example scenario provides motivation and requirements for
the task assignment strategy of direct assignment presented in the next section.
In some cases, it can be advantageous to require specific attributes or preconditions
of the worker, such as the experience in using IT systems or even physical restraints
(e.g., color blindness). For the motivation of workers, it was found, that testing a
graphical user interface can be perceived as a positive diversion from the day to day
office work. As testing is part of the software development process, which is usually
undergone iteratively, tasks like this come up in regular intervals. It might be of
value, to build a community of testers throughout the enterprise, who are queried
regularly for specific testing tasks. As such a task does not support any learning or
advancement of the worker, other ways of motivation have to be found. Incentivizing
the worker with a lottery or recognition in the community can be options. This
allows accounting for the necessary financial support without limiting the number
of contributions when a direct reward would be promised.
The example creating and editing presentation slides describes a task from the support-
ing office tasks area within the productivity category. In this example, an employee of
the company shares information, e.g., incomplete or outdated presentation slides, to
be updated for an upcoming presentation. In this scenario, the task has to be done by
a single individual. In this case, constraints towards the qualifications or confidentiality
level of the worker have to be considered.
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Creating and editing presentation slides is a task that can be perceived as a burden-
ing additional workload to workers. In such a case, the motivation plays an important
role to ensure the quality of the provided work. Here, the affinity of the worker to-
wards the content is of importance, and intrinsically motivated workers have to be
found, that like to work on the given topic or with the required tool. Such a task
could also be used to improve the workers’ capabilities to use specific office tools or
to introduce them to certain information and processes within the company. Such
a task cannot be assigned using a direct assignment of workers, but rather requires
workers to apply for such a task and allow for review, rejection, and acceptance of
applications. Therefore, this example motivates and provides requirements for the
open application strategy provided in the next section.
From the empirical study, several scenarios relevant in the IT sector are identified
and described. Two specific scenarios from the productivity category are chosen to de-
scribe two example tasks that focus on different aspects of task assignment strategies.
From the identified requirements, task assignment strategies are provided in the fol-
lowing. Following the results of the qualitative study, the following task assignment
strategies are derived from more than the two described scenario examples and take
further identified requirements into account.
3.4 design aspects of enterprise crowdsourcing platforms
In this section, the conceptual design of an ECP with the focus on task assignment
strategies is presented. Section 3.4.1 provides the basic structure, discussing briefly
the relationships of basic elements on the ECP derived from the literature and the
qualitative study. Section 3.4.2 focuses on the design of assignment strategies and
presents the corresponding workflows for the management of the respective crowd-
sourcing processes motivated by the identified scenarios.
3.4.1 Basic Structure of Enterprise Crowdsourcing Platforms
Figure 9 shows schematically how the elements of an ECP are structured. At the cen-
ter of an ECP, there are the tasks and the actors, as well as the contribution towards the
result of the crowdsourcing process. Depending on the interaction of the actor on the
task, an actor can either be the worker of a task or the requester of a task. In a managed
ECP, it could be necessary to define a manager, who needs to review created tasks
before they are published on the platform. A user of an ECP can act in different ways
on different tasks and is therefore seen as an actor, who can perform different actions,
depending on his view on the task. Actors have three main attributes attached that
describe their profile: the qualifications, the roles, and the motivators.
The qualifications describe the skills, knowledge, and characteristics of the respec-
tive actor and can be matched against the requirements of a task. The qualifications
can describe characteristics such as age, department, confidentiality level, etc., which
can be integrated from existing systems or queried during registration. Skills and
knowledge, on the other hand, are more difficult to grasp and are subject to a con-
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Figure 9: Basic structure of elements on ECPs.
stant change as a result of experience at work and in everyday life. They may be
recorded at the time of registration, while a distinction should be made between
non-verified data and verified data, e.g., via certificates. In addition, the actor’s ac-
tivity on the ECP results in changes in skills and knowledge. Executed tasks and
corresponding feedback can serve to prove the skills and the level at which they are
mastered.
Besides the qualifications, an actor’s profile consists of motivators describing the
motives of the user on the platform. Depending on those motivators, the incentive
mechanism of a task can be adapted. In addition, at least one role is assigned to
each actor, which defines the general rights of the users on the platform. Such roles
include the rights to work on tasks, request tasks, manage tasks or provide adminis-
tration rights for certain parts of the platform.
A task can be broken down into further subtasks as shown in Figure 9. In order
to perform the composition of results from a decomposed task, this relationship has
to be managed carefully. A task contains information about the specific requirements
that are necessary to fulfill the task. In addition, each task adheres to exactly one
assignment strategy with which it is offered to the crowd. The incentive mechanism can
be dependent on the task and also adapted to the motivators of its target workers.
The core task of the platform is to provide the actors with the tasks that are ap-
propriate for them. For this purpose, various filter and matching processes are used,
which are described in Section 3.4.2. These reduce the crowd to the actors who are
suitable for a task, based on the qualifications that match the requirements of the
task but also based on the motivators of an actor. However, it is necessary not to
restrict possible assignments too much, as one main motivator in ECPs is to gather
further skills [83], also described in one of the interviews:
“. . . you want to expand your skills in some way [. . . ] you take on tasks that perhaps go
beyond your own qualifications, to get this competency into your profile.”
User, Company C, Head of Product Management IT SBU 2
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3.4.2 Design of Task Assignment Strategies and Workflows
The scenarios identified and the information collected serve as a basis for the distinc-
tion of task assignment strategies and for the design of corresponding workflows.
An assignment strategy describes general conditions and goals in which a task is
offered to possible workers. An assignment workflow describes different steps and
dependencies to assign a task to one or many workers. Different scenarios demand
identical assignment strategies, and therefore, workflows can be used in different
scenarios depending on the required assignment strategy or application.
This section describes the two different assignment strategies direct assignment
and open application, which differ from the self-selection assignment strategy used
widespread in micro-task markets and the corresponding workflows. From the coded
interview results, task assignment strategies were often found to include a crowd se-
lection workflow. As this is a shared process between the different task assignment
strategies, crowd selection is described as an independent process since this work-
flow is identified as part of different assignment strategies. Therefore, the crowd
selection workflow is presented first, while the descriptions of the direct assignment
and open application strategies follows afterward.
3.4.2.1 The Crowd Selection Workflow
In enterprise crowdsourcing, the set of workers is equal to all employees. In par-
ticular cases, it is extended by members of partners or clients. Previous sections
discussed the relevance of qualification, confidentiality, and motivation in enter-
prise crowdsourcing. In many cases, the general set of all workers is restricted to
assignable workers. This means, before an assignment of a task to one or many
workers can be executed, the possible crowd has to be filtered. This step of selecting
workers is called crowd selection. Selecting assignable workers from the crowd is
described as a three-step process, which is visualized in Figure 10.
0. At first, all workers are judged to be relevant for selection.
1. In a first filtering step, the qualifications of the workers are matched with the
requirements of the task. To not restrict the selection too much, a task can
include must-have and nice-to-have requirements. The result of the first step is
a list of workers that are capable of solving the task without further restrictions.
2. A second filter takes the availability and the confidentiality level of the workers
into account. This optional step returns a list of workers that are capable of,
available for, and have the clearance for solving the task.
3. The third and last filter is concerned with the motivation of the selected worker.
The target is to identify workers that are not only capable of working on the
task but have a particular interest in solving the task. This filtering step leads
to the final set of chosen workers.
Though the last two filtering steps are optional, they are considered a crucial element
in order to maintain a sustainable platform, as they provide driving factors for the
acceptance of the platform.
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Figure 10: Crowd selection process.
3.4.2.2 Assignment Workflow for the Direct Assignment of Workers
The first assignment strategy, which is related to the scenario of GUI tests is called
direct assignment (see Figure 11). The goal of the direct assignment strategy is to reach
many users without caring too much about single contributions. Therefore, the cor-
responding workflow assigns the tasks to the selected crowd (see Section 3.4.2.1) and
mainly focuses on the concern to reach a critical number of contributions. As long as
this number can still be reached, there is nothing to do but wait for the contributions.
When this number cannot be reached anymore, the requester needs to take action
in order to get the task done (i.e., adapt the crowd selection or allow the system to
publish the task also externally). The selected crowd is also applicable to form a user
group in order to provide the tests to the same crowd a second time. This can also
benefit the efforts of building proper community management.
The workflow for this strategy does not require any application of workers. After
creating the tasks and filtering the crowd, the selected workers are directly assigned
to the task. That means they will find a new task assigned to them on the platform
for execution.
Figure 11: Direct assignment workflow to reach a broad crowd.
3.4.2.3 Assignment Workflow for Open Applications of Workers
The second assignment strategy open application, is related to the scenario of creat-
ing presentation slides, described before. The goal of the open application strategy
is to find a single qualified worker. The scenario requires an iterative approach for
reviewing applications and republishing the task (see Figure 12). After creating the
task and filtering the crowd, workers can apply for the task. The requester is directly
involved in the selection process, by reviewing the workers that applied for the task.
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The selected worker submits the solution, and the requester either accepts the solu-
tion or reopens the task with additional feedback for the worker. This process can
be repeated until the expected result is reached. If there are no applications or ev-
ery application has been rejected, the requester needs to lower the requirement and
constraints of the task or find other means to solve it.
Figure 12: Open application workflow to assign a specific worker.
3.5 user evaluation of selected workflows
The task assignment strategies and the designed corresponding workflows are distin-
guished based on the qualitative study performed. Additional aspects and require-
ments for the design of information systems are often perceived and uttered by users
only after they gain practical experiences in the use of the system. Therefore, a pro-
totypical platform was implemented that realized the issues and especially the task
assignment workflows presented above. It has been used to evaluate the workflows
by means of a small user evaluation. The goal of the evaluation was to realize addi-
tional aspects and requirements related to the assignment strategies and workflows
which have not been mentioned in the study. Two individual users that have been
part of the initial study, followed specific guidelines in order to recreate the sce-
narios and example tasks provided above and discuss possible shortcomings of the
prototype. Therefore, sample tasks and artificial workers were provided in order to
simulate a running system. Each of the users went through both of the example tasks
from the viewpoints of workers and requesters.
The figures provide a brief insight into the implemented platform, which was
available through a browser in different environments (e.g., desktop, tablet, or smart-
phone). Figure 13 shows the view of a requester who can manage tasks that can be
listed in different states (at the bottom of the page). Here, it is possible to review
Figure 13: Platform interface with example task (menu is closed).
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Figure 14: Platform interface with example tasks (menu is opened).
pending or open tasks, review applications to tasks (as required in the open appli-
cation workflow), and also to review assigned, submitted or closed tasks. Figure 14
shows the view of a worker who has several possible tasks displayed. The menu is
opened in this screenshot (left margin). Within the menu, the user can switch from
his current view to the manager view or the worker view. In the menu, there is also the
possibility to create new tasks, or change the profile information as well as changing
availability settings.
Regarding the crowd selection workflow, it was found, that it is crucial to have a
manageable system for defining and assigning qualifications correctly. Without a
very well defined taxonomy of qualifications, the selection of required qualifications
is a difficult task when creating a new task. The qualification of a worker could be
derived and ranked from their task history. However, the required qualification for a
task should be creatable on the fly when creating tasks in the system. On the other
hand, it is also possible to introduce a system, that derives requirements from a tex-
tual description and match workers respectively. Another mentioned aspect is, that
the process of filtering the crowd should be provided as transparent as possible to
the task requester. A system is suggested, that provides, e.g., a worker count of the
currently filtered crowd, in order to let the task requester know what kind of con-
sequences specific requirements have for the visibility of the task. One can imagine
a system, where the requester is able to explore the selected crowd, by comparing
user profiles. However, privacy concerns of the employees must be considered in
such a scenario. Another important feature of the crowd selection process is to save
a filtered crowd to enable proper community management especially when it comes
to testing-scenarios.
For the direct assignment workflow, the evaluators mentioned that for the worker,
the assignment of tasks should be made as transparent as possible. The knowledge
of the reason for an assignment might affect the motivation of the worker to accept
or reject the task in a positive, as well as in a negative manner.
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Within the scope of the open application workflow, the evaluation showed, that it
is particularly well designed for tasks that require a single contributor. It is easily
possible to use an open application based workflow on tasks with several contribu-
tors; however, the review process for the requester provides much overhead in such
a case. Within the open application workflow, it is also possible to define a manager
for a created task when, e.g., the decision on who should work on the task is not
done by the task requester himself but rather by a supervisor.
One critical review noted that workers that are excluded from certain tasks in either
workflow have no knowledge of this exclusion and are not able to develop their pro-
file for future inclusion, which might be beneficial in an enterprise-wide scope. This
is a design decision, which is particularly necessary when considering the confiden-
tiality of tasks. However, it is possible to include less strict visibility configurations,
that provides solutions for low confidential tasks.
3.6 conclusion
The goal of this chapter was to identify requirements towards task recommendation
systems (RG1) and to design task assignment strategies (RG2) in ECPs.
Against this background, a structured literature review and a qualitative study
were conducted, which highlight scenarios and requirements for the design of task
assignment strategies in ECPs. The provided task assignment strategies for direct
assignment and open application, as well as the corresponding workflows, serve as ex-
tension on the conceptual model of ECPs and therefore extend the existing strategies
in the literature. The results are presented by highlighting conceptual decisions on
the design process of an ECP while focusing on approaches related to new concepts.
This allows enterprises to use the presented methods and workflows to apply them
in their own design of an ECP directly. The motivation and background of these
methods are clearly stated and critically discussed. The user evaluation performed
on two workflows highlights some limitations of the work and displays new aspects
which should be considered in future work.

4
Worker’s Demands for Task Recommendation in Public
Crowdsourcing Platforms
Goals of this thesis, as described in Chapter 1, are the definition of requirementstowards task recommendation (RG1) and the design of assignment strategies
(RG2). Micro-task markets and especially PCPs rely on the task self-selection of work-
ers as discussed in Chapter 2. Different criteria could be used for recommending
tasks to workers in public micro-task markets. On the one hand, factual attributes
of tasks could be used as recommendation criteria, such as payment and required
time, which are often already provided as assignment filters for the workers on the
platform.
On the other hand, semantic attributes of tasks could be leveraged, providing
detailed information about the task to be performed. As the provided filters often
reflect the perspective of the platform provider and requesters, a challenge for task
recommendation and respective assignment strategies is the worker’s perspective
towards task recommendation. Therefore, this chapter describes two user studies
conducted on a public micro-task market, which analyze the demands of the workers
towards task recommendation. The first user study provides insights into what kinds
of recommendation criteria are relevant for the workers [146]. The second user study
focuses on semantic attributes, analyzing how similarities of tasks are perceived from
the workers perspective [118, 144].
This chapter is structured as follows. The next section highlights related scientific
work. Afterward, in Section 4.2, the demands of workers towards task recommenda-
tion are discussed. Section 4.3 presents the most relevant similarity aspects of tasks
as perceived by the workers on a PCP.
4.1 related work for user studies in public crowdsourcing plat-
forms
Different user studies analyze the behavior and opinions of workers in crowdsourc-
ing platforms. This section provides an introduction into the methodologies and
results of related work on user studies in crowdsourcing platforms.
Some studies focus on the motivations of the workers why to engage in crowd-
sourcing and why they choose certain tasks over others. Brabham [24] identifies
several different motivators for workers to engage in crowdsourcing. Kaufmann et
al. [83] focus on micro-task markets and analyze extrinsic and intrinsic motivators
for task choice preference. Other studies provide surveys based on directly asking
the workers for their opinions.
Chilton et al. [30] analyze how workers search for tasks on the public micro-task
market MTurk. Therefore, they analyze the provided search and sort filters such as
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reward (largest), time (newest), and title (a-z). Providing the results from 257 unique
workers, they find that the workers focus on newest hits and “look mostly at the first
page of the most recently posted tasks.”
Schulze et al. [148] investigate the properties of tasks and how they influence the
task selection preferences considering the different demographic backgrounds of the
worker. They analyze properties such as the length of task descriptions, high reward
per hour, high reputation of requester, and more. Their findings provide insights on
differences between American and Indian workers, and show that many workers like
“short and simple tasks, while others prefer comprehensible task descriptions.”
Yuen et al. [184] provide a worker study where the workers are directly asked
about their selection criteria. Based on the answers of 100 workers on MTurk they
find that the amount of pay is the most relevant selection criterion followed by the task
nature, level of difficulty and duration.
The user studies provided so far focus on task selection and task choice prefer-
ence. None of the user studies introduce a recommender scenario for the workers
to consider. Therefore, the presented studies in this thesis introduce the idea of rec-
ommendation and provide insights about preferred task recommendation criteria.
Additionally, from the insights of the first study, the second user study analyzes the
details of how workers perceive similarities of tasks and provides a list of the most
preferred similarity aspects of tasks.
4.2 workers preferences on task recommendation
This section provides the methodology and the results of a user study with the votes
of 130 workers towards their preferred selection criteria of tasks on the platform. The
qualitative and quantitative survey among crowd workers focuses on task selection
and recommendation and takes into account the demographic characteristics of the
workers. The provided results support the hypothesis that the preferences of work-
ers are inhomogeneous and that criteria relevant for selection are not available for
filtering the tasks in the current platforms.
4.2.1 Methodology
The study focuses on the question which characteristics of tasks are most relevant to
workers with respect to the recommendation of tasks. The survey first introduces the
idea of task recommendation to the workers. Then the workers are supposed to se-
lect their most important recommendation criteria. After selecting recommendation
criteria, the workers are required to arrange all recommendation criteria according to
importance. The recommendation criteria include six standard measurements, like
payment, as well as additional criteria that consider the similarity of tasks. Six fac-
tual criteria are considered, namely the most money, least time, payment per time, time
to rate, best-rated task and best-rated requester. Additionally, three criteria considering
the similarity are provided: similar task, different task, similar worker. The time to rate
describes the time a worker is required to wait until the work on the task is verified
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and the money transferred. The similar/different task criteria describe a task which is
similar or different to the last completed task of the worker. The similar worker recom-
mendation criterion describes tasks that have been completed by workers which are
found to be similar to the worker receiving the recommendation. The task was made
available on the PCP Microworkers. The survey features a structured questionnaire
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Figure 15: Survey design: five sections [146].
including six sections, shown in Figure 15. Within the questionnaire, the workers are
provided with a description of the idea of task recommendation and have to answer
questions about characteristic personal information considered later. The main part
has the workers vote for the four most important criteria from a set of nine and asks
them to order the whole set according to importance afterward, also giving them the
opportunity to express further opinions given a free text field. The last part asks for
more or different personal characteristics of the worker, including consistency ques-
tions [73] to filter out spammers.
The survey was executed on the PCP Microworkers in April and May 2015, leading
to 130 submissions that are taken into consideration for data analysis. The analy-
sis focuses on the characteristics: region, gender, experience, average payment, and
activity, to find differences between the workers.
4.2.2 Results
A single survey submission is filtered by comparing the answers of voting (step
three) and ranking (step four), applying the methods of the consistency questions.
Only such votes that are consistent in voting and ranking are considered for the data
analysis. The votes for each of the criteria are weighted by the rank it was voted on
(1− 4), where a higher rank corresponds to a higher weight. For each of the criteria,
the weights are summed up and divided by the overall sum of weighted votes. This
average weighted ranking (awr) gives a value between 0 and 1 for each of the criteria,
where a higher awr hints towards higher valued recommendation criteria. The overall
votes for the criteria and the corresponding awr is given in Table 8.
Analyzing the results shows, that the workers unsurprisingly value the criteria
most money and highest payment per time the most. However, the criterion similar tasks
comes in third place being more valuable to workers than criteria like time to rate
or best-rated task. This shows that there is a requirement for identifying similar tasks
in order to be able to recommend them to workers on such platforms. Additionally,
different task, is the least valued of the criteria, showing that workers want to be
provided with similar tasks.
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Table 8: Overall votes and awr.
criteria awr rank
1 2 3 4
most money 0.242 37 17 13 12
payment per time 0.169 19 20 9 12
similar task 0.147 18 12 11 14
least time 0.124 6 19 17 7
time to rate 0.120 5 16 21 8
best-rated 0.068 5 7 8 10
similar worker 0.051 4 7 4 5
best-rated requester 0.043 6 1 4 7
different task 0.035 2 3 6 5
Table 9: Number of submissions and counted votes per region.
region countries submissions votes
Asia BD, NP, PH 37 104
EU - West FR, DE, ES, IE, IT, NL, PT, SE 45 133
Western US, UK, CA, AU 48 140
While the analysis dividing the workers by gender, experience, payment or activity
did not result in significant insights, analyzing the different regions shows significant
differences between workers. The regions are chosen as defined by the platform
Microworkers, where a task can be created to be published in a specific region only.
The submissions were divided into the different regions Asia, EU-West and Western
as seen in Table 9. Figure 16 shows the differences between the regions for each of the
criteria. It can be seen, that the results of the EU-West region almost mirror the overall
results. However, the opinions of the workers from the Asia region and those from the
Western region differ significantly, especially when it comes to the recommendation
criteria of similar tasks. In the Asia region, this is the least valued recommendation
criteria, while in the Western region this is the most valued recommendation criteria.
Accordingly, different task is ranked sixth out of nine in Asia compared to the last
rank in EU and Western regions.
4.2.3 Conclusion
This section provides the results of a survey undergone with workers on the PCP
Microworkers. Analyzing the votes of 130 workers towards their preferred recommen-
dation criteria, it showed that overall, workers value the criteria of time and money
most. However, criteria that are not so strongly defined as the similarity of tasks
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Figure 16: Results with respect to workers’ region [146].
are also valued high. Especially the similar task criteria, which is found to be most
valuable for workers from the Western region and appears to be least valuable for
workers from the Asia region provides interesting recommendation criteria and has
to be analyzed in a more detailed study.
4.3 similarity of tasks from the worker’s perspective
Section 4.2 showed that the similar task is a relevant recommendation criterion for
workers. How the similarity of tasks is defined remains unclear. Therefore, how
workers view and perceive the similarity of tasks is the focus of the user study
presented in the following. The survey is designed describing several different simi-
larity aspects of tasks and has workers decide on how useful each of the aspects is in
order to decide on the similarity of two tasks. To determine the differences between
regions the survey gathers the opinions of 100 workers from five different world
regions each. The results provide a strong claim towards task recommendation and
certain similarity aspects based on the 500 submissions in total.
4.3.1 Methodology
The survey comprises of four main parts shown in Figure 17. The first part explains
the motivation of the survey and introduces the field of task recommendation and
similarity aspects. The second part asks the workers to provide some details about
the demographics as well as the experience and activity of the worker. This data is
compared with data given on the platform and used as consistency question [73] to
identify spammers. The third part of the survey provides the main questionnaire. The
main part presents 14 questions examining the worker’s opinion about 14 similarity
aspects of tasks. For each of the similarity aspects, the workers are provided with a
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five point Likert scale to judge how useful the similarity aspect is. One example is
given in Figure 18. Additionally, a further test is introduced to identify spammers.
Therefore, a 15th nonsensical test question is introduced to the 14 original questions,
which states “Task B is completely jabberwocky1 to Task A”, providing the instruc-
tion in the description to answer this question with ‘very useful’. This simple test
question allowed to filter about 47% of all survey submissions, which have not been
answered with care and the instruction to answer ‘very useful’ was not followed.
In most cases, a wrongly answered test question in the main part correlated with the
results from the consistency questions.
Motivation 
and
introduction
- Demographics
- Experiences
- Task selection
Rating of 
similarity aspects
Opinion on task 
recommendation
Main interestWorker‘s characteristics
Figure 17: Four parts of the survey.
The 14 similarity aspects include different kinds of aspects. The first five similar-
ity aspects represent semantic similarity measures that could be derived from the
task descriptions and are therefore referred to as semantic. These are included to
determine whether semantic similarity measures are required by the workers. These
semantic similarity aspects include the questions whether two tasks can be described
as similar when they come from the same domain, require the same action, have the
same complexity, feature similar comprehensibility or serve the same purpose. Six of the
similarity aspects cover basic criteria, where similar tasks are described to offer the
same payment, require the same amount of time for completion, have the same pay-
ment/time ratio, take the same time to rate, have the same success rate or have the same
number of open tasks in their campaigns. The last three attributes describe employer at-
tributes, where two tasks are published from task requesters with the same employer
experience, who come from the same employer country or can be categorized into the
same employer type such as commercial or scientific.
Figure 18: One example question from the main part of the survey [144].
The survey was published on the PCP Microworkers in November and December
2015. It was published in five different regions as shown in Table 10 which also shows
the spam rate within the regions as well as the number of valid submissions used
for data analysis per country of origin of workers.
1 The word “jabberwocky” represents the nonsensical nature of the question [28, 182]
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Table 10: Submissions per region.
region spam rate residence country (submissions)
Asia, South 63% BD(77), IN(13), LK(6), NP(3), PK(1)
Asia, South East 52% ID(34), MY(28), PH(27), VN(6), SG(3), TH(2)
English speaking 35% US(62), UK(21), CA(13), AU(4)
Europe, East 35%
RS(34), RO(12), MK(12), BA(11), BG(10), HR(7), PL(4),
LT(3), AU(2), TR(2), SI(1), HU(1), CZ(1)
Europe, West 42%
IT(28), BE(19), FR(16), PT(14), ES(9), DE(6), FI(3),
CH(2), IE(1), DK(1), AT(1)
4.3.2 Results
The results section first provides the results of the last part of the questionnaire,
whether or not the workers want task recommendation. Then, the overall results are
discussed. The different results per region are presented briefly afterward.
4.3.2.1 Necessity of Task Recommendation
The workers answered the two questions “Do you think it is easy to find tasks that
are interesting and enjoyable to work on?” and “Would you like to receive task rec-
ommendations on the platform?”. They had the chance to vote ‘yes’, ‘no’ and to
give no statement ‘ns’. 61.2% of the overall workers answered for the first questions
that it is easy to find interesting tasks, 33.0% found it not to be easy, while 5.8% gave
no statement. Figure 19(a) shows the different results per region. There is quite a
difference between the regions, where 78% of workers from the Asia, South region
voted for ‘yes’, while only 42% voted ‘yes’ in the Europe, West region. The answers
to the second question, whether task recommendation is wanted on the platform is
answered with ‘yes’ by 74.6% of all workers. Again the answers differ per region,
however, at least 65% of the workers in any region state a demand for task recom-
mendation. These results provide a strong motivation to further support workers on
the platforms by using task recommendations.
4.3.2.2 Overall Results on Worker’s Preference for Task Recommendation
The overview of the results given in Figure 20 shows for each similarity aspect all
votes on the Likert scale. According to this survey, the aspect required action is rated
the highest and thus represents the most important similarity aspect for workers. The
ratings are weighted from ‘0’ for ‘not useful’ to ‘4’ for ‘very useful’, to com-
pute an overall average value given in Table 11. All aspects are rated with a mean
value above 2.0, and thus fundamentally positive, except for the employer country
(1.82). Though the average values show preference tendencies, Figure 20 provides a
more detailed understanding of the voting. For example, the averages of comprehensi-
bility and domain differ only insignificantly with 2.97 and 2.87 respectively. However,
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Figure 19: Necessity on task recommendation [144].
Figure 20 shows, that comprehensibility gained this through more votes for ‘very
useful’ and less neutral votes.
For each region and similarity aspect, the average value and the rank in the corre-
sponding region are given in Table 11. The similarity aspect required action with an
average rating of 3.41 is clearly voted to the first rank. The similarity aspect required
action holds this first rank in all regions. To quickly find the five best-rated aspects
per region in the table, they are printed in bold.
As explained earlier, the similarity aspects are divided into different kinds of as-
pects: semantic, basic criteria and employer attributes. In the overall results, the five
semantic similarity aspects occupy the first five ranks. After the semantic similarity
aspects follow the basic criteria and then the employer attributes, with only one excep-
tion (nr. of open tasks). This proves the hypothesis that semantic similarity aspects,
which could be derived from the task descriptions, are relevant for the workers on
the platform.
4.3.2.3 Results Depending on Regions
Table 11 shows the differences between the regions in detail. Some significant dif-
ferences (rejection of the null hypothesis that the samples come from the same pop-
ulation with at least p < 0.05) are discussed below. The Asia, South region differs
most from the other regions in its voting behavior. Their workers voted the similar-
ity aspects success rate, employer type and employer experience on the ranks two, three
and five, while these aspects can be found in the overall ranking only on ranks eight,
eleven and twelve. Also, the aspects of open tasks, employer experience, employer type,
and employer country follow this pattern of higher valuation in Asia, South.
Furthermore, workers from the region Asia, South East rate the similarity aspect
same domain significantly higher than workers from English-speaking countries or Eu-
rope, West. In the Asian regions, the purpose of the task is a more important similarity
aspect for the workers, than for workers from the region of Europe, West. This also
applies to the aspects payment and time to rate. The aspect of time is less interesting
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Figure 20: The similarity aspects judged on a Likert scale from “not useful at all” to “very
useful” by 500 workers (ordered by average rating) [144].
for workers from Europe, West than for workers from the Asian and English-speaking
countries. It is remarkable that for the aspects required action, complexity and paymen-
t/time no significant differences can be found between the regions.
4.3.3 Conclusion
The main results, shown before, provide several valuable insights. On the one hand,
the demand for task recommendation is clearly stated by workers from all five inves-
tigated regions. On the other hand, the most valuable similarity aspects as perceived
by the workers are identified. The study shows that the similarity aspect required
action is valued the most throughout the whole community of workers. In general,
the semantic similarity aspects which could be derived from the textual descriptions
are voted the highest, followed by basic criteria and employer attributes. The exact
values for the similarity aspects vary between the regions; however, the four semantic
similarity aspects of required action, comprehensibility, domain and purpose can be found
within the top seven (out of 14) similarity aspects in every region. This is quite sur-
prising regarding the fact that platforms often only provide filters concerned with
basic criteria like required time or payment of tasks.
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Table 11: Similarity aspects with average rating and rank.
similarity average rating and (rank) by region
aspect overall asia s . asia s . e . english sp. europe e . europe w.
required action 3.41 (1) 3.25 (1) 3.43 (1) 3.52 (1) 3.36 (1) 3.49 (1)
comprehensibility 2.97 (2) 2.96 (6) 3.16 (2) 3.07 (2) 2.79 (4) 2.87 (2)
domain 2.87 (3) 2.92 (7) 3.13 (3) 2.73 (7) 2.87 (2) 2.69 (4)
purpose 2.83 (4) 2.99 (4) 3.05 (5) 2.84 (4) 2.74 (5) 2.54 (6)
complexity 2.83 (5) 2.74 (13) 2.97 (6) 2.89 (3) 2.81 (3) 2.74 (3)
payment/time 2.76 (6) 2.83 (11) 2.83 (10) 2.79 (5) 2.73 (6) 2.60 (5)
required time 2.72 (7) 2.87 (8) 2.97 (6) 2.78 (6) 2.62 (8) 2.38 (7)
success rate 2.66 (8) 3.10 (2) 3.13 (3) 2.40 (9) 2.47 (9) 2.20 (8)
payment 2.63 (9) 2.84 (10) 2.88 (8) 2.53 (8) 2.71 (7) 2.17 (9)
time to rate 2.42 (10) 2.81 (12) 2.83 (10) 2.26 (10) 2.08 (13) 2.11 (10)
empl. type 2.38 (11) 3.02 (3) 2.70 (13) 2.16 (11) 2.22 (10) 1.82 (11)
empl. experience 2.33 (12) 2.97 (5) 2.84 (9) 1.92 (13) 2.20 (12) 1.74 (12)
nr. of open tasks 2.31 (13) 2.87 (8) 2.73 (12) 2.06 (12) 2.22 (10) 1.65 (13)
empl. country 1.82 (14) 2.60 (14) 2.37 (14) 1.38 (14) 1.41 (14) 1.34 (14)
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Task Recommendation
This chapter covers the works on task recommendation discussed and motivatedin the introduction. Covering the broad spectrum of tasks as shown in Figure 21,
this chapter provides contributions for three different kinds of tasks: micro-tasks,
projects, and job postings. One challenge dealt throughout the presented approaches
is derived from the dynamic nature of tasks. The high churn of tasks requires the
application of content-based recommender systems and the definition of appropri-
ate methods to determine similarity. The following sections provide task recommen-
dation approaches based on textual descriptions towards RG3. Thereby, similarity-
based approaches are presented for providing task recommendation, crowd selection,
skill extraction and the preselection of tasks, as shown in Figure 21.
For the area of micro-tasks, two different scenarios are focused. At first, the sim-
ilarity aspect required action, considered highly relevant by workers (compare Sec-
tion 4.3), is used as a basis for designing a method to determine task similarity.
This approach evaluates verb phrase similarities in order to rank and recommend
tasks for workers. Secondly, an approach is presented which provides a selection of
workers for task recommendation in location-based micro-task markets. This crowd
selection approach is used to investigate, whether similarities in task descriptions
can improve the recommendation of collaborative filtering approaches.
Related to projects, a scenario from the industry is considered to improve skill ex-
traction approaches in this scenario based on the distributional similarities of words.
For the assignment of projects to workers, a small dataset is given providing project
descriptions in worker profiles as well as project proposals stating required skills. Ap-
plying a simple recommendation scheme for matching required skills and provided
skills allows evaluating the performance of the presented skill extraction approach.
For job recommendations, the interactions of users with job postings are analyzed.
Therefore, this scenario relies on the click data of users on a job market platform. Pro-
jecting users of the platform into the vector space representation of the job posting’s
Tasks
ProjectsMicro-Tasks Job-Postings
Location-BasedMicro-Task Market
Similarity Aspect
’Required Action’
Similarity-Based
Crowd Selection
Similarity-Based
Skill Extraction
Similarity-
Based Preselec-
tion of Tasks
Figure 21: The spectrum of tasks from job-postings to micro-tasks.
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documents enables a preselection of job postings derived from their textual similari-
ties. The cluster-based preselection improves the recommendation performance and
reduces the runtime of applicable recommender approaches.
5.1 related work for task recommendation
Recommender systems have been studied for many applications and domains. A
general overview of recommender systems is provided by Bobadilla et al. [20], who
discuss the foundations, problems, and evaluation of recommender systems. Ricci
et al. [131] gather in their work many case studies and practical recommender ap-
proaches. They consider recommendations in domains like technology-enhanced
learning Manouselis et al. [105]. Erdt et al. [42] provide an extensive study on the
evaluation of such systems. Another domain focuses on active learning as provided
by Rubens et al. [136] and Schnitzer et al. [147].
The problem of churn is described by Burke and Ramezani [26]: “A high churn
domain is one in which items come and go rapidly,” who mention news items as an
example. They also describe that “Items that have been around for some time may
accumulate ratings, but by the time they do, they may no longer be relevant.” This
shows, that in domains considered to have high churn, items still are expected to
get a number of ratings. As described before, the dynamic nature of task markets
provides an extreme form of the churn problem, where items are no longer relevant,
as soon as they gather a single interaction.
5.1.1 Recommendation of Micro-Tasks and Task Classification
Geiger and Schader [51] provide an overview of the different approaches regarding
personalized task recommendation in crowdsourcing systems. They also identify the
high churn problem for crowd processing systems as a challenge for collaborative fil-
tering approaches. They claim, that “an efficient personalized task recommendation
should therefore make (additional) use of content-based techniques.” Accordingly,
task recommendation approaches have always considered the contents of the tasks.
One approach to task recommendation has been proposed by Yuen et al. [185] by
developing a task recommendation framework, which considers the task attributes,
the worker performance and the history of the worker’s completed tasks. For their
task properties, they include factual features, such as the reward and allotted time,
but also semantic features such as title, category, and keywords. Yuen et al. [185] de-
scribe their “TaskRec” approach to be a collaborative recommender system. Includ-
ing the information about the categories of the tasks, they come up with a worker-
task-preference matrix and a worker-category-preference matrix. Intersecting the ma-
trices and applying probabilistic matrix factorization, they identify recommendable
tasks based on the given categories. This means they reduce the knowledge about
tasks to given categories and compute a rating for each category. From the task his-
tory of the user, they infer a five-star rating system. They assign 5 stars if a worker
completed a task successfully, 4 stars if a worker submitted a task but the result was
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rejected, 3 for completing a task without getting accepted or rejected, 2 for selecting
a task but not completing it, 1 for browsing the task details but not selecting it, and
0 for never clicking on the task. The evaluation is performed on a dataset derived
from the NAACL 2010 workshop [117].
Another approach which is focused on the history of a single worker is proposed
by Geiger [50]. He also takes categories (tags or keywords) provided by the platform
into account and introduces features of the employer into his preference estimation
model for recommendation. Geiger [50] performs an online evaluation using a meta-
recommender spanning several different micro-task markets on PCPs.
Assadi et al. [8] approach the field of task recommendations from a requester
point of view. Maximizing the number of assigned workers using a fixed budget for
heterogeneous tasks, they support the decision on which worker to assign to which
task. This is based on optimizing task assignment in a scenario where workers place
bids of their accepted payment for a task.
An also requester focused approach is provided by Mavridis et al. [109] who ap-
ply a taxonomy based skill modeling approach to optimize task assignment quality.
They provide very promising results, where they are able to increase the number of
correct answers significantly. However, their approach requires very specific knowl-
edge about the requirements of the tasks and the skills of the workers and optimizes
the task assignment in a system-wide fashion. The results can be used to identify re-
quirements of tasks and qualifications of workers, which provides the basis Mavridis
et al. [109] presume.
One approach provided for task recommendation in crowdsourcing systems is de-
scribed by Ambati et al. [4], who also evaluate their work on a subset of the NAACL
2010 corpus [117]. They use a content-based approach including the task description
by applying a simple BoW scheme. The proposed scheme computes the similarity as
the overlap in the vocabularies of different tasks. Evaluating the ranking of the BoW
approach against a classification based recommender trained on data about reward,
timestamp and number of associated tasks, they report, that the similarity-based
recommender performs best. The two methods proposed and compared by Ambati
et al. [4] use a classification approach as well as an approach based on semantic
similarities, where the former is outperformed by the latter in their offline evalua-
tion. Their classification approach mainly relies on factual features. Their semantic
approach uses a simple BoW technique to compute similarities in the vocabulary of
task descriptions and rely on a binary task preference model.
Arora et al. [7] present a classification approach for questions which have been
posted to the question and answering system StackOverflow1. They utilize n-gram
counts for a Naive Bayes classifier to classify questions as good or bad, depending on
their scores provided by the community.
In a very similar domain to micro-tasks, Schnitzer et al. [147] and Schmidt et al.
[140] use a TF-IDF based approach and an ensemble classifier in order to classify job
offers to improve the results of a job search engine.
1 www.stackoverflow.com
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5.1.2 Crowd Selection
Difallah et al. [35] provide the “Pick-A-Crowd” framework, which introduces a “push
methodology” in contrast to the self-selection principle (“pull strategies”). They aim
at a high quality of answers in crowdsourcing systems and claim to carefully select
the worker to perform a given task, based on the social network activities of workers.
From tasks descriptions and other task information such as the payment of the task,
the system assigns tasks to selected workers from the crowd. They propose three dif-
ferent models, a category-based model, an expert profiling assignment model, and
a semantic-based assignment model, which all rely on interactions of workers with
the social network Facebook2.
The recommender system “CrowdRex” provided by Mao et al. [106] calculates task
preferences from the worker’s history. In a scenario where developers are searched
for a crowdsourced software development task, they apply the results of code chal-
lenge competitions to select matching workers.
Basak [13] provides the “BruteForce” framework, which considers three different
user profiling methods. Based on these user profiles, KNN approaches are applied
in order to provide a recommendation. Within this framework, tasks can be recom-
mended to workers (pull-based), and workers can be recommended to tasks (push-
based).
A framework for declarative crowd member selection “December” is proposed by
Amsterdamer et al. [5]. They provide a query language to select workers from the
crowd based on different attributes assigned to the worker. This Member-QL query
language considers a semantic similarity evaluator, which relies on given taxonomies
and the respective fact-sets for the workers.
5.1.3 Project Staffing and Skill Extraction
In the approach of Barreto et al. [12], the problem of project staffing is modeled as
a constraint satisfaction problem with multiple constraints. Within their approach
“characteristics of the project activities, the available human resources, and con-
straints established by the software development organization” are taken into ac-
count.
Biesalski and Abecker [16] design a system for project staffing within their plat-
form for personal development. They describe an ontology-based system to calculate
similarities for the matching of skills and profiles.
Mavridis et al. [109] describe an approach for task assignment, which may also be
relevant for project assignment. They use hierarchical skills combined in an ontology
which provides skill similarities to optimize the task assignment. In their approach,
tasks require a single or a few skills only. However, most projects require a number
of tasks and a number of very different skills. Also, the creation of an ontology-based
skill-set is a research area on its own.
2 http://facebook.com
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The current approaches on project staffing require already existing skill informa-
tion and knowledge about required skills for project execution. The presented ap-
proach focuses on skill extraction and therefore provides the information that is
necessary to apply the discussed approaches. However, to focus on the skill extrac-
tion in detail, only a simple recommendation scheme is applied for the evaluation.
Most skill extraction problems are considered as a problem of NER, where specific
elements of a text are labeled to represent a particular skill. There exist NER systems
that perform well on location, names and other entities. An overview of NER systems
for the German language is given by Benikova et al. [15], which includes, e.g. sys-
tems training neural networks on large annotated corpora of text. Other approaches
use character-based word representations that perform well compared to lexical ap-
proaches using gazetteers [93]. A very well known domain for NER is the medical
domain, where treatments, illnesses, and chemical terms have to be recognized and
identified. Therefore, NER is often combined with NEN, and some approaches join
them into one method [97]. Another recent approach provided by Quimbaya et al.
[126] combine different dictionaries into a single NER system.
Skill extraction is a very specific sub-task of NER, and there are basically two
different methods provided. Implicit skill extraction uses texts and artifacts, where
a certain skill is not mentioned explicitly. Explicit skill extraction derives the skills
directly from the text and identifies textual representations. Explicit skill extraction
systems either generate a skill taxonomy or apply ontology enrichment. The applied
method is often dependent on the dataset, which is provided for training and evalu-
ating the skill extraction system. For example, an annotated corpus of text allows to
evaluating against explicitly mentioned skills.
A word occurrence based skill extraction system for extracting implicit skills is
provided by Rodrigues et al. [132, 133]. They perform their approach of competence
mining on a corpus of scientific publications. At first, text processing methods like
tokenization, stemming and stop-word removal are applied. Then they extract key-
words based on the term frequency within scientific papers and interpret these key-
words as competences of the authors. These skills are understood as the competence
to help writing an article about the specific topics reflected by the keywords.
Applying the similarities between work artefects and Wikipedia articles, Kivimäki
et al. [88] provide implicit skills for employees. When a certain artifact is matched to
a Wikipedia article, the category structure of Wikipedia is traversed to discover skills.
Data from LinkedIn is applied to identify Wikipedia articles that reflect skills.
Within explicit skill extraction, Harb et al. [61] analyze company websites for an
ontology enrichment approach. This approach relies on an existing ontology, which
“describes the subject domain accurately” [61]. Explicit association rules are learned
from the data, which allows introducing certain skills to the ontology at hand.
A system for explicit skill recognition and normalization, called SKILL, is described
by Zhao et al. [187] and Javed et al. [77]. They generate a taxonomy of skills by
lexically detecting skill terms from a given list of skills and normalizing them.
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5.1.4 Recommendation of Job Postings
Tripathi et al. [162] present an overview of different job recommendation procedures.
In innovative platforms on the Internet, manifold information about users and ob-
jects is available. Platforms such as Xing contain demographic data, skills, and con-
tacts of the user. The job offers can be available as unstructured texts, but also contain
much more details, such as requirements, keywords or locations [101]. The informa-
tion available, or the extraction and processing of it, has a decisive influence on the
quality of the recommendation. There are many different methods for calculating
recommendations based on a wide variety of information.
In the publication of Leksin and Ostapets [98] an element-based collaborative pro-
cedure on the professional, social network Xing is described. To calculate the object
similarities, different measures such as Cosine similarity, Jaccard and Pearson similarity
are described. In addition, they present a further approach using matrix factorization.
They report that collaborative approaches are not suitable for large amounts of data.
Guo et al. [57] report that most job postings, unlike other traditional objects, are
such objects. Another disadvantage is sparseness since most of the entries of a user-
item matrix are empty.
Guo et al. [58] present different text-based procedures on the job market Career-
Builder3. First, the feature vectors of the job postings are created using BoW and on
the other hand on the basis of entities, such as persons, companies, and locations. An-
other approach uses the tags of the users with which the documents were marked
(e.g., customer service, teaching or finance). The recommendations are calculated
based on the distributed KNN [186].
In the work of Huang [76], a content-based recommendation system for job post-
ings on the Xing platform is developed. The Doc2Vec method of Le and Mikolov [95],
discussed in Section 2.4.3, is used to project the documents into the feature space.
The document vectors are trained on the basis of 3,000,000 job postings from Xing.
This is followed by a preselection of job postings for each user using Elasticsearch,
which are then ranked with the averaged KNN of Musto et al. [116] discussed in
Section 2.5.2.
The content-based method of Poch et al. [125] is used to find suitable jobs on
the Job Talent platform. The user first creates a profile, which also contains free text.
Based on the profile, potentially suitable positions are presented to the job seeker. For
this purpose, properties for users and locations are extracted using a BoW scheme.
These are then grouped with k-means or Latent Dirichlet allocation and assigned to
users with an SVM.
In addition to collaborative and content-based approaches, there are also hybrid
methods. For example, Lu et al. [103] present a hybrid recommendation system for
a job search website from Switzerland. The aim is to recommend job offers to job
seekers on the one hand, but also to suggest potential workers to employers on the
other. Job seekers and employers interact to provide different information regard-
ing job postings and other users. There is also further information on the similarity
3 www.careerbuilder.com
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of people and job postings on the basis of CVs and job descriptions. A weighted
graph is constructed from this information, where the different entities (job seekers,
employers, and job) are connected by edges (visited, liked, similar, . . . ). Then the
entities with the 3A ranking algorithm [41] can be ranked for each user.
Zhang and Cheng [186] present an ensemble method from a content-based and a
collaborative approach. The content-based procedure creates feature vectors as well
as Huang [76] using Doc2Vec, but only on the basis of titles and tags. The recom-
mendations are then made using the distributed KNN algorithm. The collaborative
approach uses singular value decomposition to determine latent user and document
properties, from which the empty cells of a user item matrix can be filled with pre-
dictions. To combine the two methods, the 100 most relevant job postings are first
determined for a user using the content-based approach. These are then rearranged
using the collaborative procedure.
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5.2 determining micro-task similarity for task recommendation in
micro-task markets
A categorization of the tasks, as some platforms provide it, helps the workers in
their decision which tasks to choose for completion. The classification into given
categories allows workers to filter their tasks before selection. Such categories or
tags are usually provided by the task requesters. Most of the task recommendation
approaches rely on the categorization given on the platform.
To show, that an automatic task categorization is feasible, task descriptions of
micro-tasks are used to apply text classification techniques. Evaluating different
feature sets and classifiers, this section shows that the classification given on the
platform can be reproduced with sufficient accuracy. The classification serves the
purpose to show that the very short descriptions of micro-tasks can be used to un-
derstand their nature in general. This allows to conclude, that the used classification
methods can classify micro-tasks into given logical categories. On a platform that
does not follow the strict category assignment as Microworkers, such a classification
can already be used to support a worker’s decision by recommending tasks from the
same category that the worker has successfully submitted tasks in.
However, the semantic aspects, that were found to be relevant for task recommen-
dation from the worker’s perspective cannot be regarded by the approach of task
categorization. Recommenders have the potential to support the workers in their de-
cision and provide tasks according to the interests of the workers. Such systems use
methods to calculate the similarity between workers or tasks in order to apply collab-
orative or content-based filtering. Preceding studies [144, 146] presented in Chapter 4
showed that important similarity aspects for the workers are not only factual aspects
like the amount of the reward, but mainly semantic aspects. Among the five most
highly rated similarity aspects only semantic aspects were found: the required ac-
tion, the comprehensibility, the domain, the purpose and the complexity of the task.
Therefore, an approach is proposed to calculate similarities with respect to the most
valued similarity aspect required action, which introduces a method to calculate the
similarity between two tasks using a continuous measure [118, 143].
Therefore, features that specifically target the semantic similarity aspect required
action are defined and discussed. The similarity is calculated by considering the verb
phrases found in the description of the micro-tasks and computing an overall similar-
ity value between two tasks taking the similarity values of words from WordNet[114]
into account. Six differently designed approaches are applied and compared in the
evaluation. To evaluate these approaches a gold standard is created manually, de-
scribing the similarity regarding the required action between ten different tasks which
yields 90 similarity values. Additionally, the method to calculate the similarity is
used to cluster the tasks, and the resulting clusters are evaluated qualitatively.
With the insights gathered from the classification approach, a method is proposed
to cluster micro-tasks accordingly. With this approach content-based or collabora-
tive recommender systems would be able to recommend micro-tasks with respect to
required action as similarity aspect.
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This section is structured as follows. Section 5.2.1 describes the classification ap-
proach and its evaluation and highlights the most interesting insights. The central
part in Section 5.2.2 describes how the similarity with respect to required action is
calculated and how similarities between tasks can be derived for recommendation.
Section 5.2.2 describes the evaluation of this method, which is done quantitatively,
using a manually created gold standard and qualitatively, analyzing generated clus-
ters. Section 5.2.3 concludes the chapter and provides further ideas for research ap-
proaches.
5.2.1 Classification of Micro-Tasks
A categorization of tasks, as it is provided by some platforms, helps the workers in
their decision which tasks to choose. Such categories and tags are usually provided
by the employer, which is not necessarily reliable. As shown in Section 5.1, most
of the introduced task recommendation approaches rely on a given categorization.
Therefore, an automatic classification alone can also be seen as a valuable contribu-
tion to the field of task recommendation in crowdsourcing systems. As shown in
Section 5.1, in related work either simple BoW schemes are applied, or the focus was
different from the domain of micro-tasks.
This section shows, by applying and evaluating different feature sets and classi-
fiers, that it is possible to reproduce the classification given on the platform with
sufficient accuracy. The most accurate setup for classification is identified, by extract-
ing four different feature sets and evaluating six different classifiers on every combi-
nation of the feature sets. Table 13 shows how unbalanced the tasks are distributed
across the different categories. It was shown, that class imbalance leads to a higher
tendency for a classifier to predict the larger categories [176]. This is also observed
in the provided experiments. However, over- or undersampling of the dataset is not
applied in order to prevent overfitting and to use all available training data.
5.2.1.1 Features
The four different feature sets considered for the classification represent different
perspectives on the tasks and are shown in Table 12.
Factual features include factual information of the tasks, such as payment and time to
finish. While most of the features in this group are numerical, the task characteristic
employer is a nominal attribute. The country attribute is a string attribute, which is
transformed into multiple binary features indicating whether a country was explic-
itly included or excluded.
Content features represent the vocabulary used in the textual attributes of a task.
Tasks in the same category are likely to exhibit similar vocabulary and should be
recognizable by the appearance of specific keywords. Before classification the textual
attributes are transformed into word occurrence vectors. The dimensionality and
sparsity is reduced with several text processing steps, i.e. case folding and stopword
removal. Binary word occurrence, TF-IDF measure, stemming and bi/tri-grams were
tested in addition to word counts.
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Table 12: Feature sets [143].
feature set features
Factual
Payment, time to rate, time to finish, positions, payment per minute,
Employer, countries
Content N-gram (uni-/bi-/tri-gram) word occurrence; unigram TF-IDF
Structural
Word count, no. of bullet points, avg. words per sentence,
Avg. commas per sentence, avg. chars per word, avg. paragraph length,
Avg. line length, readability (Gunning Fog Index [56]), lexical diversity [33]
Semantic URL hosts, named entities, sentiment
Structural features capture the writing style and structural information of the task.
The structure may be similar in tasks of the same category as a similar sequence
of steps is required. The writing style may vary in different categories as they target
different groups of workers. The readability is calculated using an open source Python
module4.
Semantic features are introduced to extract semantic information like topics and sen-
timent from the tasks. SentiWordNet [46] is used as an external knowledge resource
for obtaining a numerical sentiment score. URL hosts, as well as named entities, are
extracted as string attributes and transformed to word occurrence vectors before clas-
sification. A named entity chunker and a PoS tagger from the Natural Language Tool
Kit (NLTK) [17] are used for Named Entity Recognition.
5.2.1.2 Classification
Six different classification algorithms, which are implemented in the WEKA [60]
framework are used: Random Forest, KNN (IBk), Naive Bayes, a rule-based classi-
fier (JRip), a decision tree (J48), and a Support Vector Machine (SMO). For the classi-
fication, tasks of the Other category are excluded from the dataset, as this category
consists of many incoherent tasks, where employers did not find a matching category
for their task, which leaves a corpus of 1466 tasks.
5.2.1.3 Dataset for Evaluation
In order to evaluate the different approaches for classification, a manually catego-
rized corpus of micro-tasks is required. On the micro-task market platform Mi-
croworkers, employers are obliged to assign one of the predefined categories provided
by the platform. This provides a ready to use gold standard for the evaluation of the
classification methods. Other platforms also enable their employers to categorize and
tag their tasks, but only a few of them are comparably strict. Therefore, the dataset
was gathered from the Microworkers platform, between October and December 2015.
4 https://github.com/mmautner/readability, last accessed on October 28, 2018
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The HTML structure is parsed to extract available tasks and their attributes. Ex-
tracted attributes are: the ID, description, proof, title, employer, payment, category,
time to rate, time to finish, success rate, number of jobs available/done and countries
the task is available in. The HTML tags are kept within the textual attributes of the
tasks to preserve structural information. The categories for the tasks, provided by
the platform, are used as gold standard for the classification step. The distribution
of how many tasks belong to which category can be found in Table 13. The table
also serves as an overview over the used dataset containing 1602 tasks overall. The
categories are of very different sizes, which reflects the distribution on the platform.
Table 13: Category distribution in the dataset.
id category tasks %
1 Search, Click, and Engage 597 37.27
2 Bookmark a page 182 11.36
3 Sign up 162 10.11
4 Forums 154 9.61
5 Other 136 8.49
6 Google 83 5.18
7 Facebook 69 4.31
8 Mobile Applications 46 2.87
9 Youtube/Vimeo//Dailymotion/Vevo 40 2.50
10 Comment on Other Blogs 32 2.00
11 Promotion 27 1.69
12 Blog/Website Owners 17 1.06
13 Twitter 14 0.87
14 Write an honest review 10 0.62
15 Download, Install 8 0.50
16 YahooAnswers/Answebag/Quora/Wikians 7 0.44
17 Surveys 6 0.37
18 Leads 5 0.31
19 Testing 4 0.25
20 Instagram 3 0.19
Sum 1602 100.00
To understand what kind of tasks the different categories represent, an analysis
of the most varying task attributes between the given categories is provided in the
following. Analyzing the tasks from the different categories, it is observed that the
averaged task attributes vary per category. This is also observed by Hirth et al. [69].
The category Testing has the highest average payment per task ($7.96) and also the
most time-consuming tasks (54.5 minutes). Tasks in the category Forums are similarly
time-consuming but have lower average payment ($0.60 per task) resulting in the
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Table 14: Weighted average F1 scores for different classifiers and feature sets.
feature set random forest jrip smo
Factual 0.86 0.82 0.73
Structural 0.81 0.74 0.54
Semantic 0.83 0.75 0.84
Content (n-grams) 0.92 0.92 0.91
Content (TF-IDF) 0.92 0.92 0.94
lowest average payment per minute ($0.01). The category Leads offers the highest
average payment per minute ($0.28) and the category Twitter offers the least time-
consuming tasks (less than 3 minutes). The average payment in the collected dataset
is $0.31 per task. The average time to finish is about ten minutes. This means an
average wage of $0.03 per minute is observed.
The task description contains URLs, numbers, special characters, and HTML tags.
Some conventional text processing steps are applied and the HTML structure is
stripped from the text and used as additional attributes. The text processing steps
are implemented with regular expressions. These steps include:
1. URLs are replaced with ‘dst’. The word occurrence vector will contain the
respective information of how many URLs are found within the text.
2. A list of URL hosts is added as a new attribute.
3. HTML tags are removed from the text.
4. The HTML tag sequence is added as a new attribute. This is used to derive
structural features later.
5. standard representations are used for common variations of words. For exam-
ple, ‘you’ll’ is transformed to ‘you will’.
6. The following number types are replaced by a textual representation, to reduce
dimensionality and sparsity:
a) pure numbers: ‘num’
b) percentages: ‘perc’
c) numbers which are followed by a currency symbol: ‘cur’
5.2.1.4 Evaluation
For each classifier trained on each feature set, a 10-fold stratified cross validation is
executed. From the evaluated classifiers, the three best-performing (JRip, SMO and
Random Forest) are analyzed in detail. The results of weighted average F1 score
are given in Table 14. The content feature set using the TF-IDF approach achieves
the best results for classifying task categories over all classifiers. The SMO classifier
using the content feature set, obtains the highest F1 score of 0.94. However, the two
other classifiers outperform the SMO classifier, when they are trained on the factual
or structural feature set. The most stable classifier is found to be the Random Forest
classifier with F1 scores of above 0.8 for each of the four feature sets.
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Table 15: Weighted average F1 scores for SMO and combinations of feature sets.
feature set +factual +structural +semantic
Factual - 0.82 (+0.09) 0.86 (+0.13)
Structural 0.82 (+0.28) - 0.85 (+0.31)
Semantic 0.86 (+0.02) 0.85 (+0.01) -
In order to analyze their combined performance, the combinations of different fea-
ture sets are also evaluated. Combining the content feature set with any other feature
set yields no improvement. For the remaining feature sets, there are improvements
when adding features from another feature set (see Table 15). For example, the F1
score improves by 0.28 when factual features are added to structural features. Com-
bining all three feature sets results in small to no further improvements. The results
for all different feature set combinations and classifiers can be found in Table 29.
The F1 scores per class are also included in the evaluation. As expected, there is a
clear descent of the F1 score for less supported categories, shown in Figure 22. How-
ever, the F1 score is above 0.7 for all categories that contain at least 10 tasks. Training
a classifier on a class with less than 10 positive examples expectedly performs not
as good. For categories with at least 83 positive examples in the corpus, an F1 score
greater than 0.94 is achieved.
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Figure 22: F1 score per category for the content feature set and SMO classifier. Categories
are sorted decreasing in size. Category Other (ID=5) is not considered here.
Categories with ID 15 and greater have less than 10 positive examples.
This evaluation showed, that it is generally possible to reproduce given task cate-
gories from the task descriptions and that a classification of micro-tasks is feasible.
The SMO classifier provided the best result, while content features represent the
best-performing feature set. As long as classes are represented by at least 10 positive
examples, an F1 score of at least 0.7 can be reached using a corpus of 1466 tasks.
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5.2.2 Micro-Task Similarities Regarding the Required Action
In order to rank tasks, regarding their semantic similarity to a given task, continuous
measures are required instead of classifiers for binary class membership. The results
of the classification in Section 5.2.1 show that it is possible to judge from the task
description about information of the task such as the category assigned by the em-
ployer. The insights about how certain features can be applied for the classification
task can help to propose an approach for calculating task similarities based on such
aspects.
As discussed in Section 5.1.1, most recommender systems for tasks in micro-task
markets rely on keywords and tags provided by the task requester. Determining task
similarity with respect to the similarity aspect of required action provides a worker-
centered approach which takes the whole task description into account. This allows
the introduction of more fine-grained features compared to simple BoW approaches.
In this section, certain features are discussed and proposed, that are specific for the
aspect of required action. From those features, a method for determining the similarity
is designed that focuses on the aspects of the action of the task. In Section 5.2.2 the
implementation of this method is evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively.
5.2.2.1 URL Hosts for Required Action
The categories defined on the platform (Table 13) involve different web platforms
such as Google or Facebook where such tasks have to be performed on. The action
that has to be performed for a task is often directly depending on the involved plat-
form. In Section 5.2.1.1 it is described how the URL hosts are extracted from the task
descriptions for the semantic dataset. The URL hosts are expected to represent the
platforms that are involved in the action to solve the task. Therefore, the URL hosts
that can be found within the task description are considered as valuable information
to measure how similar two tasks are in their required action.
5.2.2.2 Verb Phrase Similarity for Required Action
The best-performing feature sets for the classification in Section 5.2.1.1 are the con-
tent feature sets. In this evaluation, The TF-IDF approach performs only slightly
better than n-gram word occurrence features. Using this insight, a specific implemen-
tation is designed that concentrates on n-grams representing the verb phrases found
within the task descriptions. In general, verbs are supposed to represent actions
within any sentence. In a task description, they are expected to reflect the actions
that are required to solve the task. As actions are also defined by the object on which
they are performed on, complete verb phrases are considered for the calculation of
the similarity. Word similarities provided by WordNet are applied to compute the sim-
ilarity between verb phrases, which is later described in detail. At first, the extraction
of verb phrases from the task descriptions is described.
To recognize verb phrases, the task description is tokenized, and the tokens are
annotated with their PoS tags using NLTK libraries. To recognize verb phrases in the
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specific dataset, containing many short and bullet point formatted sentences, two
simple regular expressions are applied:
< VBP|VB >< TO|IN >? < DT >?< VBN|JJ >? < NN|NNS > +
< . >< NNP >< TO|IN >? < DT >?< VBN|JJ >? < NN|NNS > +
In the Penn Treebank PoS tagset [137] used by the NLTK tagger, VB, VBP and VBN are
forms of verbs, NN, NNS and NNP are forms of nouns, TO is the word ‘to’, IN a prepo-
sition or conjunction, DT a determiner and JJ an adjective. The regular expression is
designed to match verb phrases like ‘enter the given keyword’, ‘scroll to the
bottom’ and ‘click the blue link’. The second expression was added as it was ob-
served that the NLTK tagger often tags verbs at the beginning of sentences as proper
nouns. Instead of implementing an adapted PoS tagger, the presented solution was
found to recognize more verb phrases correctly and still produce few false positives.
This grammar is used to evaluate different word similarity measures from WordNet.
Improving on the described grammar, more complex regular expressions were added,
considering verbs connected with conjunctions, superlative, and comparative forms
of adjectives and proper nouns. This complex grammar recognizes more verb phrases
in general, but also produces more false positives. This extension is called complex
grammar and compared in the evaluation with the simple grammar described before.
Two task descriptions, which feature same verb phrases, are assumed to be similar
regarding their required action. However, many verb phrases bear similar meaning,
even though the used vocabulary is not exactly the same. Instead of only using a verb
phrase occurrence, word similarities from WordNet are applied as suggested in dis-
cussed related work [1, 29]. To be able to compute the mutual similarity between all
tasks in the dataset, tasks are represented as n-dimensional attribute vectors, where n
is the number of all verb phrases that have been detected in the dataset (corpus verb
phrases vc). The single attributes in a vector representing a task indicate the max-
imal similarity between the respective corpus verb phrase vc and all verb phrases
within the task’s description (instance verb phrases vi). This means that a vector
representation of a task contains attributes of value 1 for verb phrases contained in
its description and of values between 0 and 1 for all verb phrases contained in the
dataset but not in the task itself. The final mutual task similarities are computed
using Cosine similarity between the vectors. This is described in detail with examples
in the following paragraphs.
To determine the similarity between two verb phrases, the following procedure is
applied, taking the word similarities for the nouns and verbs from WordNet. For each
noun in a corpus verb phrase vc, the maximal similarity (simWN) to any noun in vi
is determined, and their sum is computed to find the similarity value simnouns (15)
between two verb phrases. The same is done with verbs for obtaining the verb sim-
ilarity value simverbs (16). The similarity between the two verb phrases vi and vc
is determined by averaging the noun and verb similarities, which provides the verb
phrase similarity simVP (17):
Nvc/vi = {nouns in vc/vi} (13)
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Vvc/vi = {verbs in vc/vi} (14)
simnouns =
∑
n∈Nvc
maxn ′∈NvisimWN(n,n
′) (15)
simverbs =
∑
v∈Vvc
maxv ′∈VvisimWN(v, v
′) (16)
simVP(vc, vi) =
simnouns + simverbs
|Nvc|+ |Vvc|
(17)
For each verb phrase pair (vci, vij), this procedure is executed. The verb phrase
vci is from the set of corpus verb phrases, while the verb phrase vij is an instance
verb phrases which was extracted from considered task t. For each verb phrase in
the corpus, the task t receives a similarity value. This value is set to the maximal
similarity found between the corpus verb phrase vci and any instance verb phrase
vij in task t:
t[vci] = maxvijsimVP(vci, vij) (18)
WordNet provides three measures of similarity between words operating on the path
lengths of a hypernym/hyponym relation hierarchy (lch, wup, path) [120]. The differ-
ent similarity measures lch, wup, and path are compared in the evaluation. To com-
pute the distances between two tasks using this method to determine the similarity
with regards to the required action, the Cosine similarity distance is applied.
5.2.2.3 Dataset and Similarity Gold Standard
To evaluate the proposed method, a small manually labeled gold standard was cre-
ated. This gold standard defines task similarities regarding the aspect of required
action. For a set of ten tasks T1, ..., T10, each of the tasks is assigned to one human
annotator as the so-called base task. The annotator then decided for each of the other
tasks in the set (non-base tasks) how similar it is to the base task. As a result, the
gold standard contains one ranking R1, ...,R10 per annotator. In each of the rankings
Ri, the task Ti represents the base task. All other tasks are supposed to be ranked
in descending similarity compared to the base task. An exemplary ranking can be
found in Figure 23, where the base task is put in the first column, and the remaining
tasks are supposed to be placed to the right, descending in similarity. Twice as many
columns than there are tasks to rank (20 including the column for the base task) are
offered, to give the annotators the possibility to quantify similarities between tasks
by leaving gaps. This allowed the annotators to group tasks together, where a defi-
nite decision on which task is more similar was hard to find. The 20 columns also
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allowed the annotators to fill the columns without grouping tasks together, leaving
a gap between each entered task. A numerical value is computed, which represents
the distance dg(Ti, Tj) between the base task Ti and any other non-base task Tj in the
gold standard. To actually force annotators to define those gaps in the rankings, it is
T T TT TTT T TT1 6 8 3 7 5 2 10 4 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
Figure 23: Example gold standard rating scheme [118].
demanded that the base task is filled in the first column, and that the last column has
to be filled with a (least similar) task, too. Therefore, for a ranking Ri, the following
equation holds:
dg(Ti, Ti) = 0 and max
j∈[1,10]
dg(Ti, Tj) = 19 (19)
5.2.2.4 Quantitative Evaluation
The proposed method for determining task similarity with respect to the aspect of
required action was used to produce rankings for every base task that can be compared
to the gold standard rankings. The distance values obtained by the similarity method
dc(Ti, Tj) range from 0 to 1. These values are scaled to the numerical range given by
the gold standard distance values:
d ′c(Ti, Tj) = 19 · dc(Ti, Tj) (20)
The comparison of calculated and gold standard rankings was conducted using
the Spearman rank correlation and mean absolute error. The three different mea-
sures from WordNet (lch, wup, path) are evaluated as discussed earlier. For the best-
performing WordNet similarity method (WNpath), different feature setups are eval-
uated, by leaving out the URL host feature and using the more complex grammar
as described in Section 5.2.1.3 The results can be found in Table 16 and Table 17
respectively.
Regarding the Spearman rank correlation (Table 16), the configuration using the
WordNet path similarity measure outperforms configurations using wup and lch mea-
sure with a median correlation of 0.46. Removing URL hosts from the feature set does
not change the median correlation but results in a higher maximal correlation of 0.7.
This maximal correlation is only exceeded by using the complex grammar. However,
for this configuration, the minimal correlation is very low (0.09), and the median
is worse. Therefore, the configuration using WordNet’s path similarity measure and
the simple grammar for verb phrase recognition including URL host features are
considered to perform best in terms of the correlation.
In terms of mean absolute error (Table 17), configurations with simple grammar
and URL hosts using WordNet’s wup and lch measure result in lower errors than
the (WNpath) measure (median of 5.89 and 5.29 in contrast to 6.53, respectively).
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Table 16: Spearman rank correlations (rs) for required action.
measure
rs
median max min
WNpath 0.46 0.70 0.25
WNwup 0.30 0.62 0.09
WNlch 0.29 0.50 -0.07
WNpath, no URL hosts 0.46 0.59 0.27
WNpath, complex grammar 0.43 0.83 0.09
Table 17: Mean absolute error (mae) for required action.
measure
mae
median max min
WNpath 6.53 8.13 5.59
WNwup 5.89 7.82 4.70
WNlch 5.29 7.40 4.68
WNpath, no URL hosts 6.17 8.69 5.33
WNpath, complex grammar 5.82 7.28 3.92
Taking the maximum and minimum values for the mean absolute error into account,
the (WNpath) measure, using the complex grammar, provides the lowest values for
both.
For the evaluation, ranking similar tasks is considered more important than deter-
mining the exact distance. Hence, correlation is the more important measure here.
Overall, the path similarity measure of WordNet together with the simple grammar
and the URL host features are found to be the best-performing configuration. This
configuration produces the most correlations above 0.5 and is comparatively stable
for the rankings in Table 16. The complete evaluation results can be found in Table 30
in the Appendix.
5.2.2.5 Qualitative Evaluation
The qualitative evaluation provides a clustering of the given tasks. In a recommen-
dation scenario, a clustering is not required, but it is given here to provide further
insights on how the provided method performs on the given corpus. For this qual-
itative analysis, the 1602 tasks in the collected dataset are clustered, applying the
DBSCAN clustering algorithm [45, 121] The parameters for DBSCAN are optimized
by comparing the resulting clusters to the gold standard. DBSCAN requires the pa-
rameter eps, which defines the radius of the considered neighborhood of a point p. A
particular point p is considered a core point if at least minPts points are within the
neighborhood of this particular point p. Several parameter combinations of eps and
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Table 18: Word frequencies in selected required action clusters. The word frequency is given
in brackets. Most interpretable words are highlighted in bold face.
rank a1 a6 a11
735 tasks 36 tasks 19 tasks
54429 words 1367 words 691 words
1 dst (2045) email (81) app (58)
2 profile (1959) go (63) review (46)
3 google (1488) select (60) write (28)
4 task (1036) sign (54) honest (22)
5 url (851) address (50) install (19)
6 keyword (839) name (40) feedback (18)
7 least (818) already (37) dst (18)
8 make (739) dst (36) note (17)
9 go (729) paid (35) download (17)
10 click (674) optional (29) least (17)
minPts were evaluated using the gold standard, to determine the best-performing
clustering setup. The parameter selection resulted in eps = 2 andminPts = 10 as the
best-performing setup. With ten tasks to be ranked and twenty positions open, ten
columns remain empty. Especially as the annotators were forced to put the base task
in the leftmost column and the task which is supposed to be least similar in the right-
most column, these empty spaces are found between the inserted tasks. Tasks with
more empty columns between each other are considered less similar towards each
other. Therefore, the ranking was considered to provide the following constraints
for clustering. First, the base task and directly neighboring tasks are supposed to be
in the same cluster. Second, tasks which are not directly neighboring the base task
should not be in the same cluster as the base task. The further away a task is placed
in relation to the base task, with regards to empty cells, the more important is that
they do not appear in the same cluster.
The setup, using the selected parameters eps = 2 and minPts = 10, produced 14
clusters with 270 outliers for the method with respect to required action. The cluster
sizes vary between 735 and 12 tasks. To get an idea of what kind of tasks are con-
tained in the clusters, the word frequencies within the clusters are analyzed. Table 18
shows the ten most frequent words of three exemplary clusters resulting from the
method. The cluster A1 is interpreted to mainly consist of tasks requiring the user to
search and click. Cluster A6 contains tasks requiring sign-in actions and cluster A11
seems to consist of tasks requiring writing app reviews. Not all produced clusters
are that easily interpretable using word frequencies; however, all clusters are clearly
distinguishable. The word frequencies for all clusters can be found in Table 31 and
Table 32 in the Appendix.
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Table 19: Category distribution for selected clusters regarding required action.
category a1 a6 a11
Blog/Website Owners - - 0.11
Facebook 0.08 - -
Google 0.10 - -
Mobile Applications 0.02 - 0.89
Other 0.16 - -
Promotion - 0.03 -
Search, Click, Engage 0.47 - -
Sign up 0.09 0.94 -
Youtube/Vimeo/... 0.04 - -
Various 0.04 0.03 -
The goal of the clustering is not to reproduce the categorization of Microworkers.
However, it is assumed that some categories also represent actions (e.g., Sign Up,
Search, Click and Engage). Therefore, the category distribution in the obtained clus-
ters is analyzed regarding required action. Figure 19 shows the results for the three
selected clusters. The cluster A6 and A11 mainly consist of tasks that belong to one
category (Sign up and Mobile applications respectively). Finding compliance with sin-
gle categories from Microworkers, which reflect single actions well (as it is the case for
Sign up), can be an indicator that the proposed method is able to detect similarities
regarding the required action in tasks. On the other hand, cluster A1 consists of tasks
from many different categories, which shows that similarities are identified, that go
beyond the given categories. In the case of A1, the cluster appears to contain search
tasks in general.
5.2.2.6 Discussion of Recommendation Scenarios
The presented method to determine task similarity with respect to the aspect required
action is designed to enable recommendations in micro-task markets based on the
semantic similarities of tasks. A recommendation in a micro-task market in such
a scenario can be based on the content of tasks that a worker submitted before.
The tasks successfully done by the worker, combined with the provided method,
allows finding tasks that are similar in action, which can then be recommended to the
worker. In a collaborative filtering scenario, a task that was identified to be suitable
for the worker, but is not available on the platform due to the high churn in micro-
task markets, can be replaced by a still available task which is similar in regards to
the required action. When it comes to recommending tasks in micro-task markets, a
semantic similarity is not the only factor to consider. Factual aspects such as payment
and required completion time are very important to the worker, as discussed in
Section 4.2. Contextual aspects, such as the currently used device, available time or
the number of recently done tasks should be considered too, as well as ratings by
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worker and employer towards certain submissions. However, the method provided
to calculate the semantic similarity with regard to the required action is considered
important, as it is chosen as the most valued similarity aspect by the workers [144].
Further semantic aspects, such as those also valued as important factors for rec-
ommendation, can provide the base for further methods to calculate the similarity
of tasks. Being able to measure the similarity of two micro-tasks, with regard to the
given semantic aspects, enables the creation of recommender systems which takes
sophisticated preferences of each worker into account. A recommender system that
requires reliable automatic classification of micro-tasks as well as the capability of
finding semantically related micro-tasks in an unsupervised manner provides value
to the workers and might also improve the quality of work for the task requesters.
5.2.3 Conclusion
This section provides an approach on how to measure semantic task similarity based
on the proposed similarity aspect required action. At first, it is shown that the con-
tent of task descriptions can be used to classify micro-tasks into known categories.
The evaluation of the classification shows that a classification is feasible using the
proposed setup. From this basis, a method to determine the similarity of tasks with
respect to the similarity aspect required action for micro-tasks is proposed, which
was found to be the most important similarity aspect to workers on the platform
Microworkers. Different approaches for the calculation of the similarity are quanti-
tatively evaluated against a manually gathered gold standard and analyze the best
setup qualitatively by providing insights into the generated clusters within the given
corpus. The quantitative analysis showed that the results of the method to calculate
similarity can correlate with the result of human annotators. The qualitative analysis
shows that clusters generated from the similarity measure can be compared where
the category from the platform reflects a specific action. It is also shown that the
similarity aspect required action can provide similarities beyond the given categories.
Therefore, the calculation method defined for the required action can be effectively
used to find tasks that require a similar action.
However, the provided similarity aspect reflects only a small portion of aspects
that have to be considered when recommending micro-tasks which are subject to
future work. Also, the quantitative evaluation is conducted on a small manually
gathered gold standard to determine the similarities of tasks. This evaluation can be
extended by providing the results to the workers on a micro-task market to gather
more meaningful results. For further development of the proposed method, further
features and methods can be considered such as provided by the fields of topic
modeling and word embeddings.
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5.3 crowd selection for recommendation in location-based crowd-
sourcing
As described in Section 2.2.3, location-based micro-task markets require the workers
to be present at a physical location to perform a task, and crowd selection strategies
are needed to enable a “push” to relevant workers when a new matching task comes
up in their area. For example, a task may request a picture of a speed sign at a
specific location to validate the current speed limit on this road [129].
As in micro-task markets, the selection of workers for tasks can be supported by
recommendation systems. To answer the question, whether textual task similarities
can improve the recommendation in location-based crowdsourcing platforms (RG3),
this section presents an approach for crowd selection based on textual similarities
of tasks from the history of the workers [128]. In this approach, task similarities are
used to provide a clustering of tasks, enabling a selection of workers who worked
on tasks from the same cluster. The presented approach is evaluated against a matrix
factorization approach, which is based on a given categorization provided by the
platform (task-types). This matrix factorization approach is therefore applied as a
baseline and evaluated on the given dataset. The results show that the presented
approach can significantly improve the results of recommendation in location-based
crowdsourcing platforms.
5.3.1 Methodology for Crowd Selection based on Textual Similarities
The method follows several steps to filter workers to whom a task should be recom-
mended to, as shown in Figure 24. The first criterion for recommending tasks in a
location-based crowdsourcing platform is the availability of a worker at the location
of the task. Therefore, the similarity-based approaches and the baseline take the lo-
cation of tasks and workers into account. All tasks completed in the platform are
analyzed for semantic similarities and clustered accordingly. When a (new) task is
introduced, for which workers have to be identified to recommend the task to, the
following filter steps are performed. At first, the location of the task is examined,
and only such workers are considered for recommendation, which have completed
tasks in areas near that location. In a second step, the task is sorted into one of
the previously computed clusters, based on the similarities in the task description.
Now, only such workers are considered, which have completed tasks from within
this cluster. Therefore, this step provides a crowd selection based on the similarity
of task descriptions. In a last step, the workers are ranked by a matrix factorization
approach to provide recommendations.
The baseline approach basically implements the same steps, leaving out the filter-
ing for textual similarities. The details of the crowd selection approach are presented
below. The following description of the method is visualized in Figure 25.
For a previously unknown task and its corresponding description document d˜u
the users u˜ ∈ U˜ can be recommended. Whether a user has completed a document
d˜ ∈ D˜ successfully, is defined by the ratings of a user L˜ ⊆ D˜×R. The presented
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Figure 24: Overview on the applied process for crowd selection.
Task descriptions: d˜1, d˜2, . . . , d˜n ∈ D˜ New task description: d˜u
Documents:
d1,d2, . . . ,dn ∈ D New document: du
Clusters:
C1,C2, . . . ,Cφk ⊆ D
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Cu ⊆ D
for document
du ∈ Cu
Workers j˜i with rated tasks in the cluster cu:
j˜i ∈ J˜ where L˜i ∩ Cu 6= ∅
vectorize
find clusters
vectorize
cluster into Cu ⊆ D
filter workers
Figure 25: Overview on the applied method for the similarity-based crowd selection.
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method applies an additional filter to select a crowd according to the task similarities.
To achieve this, the documents d˜ ∈ D˜ are projected into a vector space representa-
tion d ∈ D ⊆ Rφf with φf feature dimensions, based on their similarities. Afterward,
the documents d ∈ D are grouped into φk clusters C1,C2, . . . ,Cφk using an unsu-
pervised clustering mechanism. The previously unknown document d˜u can now be
projected into the same vector space and clustered accordingly into an already exist-
ing cluster Cu. Now, such users j˜ ∈ J˜ can be identified, which have completed a task
from this cluster Cu (j˜i ∈ J˜ where L˜i ∩Cu 6= ∅). Only such workers j˜ in the crowd J˜
are considered for further recommendation.
5.3.2 Evaluation of Crowd Selection and Task Recommendation
To apply this method, several decisions about algorithms and mechanisms applied
have to be made. At first, a meaningful location-based filter has to be defined. Sec-
ondly, the representation based on document similarities has to be chosen. Thirdly,
a suitable clustering method has to be identified. Additionally, the recommender
algorithm has to be chosen, which only considers the selected crowd for recommen-
dation. To decide these aspects, different analysis are performed based on a given
dataset.
5.3.2.1 Description of the Dataset
The dataset for the evaluation of the recommendation consists of one year of data
on a location-based crowdsourcing platform, spanning from July 2016 to July 2017.
During this period, around 90,000 micro-tasks entries are found. The data for analyz-
ing the activity of workers is collected from 2012 to 2017. During this period around
2700 different task types can be identified and 350,000 workers are registered on
the platform. Task types combine tasks that are of the same category but have to
be performed at different times and different locations. Within the group of workers
who performed 20-50 tasks, the median of tasks from different task types is 9. This
shows that workers tend to repeat tasks from the same task type. The tasks within
the dataset provide a description of the task as well as the location where the task
has to be performed at. The data about the workers provide which tasks they have
completed, including whether the results were accepted, rejected or disputed. There
is no location given for a worker but the locations that can be inferred from the loca-
tions of completed tasks. The textual descriptions are extracted from the tasks and
tokenized for further processing.
5.3.2.2 Location-Based Filter
The dataset does not provide location data of workers, neither current location nor
location of home or work address. Therefore, a location-based filter has to be created
from the locations given by the tasks the workers submitted. From the data, the
distance between two tasks performed by a worker can be computed, and the average
or maximum distance between two distinct tasks can be determined. This can be
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interpreted as the distance workers are willing to travel. For this evaluation, the
mean distance between two performed tasks of all workers is considered. That means
a worker is selected for a task when the worker previously completed a task at a
location within the range of this mean.
5.3.2.3 Document Similarity Measures and Clustering
It is necessary to find an appropriate method to project the documents into a vector
space representation. Based on earlier discussions, the methods of Doc2Vec, FastText
and TF-IDF are evaluated comparatively. Also, a suitable unsupervised clustering
algorithm has to be identified. Here, DBSCAN and HDBSCAN are considered as
well as k-means as discussed in Section 2.5.1. The k-means approach is evaluated with
a number of clusters φk between 10 and 200.
Though DBSCAN, HDBSCAN, and k-means performed comparably good, the best-
performing setups for this dataset used k-means. They are presented in Table 20.
The performances of these setups do not deviate significantly. However, the best-
performing setup (using the FastText approach with k-means and φk = 110) is consid-
ered for further evaluation.
Table 20: Best-performing setups of document similarity and clustering methods
vector representation number of clusters f1 r-precision
FastText 110 0.056 9.57%
FastText 170 0.053 9.57%
Doc2Vec 60 0.05 8.96%
Doc2Vec 170 0.054 8.54%
TF-IDF 10 0.055 9.06%
TF-IDF 20 0.0555 9.31%
5.3.2.4 Evaluation of Crowd Selection for Recommendation
The basis for the calculation of the recommendation are the user’s ratings on the
tasks (compare Section 2.3). Yuen et al. [185] apply a scheme, where the interactions
of workers and the feedback of requesters are used to generate a five-star rating
system, which many of the modern recommendation systems rely on. Such ratings
usually apply the lowest rating to a non-attempted task, higher ratings to attempted
but rejected tasks, and the highest ratings to successfully attempted tasks. Follow-
ing this approach, the user ratings given in Table 21 are generated from the dataset.
In the given dataset, there are five states: Verified means a task was completed, the
results were accepted, and the worker received the remuneration. Verified-dispute
means that correct results were provided only after the first results had been denied.
The denied-dispute state describes a situation, where results were denied even after
several iterations with the worker. The denied state is used, where the results were re-
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Table 21: User ratings derived from task attempt state of workers.
task response applied rating
verified 5
verified-dispute 4
denied 3
denied dispute 2
no attempt 1
jected, and the worker did not attempt the task a second time. Based on these ratings
the collaborative filtering method of matrix factorization is applied using singular
value decomposition [90]. This returns a ranking of workers for recommendation.
For the evaluation, a recommendation is considered correct, if a recommended
worker has a rating of 4 or 5 for the given task. For evaluation of Precision@k, the
first k workers from the computed ranking are considered. For some task types, the
number of positive examples in the test set m may be less than k. Therefore, the R-
Precision is used additionally, which considers a different k = m for each evaluated
task. The evaluation on the time series data was cross-validated using a 10-fold time
series split.
The evaluation results for Precision@5 are given in Figure 26(a), and the evaluation
results for R-Precision are given in Figure 26(b). Overall, the similarity approach im-
proves the results compared to the baseline in terms of Precision. The performance
increase of the similarity approach from Precision@5 to R-Precision indicates that this
approach performs especially good for smaller k. That means it is more likely to
recall the correct workers in evaluation scenarios, where only a few positive exam-
ples are given. Accordingly, the similarity approach performs better for the Recall@5
measure, which can be seen in Figure 26(c). As can be seen, the approach integrat-
ing the similarity performs significantly better than the baseline approach. Table 22
presents significant differences between baseline and similarity approach. In this con-
text, significance is defined as rejecting the null hypothesis that there is no difference
in recommendation performance when the concept of task similarity is introduced,
with at least p < 0.005. The low p-values indicate that the use of task similarity for
crowd selection can improve the results of task recommendation in location-based
micro-task markets.
Table 22: The p-values: for baseline and task similarity approaches.
evaluation metric p values
Precision@5 p < 0.0007
Recall@5 p < 0.0007
R-Precision p < 0.0002
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Figure 26: Evaluation results for Precision@5, R-Precision, and Recall@5.
5.3.3 Conclusion
This section proposed a new method for crowd selection based on task similarities
for the recommendation of tasks to workers in location-based crowdsourcing. The
presented crowd selection approach takes the similarities of task descriptions into
account to filter workers for recommendation. The baseline approach applied a col-
laborative filtering scheme based on the given task types on the platform. Introduc-
ing task similarities to determine suitable workers for recommendation, improved
the performance compared to the baseline approach significantly. This shows that
also in location-based micro-task markets, a recommendation can be supported by
considering similarities found within the textual task descriptions.
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5.4 skill extraction for project assignment recommendation
This section presents an approach for recommendation of employees, which can be
assigned to a project based on skills [155]. Enterprises often assign their employees to-
wards specific projects depending on the project requirements and the qualifications
of the employees. Well executed project assignments can optimize product quality as
well as motivation and productivity of employees [12, 83]. Within enterprises, infor-
mation about employee qualifications, capabilities or skills, and information about
project requirements are often provided in unstructured textual descriptions. There-
fore, it is necessary to extract the given information on project requirements and
employee skills into a robust representation. This section describes a system for rec-
ommending project assignments in a real-world scenario based on approaches for
skill term extraction from unstructured textual descriptions.
The scenario is motivated by an industry partner, which provides the dataset for
skill extraction and project assignments. Within the dataset, there are 270 projects
and 227 employee profiles provided. This dataset offers several challenges: It includes
the textual descriptions of project proposals and employee profiles. The project proposals
include project descriptions which state required skills. The employee profiles include
project descriptions which state some of the possessed skills, as well as an explicit list
of possessed skills. The list of possessed skills in an employee profile, does not necessarily
include all skills stated in the project descriptions of that employee profile, and vice versa.
Also, the project assignment is decided on additional factors such as availability and
other criteria, apparent to the decision-makers, but not given in the dataset of textual
descriptions.
The actual assignment of employees to projects is known, which is based on the
decision of specialized employees, who assess such project assignments in their day-
to-day work. So for each project, there is a certain number of employees assigned.
This information is used to evaluate the project assignment based on skill extraction
later on. As there is mostly only a single employee assigned to a project, Precision
and Recall do not provide appropriate evaluation measures. Therefore, a custom
evaluation measure matches at k will be defined and used for the evaluation.
In Section 5.1 the methods from related work applied towards the methodology
have been described. The proposed method is presented in Section 5.4.1 The setup
of the evaluation, the dataset and the results are explained in Section 5.4.2, followed
by a conclusion in Section 5.4.3.
5.4.1 Methodology of Skill Extraction and Project Assignments
This section provides the methodology for skill extraction as well as for the recom-
mendation of project assignments based on skill matching. An overview of the whole
system is given in Figure 27. As input, the system retrieves projects and employee pro-
files. Projects are provided with project assignments and the textual description of the
project proposal. Employee profiles provide a textual skill list as well as textual project de-
scriptions. From the joined skill lists of all employee profiles, a skill term list is generated,
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which includes every skill term found within these lists. The skill term extraction is pro-
vided with the skill term list for training. The skill term list generation also generates
the profile skill terms which serve as an evaluation standard for the extracted profile skill
terms generated by the skill term extraction. The main component is the skill term extrac-
tion, while the skill matching component is kept simple. The skill term extraction takes
project proposals and project descriptions as input to extract skill terms. The extracted
project skills and the extracted profile skills are then matched for the recommendation
of project assignments, which are evaluated against the given project assignments in
the projects. The following sections describe the skill term list generation, skill term
extraction and project assignments step by step.
Project Employee
Profile
Project
Proposal
Project As-
signments
Project De-
scriptions Skill List
Skill Term
Extraction
Skill Term
List Gen-
eration
List of all
Skill Terms
training
Profile
Skill Terms
Extracted
Profile
Skill Terms
Extracted
Project
Skill Terms
per Employeeper Employee
per Project
EvaluationSkill
Matching
Project As-
signments
Evaluation
Figure 27: Overview of the process of skill extraction for project assignments
5.4.1.1 Skill Term List Generation
The skill term list generation takes the skill lists from the employee profiles and gen-
erates an overall skill term list, as well as profile skill terms per employee. To achieve
this, some text processing is necessary to generate a consistent list of skills from
the texts. Therefore, all terms are converted to lowercase and special characters (-,
*, TM, . . . ) are removed to reduce the variation of terms. Different kinds of conjunc-
tions are detected and converted. For example ‘unix shell scripts (bash, csh);
ms project; ms-visio; html/xml’ is converted into ‘unix shell scripts, bash,
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csh, ms project, ms-visio, html, xml’. The generated skill term list serves as ex-
ample data for the skill term extraction to learn from.
Most of the project proposals are in German, and only some are in English. How-
ever, both often include language-independent skill descriptions like ‘Microsoft
Excel.’ The skills in the dataset are sometimes described in German, but sometimes
also given in English. Skills might be given in English while the sentence structure is
German (‘routers und firewalls’) or similar skills are given in different languages
(‘Unix shell Skripte’ and ‘unix shell scripts’). The skill term list generation
compiled a list of all skill terms from the employee profiles. This list of skill terms
includes 3718 unique skill terms.
5.4.1.2 Skill Term Extraction
The skill term extraction extracts skill terms from the textual descriptions of projects
(project proposals) and project descriptions from employee profiles. The known pro-
file skill terms from the skill term list generation are used to evaluate the performance
of the skill term extraction in regards to the project descriptions from employee pro-
files. The skill term extraction uses a distributional representation of tokens to be
classified to either a skill term or not.
The word representation, as well as the classifier selection, is subject to evaluation.
The overall skill term list is used as positive training examples for the classification.
The project descriptions serve as negative examples, after removing tokens from the
skill term list.
A number of relevant classifiers for NER from WEKA [60] are evaluated (i. e.
Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy, Conditional Random Fields, Neural Networks and
SVMs) [15]. Throughout the classifiers, the SVM classifier produced the best results
and is used to provide the evaluation of different distributional representations. As
the provided corpus is not large enough to learn a meaningful distributional repre-
sentation, the following pre-trained embeddings corpora are used. The FastText [21]
models are trained with a 300 dimensional Skip-Gram model with default parameters,
obtained from the FastText website [47]. The GloVe [122] models are trained with 300
dimensions as obtained from the GloVe website [54].
• FastTextDE: FastText pre-trained on German Wikipedia.
• FastTextEN: FastText pre-trained on English Wikipedia.
• GloVeCommonCrawl: GloVe (840B tokens, 2.2M vocab, cased).
• GloVeWikiGigaword: GloVe (6B tokens, 400K vocab, uncased).
At first, the performance of classifying single tokens to be part of a skill term (skill
token) is evaluated. The results of the evaluation of correctly classified tokens to be a
token of a skill term are provided in Table 23. It can be seen, that the German FastText
approach FastTextDE performs best in regards to Precision and F1 score, while the
English FastText approach performs best in terms of Recall. This is probably due to
covering the most vocabulary entries with a total vocabulary size of 27332 words.
After recognizing skill tokens, the skill term extraction concatenates sequences of
identified skill tokens to skill terms. The results of the evaluation of correctly clas-
sified skill terms are provided in Table 24. Overall, the English FastText classifier
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Table 23: Results of skill token classification.
covered covered
precision recall f1
embedding skill tokens vocabulary
FastTextDE 2,306 12,425 0.756 0.814 0.784
FastTextEN 2,250 6,943 0.661 0.888 0.757
GloVeCommonCrawl 2,245 6,161 0.698 0.758 0.727
GloVeWikiGigaword 1,943 4,289 0.676 0.617 0.645
extracts more skills from the employee profiles as well as from the project propos-
als. However, the German FastText classifier extracts significantly more correct skill
terms and performs best in Precision, Recall, and F1. Therefore, the German FastText
classifier is used in further evaluation steps.
Table 24: Results of skill term classification.
extracted
skills
from
true
posi-
tives
pre-
cision
recall f1
embedding profiles projects
FastTextDE 19,819 5,415 2,150 0.106 0.223 0.135
FastTextEN 19,909 6,427 620 0.029 0.067 0.038
GloVeCommonCrawl 17,825 5,917 608 0.031 0.065 0.038
GloVeWikiGigaword 15,420 5,139 578 0.034 0.063 0.041
5.4.1.3 Project Assignment
For the assignment of employees to projects, a score for each worker/project com-
bination is computed based on the extracted skills in employee profile and project
proposal. The skills are given without weights in the project proposals and without
quantifier in the employee profiles. Therefore, only the coverage of skills provided
by an employee for the skills required by a project is used to compute this score. The
set of skills required by a project Sp and the set of skills provided by an employee Se
are given. The skill coverage is defined to reflect the number of skills that are in Sp
and Se, related to the number of required skills by the project:
coverage(Sp,Se) =
|Sp ∩ Se|
|Sp|
(21)
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5.4.2 Evaluation of Skill Extraction for Project Assignment Recommendation
5.4.2.1 Dataset and Evaluation metrics
For 52 of the 270 projects in the dataset, project assignments of employee profiles
are given. There can be a number of 1 up to 6 employee profiles assigned to certain
projects. 40 of the employee profiles are assigned to more than one project. Most
projects are assigned with only a single employee profile. Overall, there are 87 indi-
vidual assignments given.
In this dataset, which provides only a single assignment for many of the projects,
the metrics Precision@k and Recall@k do not provide many insights. For each of the
projects, the recommendation provides an ordered list of employee profiles. If the sin-
gle correct employee is not given as the first recommendation, but for example, as the
third recommendation, an increasing k allows that a correct recommendation (true
positive) is included at some point. However, increasing k also increases the num-
ber of false positives until the position of the true positive for a project is reached.
Therefore, Precision@k and Recall@k provide a high variance between different k. In
such a scenario, a more detailed measure helps to evaluate the performance, instead
of the continuous measures as provided by Precision@k and Recall@k. Therefore, a
custom measure matches at k is used for evaluation, where each match within the
dataset can be tracked when increasing k. Matches at k provides the number of true
positive assignments in the whole dataset, while for each of the projects the first k
recommendations are considered. This metric provides only increasing results for in-
creasing k. The highest possible result for a k = 1 in this dataset is 52, the number of
projects with given assignment. The highest possible result of 87 correct assignments
can only be found for k > 6, the highest number of assignments for a single project.
5.4.2.2 Evaluation of Combined Skill Extraction and Project Assignments
In the following, the recommendation of project assignments based on the skill ex-
traction system applying the German FastText word embeddings to represent distri-
butional similarities and an SVM classifier for skill term extraction is evaluated. It is
evaluated against a baseline that matches skills from the skill term list in a lexical
manner. Three different baselines were considered. Baseline 1 performs exact charac-
ter based string matching against the skill term list. Baseline 2 tokenizes the text and
extracts tokens that are found in the skill term list. Baseline 3 matches all strings from
the skill term list using regular expressions. Table 25 shows the results of matches at
k for the three baselines as well as results for the proposed methodology.
Comparing the matches at k for each of the evaluated methods shows, that the
proposed method appears to perform best. Though baseline 2 provides the best result
for matches at 1, the proposed method performs already best for matches at 2 and stays
best until matches at 7. Performing well for small values of k shows, that a good skill
extraction helps to place the best matching workers on top of the ranked list for each
project. After matches at 7, the proposed method again performs best compared to
all other approaches. There seems to be no difference around matches at 13 between
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the approaches. This could be due to the small dataset of given project assignments,
where at some point certain matching employees appear in the ranked lists, but no
true positive match is found, as these employees might have been unavailable for the
project, even if they would have been a good match. However, from matches at 15, the
proposed method again outperforms other approaches.
Table 25: Project staffing matches at k
matches at k
Values for k: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Baseline 1: 1 2 2 3 3 4 6 6 8 10 15 16 16 17 17 17 17 19 20 21
Baseline 2: 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 11 14 15 16 18 19 20 20 20 21 22 22 24
Baseline 3: 2 3 4 7 8 11 12 13 15 16 16 18 19 20 21 21 22 23 24 25
Proposed Method: 3 6 7 8 9 11 11 14 16 17 18 18 19 20 22 24 26 26 27 28
5.4.3 Conclusion
This section introduced methods for skill extraction from task descriptions to provide
a skill-based project staffing approach. Approaches for skill term extraction are devel-
oped, implemented and evaluated on a real world dataset. Comparing approaches
for lexical skill matching against approaches using distributional similarities for skill
extraction showed, that even on a very small dataset a recommendation can be im-
proved.
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5.5 preselection of documents for the recommendation of job post-
ings
In this section, a personalized recommendation system for job postings on a job
market platform is introduced [130, 145].
Job postings are provided by a job market platform, where employers offer descrip-
tions of currently open jobs, and potential employees select jobs to apply to (compare
Section 2.2.5). A respective recommender can leverage the browsing behavior (click
data) of viewed job postings per user (compare Section 2.3.4). The presented scenario
provides a dataset of approximately two million job postings and the click data of
about 300,000 users from a major German search engine.
Three major challenges for the identification of recommendations need to be high-
lighted. First, there is only implicit feedback from users in the form of click data,
which contains some uncertainties. For this reason, it is more difficult to determine
the interests of users. Second, the title and description of the job postings are avail-
able in raw format, whereby the properties of the job postings must be obtained on
the basis of unstructured texts. Thirdly, the handling of very large amounts of data
is required. The dataset contains approximately two million job postings. Therefore,
scalability must be taken into account during the design.
In contrast to micro-tasks on micro-task markets, job postings on a job market plat-
form are not completed or assigned directly on the platform. Thus, the job postings
are available on the platform for some time from several days to several months. Con-
sidering the use of collaborative recommender, Melville et al. [111] report that if no
user ratings are given for more than 99,5% of items, the quality of recommendation
of a collaborative approach drops drastically. For the described dataset this value is
at 99.9981%. Therefore, collaborative approaches are not considered.
As discussed in Section 5.1.4, Huang [76] provide a content-based recommender
for job postings on the Xing platform using a Doc2Vec approach combined with an
averaged KNN recommendation method. This approach is used as a baseline and
referred to as AvgKnn-d2v in the following. To account for improved precision and
scalability, a preselection approach is presented in this section, which reduces the
number of job postings to consider for recommendation for each user. The respective
approach based on the AvgKnn-d2v baseline incorporating a positive preselection of
documents is referred to as Prs-avgKnn-d2v. Additionally, the presented approach
can be used to find negative training samples, which enables further classification
methods. Therefore, an approach applying a neural network to learn a hyperplane
for recommendation, as proposed by Vuurens et al. [174] for the domain of movie
recommendation, is adapted to the scenario of recommending job postings. This
approach, relying on the negative preselection of documents, is referred to as Prs-
HP-d2v in the following.
Guo et al. [58] describe a recommender for the CareerBuilder platform, using a BoW
approach combined with a distributed KNN. This approach serves as an additional
baseline (DstKnn-bow, as it provides the best results in terms of Precision@k but is
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unattractive due to scalability reasons, which is discussed in detail in the following
section.
Zhang and Cheng [186] present an ensemble method of a content-based and a
collaborative approach for recommendations on the Xing platform. In this approach,
the Doc2Vec model is trained only on titles and tags and the distributed KNN algo-
rithm is used for recommendation. Therefore, this baseline approach is referred to
as DstKnn-d2v.
This section is structured as follows. In Section 5.5.1, the method of the preselection
is described. Section 5.5.2 provides the evaluation of the method, and Section 5.5.3
summarizes the results and present a conclusion.
5.5.1 Methodology of Preselection and Job Posting Recommendation
This section explains how the preselection of the documents is done and how it helps
to calculate a personalized recommendation for job postings. At first, an overview
of the process is given, explaining the structure and the components of the method.
Afterward, the details of the system are presented, focusing on the preselection of
documents and describing the approaches for recommendation.
An overview of the overall process of the method is given in Figure 28. The job
postings are given as their corresponding textual descriptions in the set of documents
d˜ ∈ D˜. The set of users u˜ ∈ U˜ is given together with a corresponding set of ratings
L˜ for each user, which accounts for the number of clicks on certain documents L˜ ⊆
D˜×R. In a first step, the textual descriptions in the documents are tokenized. A
document d˜ ∈ D˜ is therefore represented as a sequence of tokens t˜ ∈ T˜ . All tokens
of the individual documents are marked with their PoS tags from the set P˜. This
is followed by the cleaning of the documents, consisting of case folding, removal
of stop words and PoS filtering. The resulting documents D¯ flow into the Doc2Vec
model described in Section 2.4.3, which projects the text-based objects into a real
feature space D ⊆ Rφf with φf feature dimensions.
The feature set D can then be used, in a second step, to create the user profile.
First, all documents are grouped into φk clusters using the mini-batch k-means algo-
rithm introduced in Section 2.5.1. The resulting clusters C1,C2, . . . ,Cφk are used for
the preselection together with the ratings of the users. The goal is to identify clus-
ters for each of the users according to their preferences. Therefore, for each user, a
positive preselection of documents S˜+ ⊆ D˜ is generated as well as a negative pres-
election of documents S˜− ⊆ D˜. S˜+ contains job postings that may be of interest to
the user. S˜−, on the other hand, contains job postings that are of least interest for
the user. Documents within the positive subset S˜+ are used for a recommendation
using the Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach. Documents within the negative subset S˜− are
used as additional negative training samples for the Prs-HP-d2v approach. There-
fore, these classification approaches are trained to calculate the user profiles u ∈ U.
The Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach projects the user u˜ into the same vector space as the
documents u ∈ U ⊆ Rφf using the averaged KNN method. The Prs-HP-d2v ap-
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Figure 28: Structure and process of a method from the theoretical point of view.
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proach learns a hyperplane within the vector space of the documents for each user
u˜, which is represented by the normalized orthogonal vector u of the hyperplane.
For the final prediction of which documents to recommend from the test set in
the evaluation, the respective representations of a user u and a document d are used
to calculate their corresponding distance (respectively similarity) in the vector space.
This allows providing the ordered set of recommendations R˜ for each user, which
ranks the documents d according to their distance to the user profile u. This distance
or similarity depends on the choice of the similarity measure sim : Rn ×Rn → R
(e.g., Cosine similarity discussed in Section 2.4.3). Therefore, the ordered recommen-
dation set R˜ contains tuples of all items d˜i, d˜j ∈ S˜+ following the constraint of order,
depending on the calculated similarity of their projected vectors di,dj ∈ D (compare
Section 2.3.1):
∀(d˜i, d˜j) ∈ R˜ : sim(u,di) > sim(u,dj))
Each user can now be recommended the k most highly ranked documents respec-
tively job postings.
5.5.1.1 User and Document Data
To calculate the recommendations of documents d˜1, . . . , d˜m ∈ D˜ to users u˜1, . . . , u˜n ∈
U˜, the user’s ratings L˜1, . . . , L˜n ⊆ D˜×R for certain documents are required. u˜i ∈ U˜
represents a single user with an ID and his ratings L˜i, provided as the frequency
of user clicks on the respective job postings. It is assumed that the user prefers fre-
quently clicked job postings to less frequently clicked job postings. However, in order
not to prioritize a job posting too much, the following feedback weighting function
is defined, where x is the frequency of clicks:
fbw(x) =
x
1+ |x|
.
This sigmoid feedback function is depicted in Figure 29. It can be seen that the
function increases fast from 0 to 3 clicks, but almost reaches a plateau for a further
increasing number of clicks. This ensures, for example, that two clicks compared
to one click are weighted higher, but three clicks compared to four clicks does not
provide a big difference in weighting.
−4 −2 2 4
−0.5
0.5
x
fbw(x)
Figure 29: Sigmoid user feedback weighting function.
A job posting exists as a text-based job description with a title. The title and de-
scription are concatenated and then tokenized. Thus, a document d˜ is displayed as a
sequence of tokens t˜ ∈ T˜ .
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5.5.1.2 Generation of Document Vectors
Based on the set of documents D˜ the feature vectors are calculated in three substeps.
In a first step, each token t˜ ∈ T˜ of a document is assigned a PoS tag p˜ ∈ P˜. The
PoS tagger returns a sequence of PoS tags p˜1, . . . , p˜n ∈ Q˜ for each document with
the length n. This relates each document with its particular sequence of PoS tags
(D˜× Q˜). The reason to use PoS tags is that the quality of features is to be improved
by filtering certain PoS tags. In the article of Masuyama and Nakagawa [108] dif-
ferent PoS tags for text classification are compared, and better results are achieved
by filtering nouns. Nouns include, for example, persons, places, professions, tools
or materials. Therefore, a job description can be defined quite clearly, on the basis
of nouns. Verbs include words related to an action, such as ‘backen’, ‘zeichnen’,
and ‘programmieren’. Therefore, verbs can be used to describe a specific profession
clearly. The question arises, whether one of the word classes is also sufficient for ex-
tracting decisive properties. Therefore, the following three PoS filters are integrated
into the method. The meanings of the tags can be taken from Table 28.
N filter: NN | NE
VV filter: VVFIN | VVIMP | VVINF | VVIZU | VVPP
NVV filter: NN | NE | VVFIN | VVIMP | VVINF | VVIZU | VVPP
The N-filter eliminates all words in the document, except normal nouns and proper
names. The VV-Filter filters the text on all full verbs. Auxiliary verbs such as ‘wird’
and ‘ist’ and modal verbs such as ‘können’ and ‘wollen’ are not considered, be-
cause their linguistic information is limited with respect to describing a profession.
Additionally, a combination of the first two filters is provided as the NVV-filter, ex-
tracting both nouns and full verbs.
In a second step, further text processing steps are carried out to clean the data.
This includes case folding and the elimination of stop words and special characters.
Special characters within words, such as ‘IT-Consultant’, are preserved. URLs are
also recognized and projected onto their hostnames. This means that URLs from
a company with different depths are mapped to the same token. This results in a
partial sequence of tokens d¯ ∈ D¯ representing each document.
In a third step, the Doc2Vec method projects the cleaned documents D¯ into the
feature spaceD. As already mentioned in Section 2.4.3, the two models distributed bag-
of-words and distributed memory are provided by Doc2Vec. Within the present work,
the distributed memory model is chosen on the basis of the results presented by Le
and Mikolov [95].
5.5.1.3 Preselection of Job Postings
The purpose of preselection is to reduce the set of job postings D˜ to a subset of S˜ ⊆ D˜,
depending on preferences of the user. A distinction is made between the subsets S˜+
and S˜−. The subset S˜+ is supposed to contain documents the user prioritizes. The
subset S˜− is supposed to contain the job postings that are least favored by the user.
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The preselection applies a clustering approach, sorting the documents of the whole
document set into clusters of similar documents. For this, the vector representations
of job postings d ∈ D are clustered using the mini-batch k-means algorithm [149], as
discussed in Section 2.5.1. This method is based on the k-means algorithm [48] and
was optimized for large datasets. The clustering produces φk clusters C1, . . . ,CφkD,
containing subsets of the documents in D. Then, for each user u˜ ∈ U˜, the clusters
are ranked depending on the preferences provided by the user’s ratings for the doc-
uments in L˜u˜. For each of the clusters Ci, a rating wi is calculated based on the
similarity between the corresponding cluster center ci and the vector representa-
tions d of clicked job posting documents from L˜u˜, applying the previously described
feedback weighting function fbw as shown in Equation 22.
wi =
∑
(d˜,x)∈L˜
fbw(x) sim(d, ci) (22)
As similarity measure, the Cosine similarity is used to compare the document vectors
with each other, similarly to the works of Zhang and Cheng [186] and Huang [76].
Based on the values wi for each cluster and for each user, the clusters can be ranked,
which represents the user’s preferences. To create the subsets S˜+u˜ and S˜
−
u˜ for each
user u˜, the job postings from the highest respectively lowest ranked clusters are
included up to a desired selection size φs.
5.5.1.4 Classification and Recommendation using KNN
The recommendation is provided as a classification task, distinguishing job postings
to be recommended or not, based on the distance to a calculated user vector. This
user profile u is calculated for each user u˜ ∈ U˜. The first approach uses the averaged
KNN algorithm as described by Musto et al. [116] and used by Huang [76] for the
AvgKnn-d2v baseline. In this averaged KNN algorithm, a user profile u is calculated
as the weighted average value of all positively rated job postings L˜+u˜ of user u˜:
u =
1
|L˜+u˜ |
∑
(d˜,x)∈L˜+u˜
fbw(x)d (23)
Thus, the user u˜ is represented by the user profile vector u in the same vector space
as the documents. The documents d˜ ∈ D˜ are then ranked according to the distance
respectively similarity of to their corresponding vectors d ∈ D and the user profile
vector u. The R˜ recommendation set of user u˜ contains all elements that satisfy the
condition
∀(d˜i, d˜j) ∈ R˜ : sim(u,di) > sim(u,dj)) (24)
The user can then be recommended the k highest ranking documents. The complex-
ity of this algorithm is O(|D˜|).
Introducing the preselection to this algorithm reduces the number of considered
documents L˜+u˜ for each user. The positively preselected subset of the user S˜
+
u˜ is
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used to consider only such documents in L˜+u˜ which are also found in S˜
+: L˜+u˜ ∩ S˜+u˜ .
Therefore, the user profile u is calculated accordingly:
u =
1
|L˜+u˜ ∩ S˜+|
∑
(d˜,x)∈L˜+u˜
fbw(x)d (25)
In contrast to the visual examples, Cosine similarity is used to compare two vectors,
as in the works of Zhang and Cheng [186] and Huang [76].
As the user profile is calculated as an average value, this may provide an issue for
a correct recommendation, depending on how the vector space is formed. Users who
visited job postings from distinct areas in this vector space might be projected into a
space between these areas, where no relevant documents are close to their user vec-
tor. The example in Figure 30 should clarify the problem. For a better understanding,
the Euclidean distance is used in the figure for distance measurement. The different
symbols indicate six different clusters. Symbols containing a + are rated positively.
Symbols containing a − are considered as negatively rated, which is relevant only for
the hyperplane classification in the next section. The average KNN algorithm projects
the user based on the positively rated documents into the vector space. Therefore, the
user is projected in between the (positive) clusters shown as a rectangle but close to
the not relevant clusters shown as a triangles. For a recommendation without pres-
election, the three documents closest to the user are recommended, which includes
these non-relevant documents (triangles), as indicated by the dashed arrows.
Introducing the preselection, only such documents are considered for recommen-
dation, which are projected into a cluster C ⊆ S˜+ which is part of the preselection.
Therefore, in the example, the preselection removes the document clusters (triangles)
and leaves only the preferred clusters of the user for recommendation (rectangles).
According to this example, the preselection is supposed to improve the recommen-
dation performance.
y
x
User
+ Pos. Document
Rec. w/o Preselection
Rec. with Preselection
+
+
+
+
+ +
Figure 30: Example of the averaged KNN algorithm using preselection.
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5.5.1.5 Hyperplane Classification and Recommendation
The second approach uses the hyperplane approach of Vuurens et al. [174] instead
of KNN, to rank the job postings. The method optimizes for a user u˜ a hyperplane
so that the distance of the documents to the plane provides the ranking. The hyper-
plane is placed within the vector space, separating positively rated documents from
negatively rated documents. Therefore, documents projected to the positive side of
the hyperplane are ranked higher, the greater their distance towards the hyperplane.
Document projected to the negative side of the hyperplane are ranked lower, the
greater their distance towards the hyperplane. The hyperplane is represented by
a normalized orthogonal vector u, which is referred to as the user vector or user
profile. The “dot product with this vector projects the [document] vectors to a one-
dimensional space according to their squared distance to the hyperplane.” Therefore,
the distance is calculated by the dot product of user and document vector uTd. In the
example in Figure 31 the blue line represents the user’s hyperplane, which separates
the negatively valued objects from the positives. For k = 3, the three most distant
documents are recommended to the user.
The goal is to position the hyperplane so that the distance −(uTdi) between all
negatively rated documents d˜i and the hyperplane, and the distance (uTdj) between
all positively rated documents d˜j and the hyperplane, is maximized. Vuurens et al.
[174] achieve this by training a neural network. At first, the hyperplane is placed
randomly in the vector space. Then in each training step of the neural network two
differently rated documents d− ∈ L˜− and d+ ∈ L˜+ of the user u˜ are provided to
the neural network. Therefore, this method requires positive and negative training
sets of the same size. The neural network is trained using a gradient descent method.
When the neural network is sufficiently trained, the hyperplane is used to determine
recommendations, depending on the distance calculated from the dot product uTd.
Using the normal vector u of the user’s hyperplane all documents d˜i, d˜j ∈ D can be
ranked according to the following condition:
∀(d˜i, d˜j) ∈ R˜ : uTdi > uTdj (26)
The preselection is used to determine a negative set L˜− for each user. In the pub-
lication of Ambati et al. [4], a negative set of objects is randomly selected from the
set of all unrated objects. The number of negative training samples is equal to the
number of positive training samples. This idea is applied to the present application
case by forming a random subset L˜− ⊆ S˜−, so that the positive and negative subsets
are equal in size: |L˜−| = |L˜+ ∩ S˜+|.
Additionally, a similar issue for the recommendation is identified as described in
Section 5.5.1.4. In the case of positively rated job postings from distinct areas, inter-
mediate job postings from areas which are not relevant to the user may be recom-
mended. The example in Figure 31 visualizes this problem. In contrast to the example
in Figure 30, this approach requires negative documents shown in the figure with
a − sign. The user’s hyperplane is placed between the negative and positive docu-
ments. Without preselection, the documents from the not relevant clusters (triangles)
are recommended, as indicated by the dashed arrows. Introducing the preselection
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removes such documents and leaves only the preferred clusters of the user for rec-
ommendation.
y
x
User Hyperplane H
+ Pos. Document
_ Neg. Document
Rec. w/o Preselection
Rec. with Preselection
+
+
+
+
+ +
_
_
_
_
H
Figure 31: Example of hyperplane classification using preselection.
5.5.2 Evaluation of Preselection and Job Posting Recommendation
In this section, first, the dataset and the general evaluation setup are described.
Three different evaluation approaches are presented: offline evaluation on the whole
dataset, offline evaluation on a representative sample, and an evaluation by experts.
Throughout the description of the evaluation, the baselines and the presented ap-
proaches are named according to their applied methods. The recommendation ap-
proaches relying on preselection are on the one hand the KNN approach which is
referred to as Prs-avgKnn-d2v, and the hyperplane recommendation approach as
Prs-HP-d2v. The baseline of Huang [76] is referred to as AvgKnn-d2v, the method
of Guo et al. [58] as DstKnn-bow, and the method of Zhang and Cheng [186] as
DstKnn-d2v. The evaluation is carried out to optimize the performance of the rec-
ommendation by maximizing the number of relevant documents within the first ten
ranked jobs postings. Therefore, Precision@10 is chosen as a representative evaluation
measure.
5.5.2.1 Evaluation Setup
The dataset contains 8,297,158 clicks from 341,638 users on 1,999,779 job postings
from the second quarter of 2016 from a German job search engine. Cleaning the
dataset to contain meaningful user interactions, leads to a dataset containing 300,876
users. Other users were filtered out as they were observed to be either bots, crawlers
or provided too few clicks (less than ten) for further consideration.
From the original 1,999,779 documents, some of them contain only the job titles.
Filtering these documents lead to a document set of 1,919,745 job postings.
Analyzing the online presence of users and documents, it can be observed, that
not all job postings are available within the online period of the user. It is assumed
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that the user is present within the period t1 to t2, derived from the first and last click
of the user. Accordingly, the user was only able to see documents available during
this time period. It is very likely, that there exist highly relevant documents outside
of this time period. They are removed from the training set for this user to reduce the
possibility that such documents, which the user had no chance to provide implicit
feedback for, are used as negative feedback.
5.5.2.2 Offline Evaluation on the whole set of Documents
The offline evaluation is performed on all documents of the dataset, sampling a
representative set of users and evaluating different parameters for the preselection
approaches Prs-avgKnn-d2v and Prs-HP-d2v compared to the baseline AvgKnn-
d2v. Dividing the training and test set for each user has to be done taking care of
the timed series of repeated clicks on documents. Dividing training and test set first
and then removing duplicate clicks may lead to an empty test set. Deleting duplicate
clicks first and then dividing into train and test set solves this problem.
The number of users for the sample is calculated using the following formula [82],
where a sample of n users may not exceed an absolute error of e with a probability
of α%. On the basis of 12,000 users, s2 is estimated as follows.
n > z21−α2
s2
e2
An α of 95% is used for the probability, and a sample size with a maximum error
of e = 10−3 is determined. The Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach requires at least 3907
users with an estimated variance of s2 = 1, 017 · 10−3, the Prs-HP-d2v approach
requires 1502 users with s2 = 3, 909 · 10−4 and the AvgKnn-d2v baseline requires
3519 users with s2 = 9, 161 · 10−4. Figure 32 visualizes the Precision@k depending
on the number of users. The dashed lines show the calculated minimum number
of users for the corresponding methods. To ensure meaningful results, 10,000 users
and their corresponding documents are sampled from the entire dataset for further
detailed investigation.
As described in Section 5.5.1, the values for the parameters of the preselection ap-
proach have to be selected. The applied Word2Vec model depends on the size of the
feature vector φf. Evaluating the baseline and the approaches showed, that the Preci-
sion increased with the vector size up to the maximum evaluated φf = 300, which
is therefore chosen for the evaluation of the influence of the preselection size. The
mini-batch k-means algorithm requires a certain number of clusters φk. After evaluating
the number of clusters between 50 and 250 with a step of 50, φk = 100 was fixed as
the best value for the following evaluations.
The evaluation of the preselection size φs serves as the performance evaluation of
the approaches Prs-avgKnn-d2v and Prs-HP-d2v compared to the baseline AvgKnn-
d2v.
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Figure 32: Determination of the sample size for meaningful results.
5.5.2.3 Evaluation of the Preselection
In this section, the influence of the selection size φs is evaluated, whereby the sizes
50,000 to 600,000 are evaluated in steps of 50,000 documents. Figure 33 presents
the Precision@k of the three methods depending on the selection size. Comparing
the impact of the preselection size for the approaches using preselection, against
the baseline approach without preselection, leads to the constant value for the base-
line AvgKnn-d2v, which is trained with 23 of the documents (∼ 1.3 million). The
Precision@k of the two methods Prs-avgKnn-d2v and Prs-HP-d2v increases initially
with an increasing selection size. While Prs-HP-d2v stays below the AvgKnn-d2v
baseline, the Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach surpasses the baseline as soon as 300,000
documents (∼ 23% of the AvgKnn-d2v training set) are included and reaches its
maximum at 450,000 documents (∼ 34%). Therefore, the Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach
provides better results requiring only a fraction of the data for training. The results
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Figure 33: Comparison of selection size within preselection.
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for Prs-avgKnn-d2v and Prs-HP-d2v are influenced by the number of relevant doc-
uments in the set S˜+ of the corresponding users. The amount of non-relevant doc-
uments in the S˜− quantity affects Precision@k for the Prs-HP-d2v approach only.
Figure 34 shows the percentage of test documents (true positives) of users in the
preselected sets depending on the selection size. In the best case, S˜+ covers all such
documents and S˜− should not cover any test documents. However, the coverage of
the test documents in S˜+ and S˜− grows almost linearly when increasing the selection
size. This shows that the preselection, though already providing good results for the
Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach, could be further optimized, especially when selecting
the negative samples S˜− for the Prs-HP-d2v approach.
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Figure 34: The test set coverage at the preselection with respect to the selection size.
5.5.2.4 Offline evaluation on subsets of the entire dataset
Comparing the approaches with preselection against the AvgKnn-d2v baseline with-
out preselection showed, that the Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach performs better than
this baseline. The other two baseline mechanisms DstKnn-bow and DstKnn-d2v
require a high execution time. This is due to the used KNN algorithm. The averaged
KNN algorithm is dependent on the number of documents (O(|D˜|)), as discussed
in Section 5.5.1.4. The distributed KNN computes for each document d the similar-
ity between this document and all positively rated documents. Thus, the distributed
KNN depends on the number of documents and the number of positively rated
documents: O(|D˜||L˜+|).
The comparison with this baseline mechanism is provided on the averaged results
of three subsets including 1,000 users and 40,000 documents each. The details of
the partial datasets are given in Table 26. It appears that the smaller amount of
documents positively influences the cluster formation. Compared to the previously
evaluated total dataset the number of clusters (φk = 100) is kept constant. It can
be observed, that the test document coverage in the partial dataset of S˜+ is higher
by ∼ 7.1% and the coverage of the S˜− is slightly lower (∼ 0.2%). This should have a
positive effect on the preselection approaches.
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Table 26: Comparison of results on all dataset and subsets .
parameter / evaluation measure total dataset partial dataset
Record Size ∼ 2,000,000 40,000
Number of clusters φk 100 100
Selection size φs 200,000 4,000
Coverage in S˜+ 0.3469 0.4181
Coverage in S˜− 0.0290 0.0270
Figure 35 shows the corresponding evaluation results of the compared methods.
Within this evaluation, the baseline AvgKnn-d2v performs worst followed by the Prs-
HP-d2v approach and the Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach presented in this chapter. The
most computationally expensive baselines DstKnn-bow and DstKnn-d2v perform
best. The presented Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach is significantly outperformed by the
DstKnn-bow baseline, while it almost reaches the performance of the DstKnn-d2v
baseline. As the presented approach Prs-avgKnn-d2v is based on the AvgKnn-d2v
baseline, it can be concluded, that the performance of the AvgKnn-d2v approach
is increased using the preselection to match the performance of the DstKnn-d2v
approach. However, the Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach is computationally less expen-
sive than any of the evaluated methods, as can be seen in Figure 36. The base-
lines DstKnn-bow and DstKnn-d2v both use the distributed KNN algorithm, while
DstKnn-bow uses a BoW model and DstKnn-d2v uses the Doc2Vec model. When
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Figure 35: Comparison of methods on subsets of the whole corpus.
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Figure 36: Comparison of runtime of methods on subsets of the whole corpus.
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comparing the runtimes of the different approaches, the following has to be consid-
ered. The BoW and Doc2Vec model are created on the entire dataset in all evaluations.
Therefore, the runtimes of feature generation are considered separately from the run-
times of the classification. The runtime information is based on the execution of the
method on a PC with an Intel Core i5-2500 CPU and 16GB RAM. The CPU has four
physical cores and a clock rate of 3.3GHz. The creation of the BoW model or the
calculation of the TF-IDF values of all tokens takes about 587 minutes. The Doc2Vec
model, on the other hand, requires double the runtime of about 1,203 minutes. The
duration for clustering all documents is about 60 minutes and on the subsets about
8 minutes. These times are independent of the number of users and are created in
advance.
Figure 36 represents runtimes concerning classification on partial datasets and
therefore on 1.000 users. The Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach reduces the runtime of the
AvgKnn-d2v baseline to more than half applying the preselection. Due to the com-
plex learning process within the neural network, the Prs-HP-d2v procedure takes
similarly long as AvgKnn-d2v despite preselection. The run-times of the baselines
DstKnn-bow and DstKnn-d2v are higher than the other approaches based on the
distributed KNN. However, it should be noted that the runtime of the distributed
KNN increases quadratically with an increasing number of job postings.
5.5.2.5 Expert based evaluation
In the offline evaluations, in general, a very low Precision@k is achieved. The rea-
son for this is that only a small proportion of a user’s actual relevant documents
are known. Therefore, an expert-based evaluation is executed to assess the practical
feasibility of the Prs-avgKnn-d2v approach. Thus, a sample of 100 random users
is examined by three experts. An expert is provided with ten documents from the
training set and the ten most highly ranked documents from the recommendation
set. The expert decides which recommendations are suitable or not, depending on
the documents provided for training.
Based on this information the Precision@k for k = 1, 2, . . . , 10 can be calculated,
which is shown in Figure 37. It can be seen that about 55% of the ten documents
predicted are useful recommendations for users. 58% of job postings are suitable for
the user, when five documents are recommended. When a single document is rec-
ommended, this increases to 60%. This allows concluding that the presented method
can be used to determine suitable recommendations which are based on the personal
preferences of the user.
5.5.3 Conclusion
In the presented work, a personalized recommendation system for job postings was
developed. Based on the textual description of the job postings and the click data of
the users, it presents a method to pre-select the documents for each user according
to the similarities of task descriptions. This step leads to the elimination of non-
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Figure 37: Evaluation of the method on the basis of expert evaluation.
relevant job postings and therefore has a positive effect on the performance of the
recommendations and scalability.
Filtering nouns, verbs or their combination does not improve the prediction of job
postings. The preselection delivers the best results with a selection size of 450,000,
which corresponds to about a quarter of all documents. It is to be noted that with
suitable parameter selection in the preselection the presented KNN approach ex-
ceeds the baseline of Huang [76]. Therefore, the preselection has a positive effect on
the quality of the number of recommendations. On the partial datasets, even a four-
fold improvement of the Precision@k compared to the method of Huang [76] can be
observed, which may be due to better clustering. Ranking job postings using a hyper-
plane generally produces worse results than the k-neighbor algorithm. On the partial
datasets, this method exceeds the baseline of Huang [76], but this improvement is
due to the preselection. This approach may be optimized by a more precise selec-
tion of negative training examples and an alternative parameter selection within the
neural network. The baselines of Guo et al. [58] and Zhang and Cheng [186] provide
the best results. Firstly, it can be seen that the distributed KNN performs better than
the averaged KNN algorithm. However, the results of the distributed KNN can be
approximately achieved by using the preselection in combination with the average
KNN. The advantage of preselection in combination with the averaged KNN is that
this approach requires a significantly shorter runtime than the distributed KNN.
Within the expert-based evaluation, it can be seen that about 55% of the recommen-
dations apply to the user. Therefore, it can be concluded that the method presented
in the context of this paper determines appropriate recommendations for the user.
Due to the applicability of this method, its transferability becomes relevant. It
should be noted that due to the existence of the task description and user feedback,
the method can also be used within micro-task markets.
6
Summary, Conclusions, and Outlook
To conclude the thesis, the contents are summarized, and the main contributionsare discussed. Finally, a conclusion for the thesis is presented, and an outlook
for further research opportunities is given.
6.1 summary of the thesis
In Chapter 1, the challenges for task recommendation in crowdsourcing platforms
were described, and the research goals were motivated. Chapter 3 provided an ex-
tensive literature review and a qualitative study with interviews from eleven experts
to define requirements for the design of ECP with a focus on task assignment strate-
gies. The derived design was implemented in a prototypical ECP and evaluated
in an industry setting with employees from the enterprise of focus. The worker’s
perspective, their demands towards task recommendation and their perception of
similarity aspects of tasks on PCPs were examined in Chapter 4. Two user studies
are presented that show the requirement for task recommendations and that such
recommendations have to be based on the semantic similarity of task descriptions.
Especially the similarity aspect “required action” was chosen to be of relevance for
workers on micro-task markets. A method to calculate the similarity between task
descriptions with respect to the required action was designed, implemented and eval-
uated as described in Section 5.2. In addition, Chapter 5 provided approaches for
task recommendation for several kinds of task markets from location-based micro-
task markets through project staffing to job markets. A crowd selection approach for
the recommendation of new location-based micro-tasks was developed on the ba-
sis of a clustering approach applying and evaluating distributional similarities like
Word2Vec, FastText and GloVe in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 described an approach of
extracting skills from project descriptions and employee profiles to provide assign-
ment in a project staffing scenario. Section 5.5 provided a preselection approach for
documents in the domain of job postings in order to enhance the performance of
state-of-the-art recommender approaches based on distributional document similar-
ities relying only on the implicit feedback of click data.
6.1.1 Contributions
The goal of this thesis was to define requirements towards task recommendation
(RG1), design strategies for task assignment in crowdsourcing systems (RG2) and to
provide task recommendation based on textual task descriptions (RG3). In contrast
to most existing work, this thesis considers different perspectives to define the re-
quirements towards task recommendation from varying viewpoints, especially the
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worker’s perspective. Another differentiation is the continuous consideration of tex-
tual task descriptions in the design of recommendation methods to handle the dy-
namic nature of task markets and the workers perspective. To reach these goals, the
following contributions were presented in this thesis.
The gathering of requirements towards task recommendation in task distribution
platforms by a literature review and a qualitative study leads to an extended ECP
model. It is extended by the component of an incentive and compensation manage-
ment and by the functions of community management and task composition and
decomposition. Additionally, a classification of enterprise crowdsourcing scenarios
described in the literature is provided. Taking the viewpoints of employers and em-
ployees in an ECP, a method for crowd selection and task assignment strategies are
derived from the gathered requirements, developed and evaluated.
Focusing on the worker’s perspective, two user studies emphasized the need for
task recommendation based on information from the textual task descriptions and
their semantic similarity. Here, workers from a PCP voted that the similarity of tasks
is an essential factor for crowd workers to receive recommendations. Additionally,
the most relevant similarity aspects of tasks are identified as perceived by the work-
ers. Especially the most agreed upon aspect of required action is defined, but also the
importance of semantic similarities (purpose, context) in contrast to factual similarities
is specified.
The evaluation of the classification approach of micro-tasks showed that textual
descriptions can be used to identify the kind of task which is described. Finally,
different task assignment strategies were examined by providing task recommen-
dation and crowd selection approaches. Spanning the spectrum from micro-task to
job-postings, four distinct approaches are presented for recommending workers re-
spectively tasks. A method to determine task similarities with regard to the similarity
aspect required action is defined to provide a recommendation of micro-tasks based
on verb phrase similarities. A crowd selection approach for the recommendation of
location-based micro-tasks is provided, evaluating different distributional similarity
measures. In the scenario of location-based crowdsourcing, the evaluation showed,
that a recommendation can be improved significantly by applying the similarity of
tasks. To provide project assignment recommendations, a skill extraction system is
developed on the basis of project descriptions. Also, an approach for a job recommen-
dation scenario is provided, enhancing the performance of classification algorithms
based on a preselection of document clusters derived from the distributional similar-
ities of clicked on job postings in a job market platform. The evaluation of the job
posting recommendation revealed that such methods are capable of enhancing the
performance while lowering the runtime of classification based recommender. Addi-
tionally, the evaluation of job recommendation showed that such methods provide
relevant task recommendations to workers.
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6.1.2 Conclusions
This thesis explored the requirements and possibilities of recommending tasks in
task market platforms. Compared to existing works the presented results are derived
from a focus on the worker’s perspective. Additionally, it is shown, that different task
market domains can benefit from the recommendation of tasks based on their textual
descriptions. Taking the similarities of only the textual descriptions into account,
while not relying on given categorizations or classifications of tasks renders these
approaches independent from the underlying task market model, as long as textual
descriptions from a worker’s history are provided. The evaluation of a classification
of tasks showed that pure textual descriptions can be used to define the nature of
a task. The evaluations of the recommender approaches showed that this can be
applied to various task markets.
6.2 outlook
The presented approaches provide the foundation for developing task recommenda-
tions based on analysis and comparison of textual descriptions in task markets. Es-
pecially the area of applied similarity measures can be explored further. This thesis
showed that task similarities derived from textual descriptions of tasks can improve
task recommendation and support the worker task selection. The fast developing
field of distributional similarities found by neural networks holds the opportunity
to define task similarities based on textual descriptions in an even more fine-grained
manner. Following this insight, an extensive study on the effect of task recommen-
dation can help to clarify, which similarity measures provide the best results for
recommendation within these different domains.
After identifying the most valued similarity aspects of workers, this thesis pro-
vided an implementation of the similarity aspect required action. Following the list
of identified similarity aspects, further methods to determine task similarity with re-
spect to these similarity aspects can be defined and may be combined in a weighted
manner in order to provide recommendations fitted to all needs of the workers. Af-
ter required action, the next four similarity aspects of comprehensibility, domain, purpose,
and complexity could be derived from the textual descriptions as well.
Regarding the modeling of crowdsourcing platforms and ECPs in particular, this
thesis presented the design of two task assignment strategies derived from scenarios
in the industry. The provided assignment strategies and workflows are defined in an
abstract manner, allowing the models to be fitted to the individual requirements of
enterprises implementing them. However, studying how these models are fitted in
industry scenarios may help to identify further assignment strategies and to provide
further enhancements on the existing models.
In general, this thesis provided requirements of task assignment in task distribu-
tion platforms, focused on the worker’s perspective, and provided methods for task
recommendation based on similarity aspects, crowd selection, skill extraction and
preselection of documents, spanning the spectrum of tasks from micro-task to job
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recommendation. In order to broaden the applicability of these methods, the focus
can be broadened to focus on different perspectives towards the challenges, and in-
clude again different aspects of tasks like payment, motivation, and context to for
the worker task selection.
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Appendix
a.1 interview guideline
The interviews were held in German language. Therefore, the interview guideline is
presented - as is - in German language.
Einführung
Einführung in Enterprise Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing ist das Auslagern von Aufgaben an eine Gruppe von Nutzern über
das Internet.
Enterprise Crowdsourcing (Internes Crowdsourcing):
• Kein Crowd Funding, sondern mit Humanressourcen
• Einrichtung eines Marktplatzes für kleine Aufgaben und nur für Mitarbeiter
• Mitarbeiter können Aufgaben aus verschiedenen Bereichen auswählen (auch
Fachfremd)
• Zuordnung der Aufgaben über Mechanismen oder selbst Selektion
• Neue Arbeitsmodelle Bsp. Ein Tag die Woche frei für Crowdsourcing
• Projektunterstützung durch Enterprise Crowdsourcing
Ziel des Interviews
Wir befassen uns mit dem Entwurf einer Enterprise Crowdsourcing Plattform und
hierzu versuchen wir Anforderungen und Anwendungsszenarien aufzunehmen die
von den verschiedenen Anspruchsgruppen an eine solche Plattform gestellt werden.
Sie Fallen hierbei in die Gruppe:
1. Entscheider über die Einführung einer solchen Plattform
2. Möglicher Nutzer einer solchen Plattform
3. Möglicher Entwickler einer solchen Plattform
Überleitung zu den Interviewfragen
Fragen ob Einwände gegen die Aufzeichnung und deren Verwertung bestehen?
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Leitfaden für Anwender
Einstiegsfrage:
1. Haben sie schon mal an Crowdsourcing teilgenommen?
• (JA) welche Erfahrungen haben sie dabei gemacht?
• (NEIN) Nachfrage, ob sie teilnehmen würden und was ausschlaggebend
ist?
Szenarien
1. Welche Aufgaben könnten ihrer Meinung nach mit einer Enterprise Crowd-
sourcing Plattform ausgeführt werden?
• Aus ihrem Bereich
• Aus ihrem Unternehmen
• ggf. in der Diskussion Fragen aus den unteren Katalogen zu Vertraulich-
keit, Workflows (Aufgabenverteilung), Kompetenzen etc. stellen.
2. Was sind die Voraussetzungen, die erfüllt sein müssen, damit diese Aufgaben
über eine Enterprise Crowdsourcing-Plattform vergeben werden können?
1. Welche weiteren Szenarien aus ihrem Unternehmensalltag könnten ihrer Mei-
nung nach in Aufgaben einer Enterprise Crowdsourcing Plattform einfließen?
• Aus ihrem Bereich
• Aus ihrem Unternehmen
• ggf. in der Diskussion Fragen aus den unteren Katalogen zu Vertraulich-
keit, Workflows (Aufgabenverteilung), Kompetenzen etc. stellen.
2. Was sind die Voraussetzungen, die erfüllt sein müssen, damit solche Szenarien
in eine Enterprise Crowdsourcing-Plattform einfließen?
Integration in Systemlandschaft:
1. Welche Kollaborations- und Ticketsysteme setzten sie in ihrem Unternehmen
ein?
• Bei welchen dieser Tools sehen sie die Möglichkeit eine Enterprise Crowdsourcing-
Plattform einzubinden?
• Bei welchen dieser Tools halten sie es für notwendig eine Enterprise Crowdsourcing-
Plattform einzubinden?
• Welche dieser Tools könnten in die Enterprise Crowdsourcing eingebun-
den werden?
Vertraulichkeit:
1. Sollen alle Aufgaben auf der Plattform für alle sichtbar sein? (Werksstudent bis
Management)
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• (JA)
• (NEIN) Wie sollte die Sichtbarkeit eingeschränkt werden?
– Alle Personen im Unternehmen (Firmengeheimnisse ldots)
– Nur feste Mitarbeiter
– Abteilung
– Zeitlich . . .
– Qualifikation
– Standort
– Erfahrung
Workflow (Jobs, Ressourcen Freigabe): (Besonders intensiv bei Entscheidern)
1. Wie sollte ihrer Meinung nach die Vergabe der Aufgaben geschehen?
• Automatisiert
• Selbstselektion
• Vorschläge
• Vorgesetzter
2. Sollte bei der Vergabe eine weitere Instanz (Vorgesetzter) mitbestimmen?
3. Sollte jeder uneingeschränkt Aufgaben einstellen können?
• (Nein) Welche Einschränkungen würden sie Vorschlagen?
– Position im Unternehmen
– Qualifikation
– Vertraulichkeit
– Ggf. Prüfung durch Vorgesetzten
– . . .
Kompetenzen (Tools Software, Handicaps ...):
1. Wäre für sie Kompetenzaufbau ein Motiv die Enterprise Crowdsourcing Platt-
form zu nutzen?
2. Welche Kompetenzen, Eigenschaften und Kenntnisse können mit Enterprise
Crowdsourcing Angesprochen werden?
3. Welche Kompetenzen, Eigenschaften und Kenntnisse werden für Aufgaben in
ihrem Bereich benötigt?
• Lizenzen (Tools)
• Qualifikation
• Körperliche Eigenschaften
• Erfahrung
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Erwartungen
1. Welche Verbesserungen Versprechen sie für sich selbst von einer solchen Platt-
form?
2. Welche Verbesserungen sehen sie für das Unternehmen durch eine solche Platt-
form?
Privatsphäre / Datensicherheit:
1. Wer sollte die Auswertung der Plattform machen dürfen? (Rollen)
• Team
• Direkter Vorgesetzter
• Management
• Betriebsrat
• . . .
Abschluss des Interviews
1. Gibt es Fragen ihrerseits?
2. Weiteres Vorgehen
3. . . .
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Leitfaden für Entscheider
1. Zunächst Fragen der Anwender
2. Haben sie schon mal über die Einführung einer Enterprise Crowdsourcing-
Plattform nachgedacht?
3. Besteht langfristig Interesse an der Einführung einer solchen Plattform in ihrem
Unternehmen?
4. Was sind die ausschlaggebenden Gründe für Sie solch eine Plattform einzufüh-
ren?
5. Was sind Gründe solch eine Plattform nicht einzuführen?
6. In wie weit wären sie bereit Ressourcen für die Einführung und den Betrieb
einer Enterprise Crowdsourcing-Plattform bereitzustellen?
7. Was wären ihre Erwartungen an eine Enterprise Crowdsourcing-Plattform?
8. Was wären Messwerte/Kennzahlen die zur Messung des Erfolges einer Enter-
prise Crowdsourcing-Plattform für sie notwendig sind?
Abschluss des Interviews
1. Gibt es Fragen ihrerseits?
2. Weiteres Vorgehen
3. . . .
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a.2 pos-tags
The following tables list common PoS tags for the English language in Table 27, and
used PoS tags for the German language in Table 28.
Table 27: Selection of common PoS tags from the Penn treebank tag set [107].
tag Part-of-Speech
DT Determiner
IN Preposition or subordinating conjunction
JJ Adjective
NN Noun, singular or mass
NNP Proper noun, singular
NNS Noun, plural
RB Adverb
TO to
VB Verb, base form
VBN Verb, past participle
VBP Verb, non-3rd person singular present
Table 28: Section from the STTS-day table of the University of Stuttgart:
(http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/forschung/ressourcen/lexika/TagSets/stts-table.html\
Lastchecked:December19th,2018)
pos tag description example
NN normales Nomen Tisch, Herr, [das] Reisen
NE Eigennamen Hans, Hamburg, HSV
VVFIN finites Verb, voll [du] gehst, [wir] kommen [an]
VVIMP Imperativ, voll komm [!]
VVINF Infinitiv, voll gehen, ankommen
VVIZU Infinitiv mit “zu”, voll anzukommen, loszulassen
VVPP Partizip Perfekt, voll gegangen, angekommen
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Results of Classification
Table 29 shows evaluation results for the classification of micro-tasks from Microwork-
ers. The results show the different feature sets for JRip, Support Vector Machine
(SMO) and Random Forest classifiers. Given are the weighted average accuracy (Acc),
the weighted average Precision (Prec), the weighted average Recall (Rec) and weighted
average F1-score (F1). The highest F1-scores for every classifier are highlighted in
boldface.
Table 29: Classification evaluation results.
jrip SMO random forest
featureset acc prec rec f1 acc prec rec f1 acc prec rec f1
factual (fac) 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.76 0.72 0.76 0.73 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.86
structural (str) 0.77 0.74 0.77 0.74 0.64 0.50 0.64 0.54 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.81
semantic (sem) 0.78 0.81 0.78 0.75 0.85 0.87 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.83
content (con) 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92
con (+ proof + title) 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.95 0.94
con (+ TF-IDF) (con*) 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.92
con (+ stemming) 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
con (+ bi- + trigrams) 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.91
con* & fac 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91
con* & str 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
con* & sem 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.92
fac & sem 0.85 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.86
fac & str 0.84 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.82 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.87
sem & str 0.81 0.80 0.81 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.84
fac & sem & str 0.85 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.86
con* & fac & sem 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90
con* & fac & str 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90
con* & sem & str 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90
con* & fac & sem & str 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90
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Evaluation of Similarity Measures
Table 30 shows the evaluation results of the distance values regarding the method to
calculate the similarity with respect to the similarity aspect required action.
Table 30: Evaluation of the distance values regarding the aspect required action. The
Spearman rank correlation (rs) and the mean absolute error (mae) with respect to
the gold standard are given for rankings R1, ...R10.
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 r10
WNpath rs 0.697 0.310 0.636 0.673 0.527 0.382 0.358 0.248 0.333 0.636
mae 5.722 6.304 7.569 6.171 6.024 5.591 6.920 8.046 6.760 8.130
WNwup rs 0.624 0.182 0.212 0.600 0.552 0.297 0.164 0.091 0.358 0.309
mae 5.161 5.907 7.823 5.877 4.702 5.632 5.982 7.498 5.340 7.110
WNlch rs 0.321 0.085 0.079 0.358 0.321 0.503 0.273 -0.067 0.297 -0.067
mae 6.158 5.106 6.220 5.468 5.023 4.777 4.678 7.403 4.797 6.376
WNpath rs 0.358 0.498 0.430 0.588 0.491 0.273 0.345 0.309 0.588 0.564
no URL hosts mae 5.825 5.684 7.901 6.262 6.074 5.331 6.722 8.685 5.898 8.277
WNpath rs 0.830 0.134 0.636 0.673 0.491 0.358 0.200 0.091 0.406 0.455
cplx. grammar mae 3.919 5.244 6.042 5.558 5.596 4.227 6.312 7.277 6.202 7.111
WNpath rs 0.564 0.340 0.103 0.636 0.297 0.248 0.430 0.370 0.370 0.406
whole corpus mae 6.745 5.025 7.291 5.391 5.170 4.652 5.298 7.640 4.955 7.865
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Clustering Similar Tasks – Word Frequencies
Table 31 and Table 32 show the word frequencies of the 15 most frequent words in
the 14 clusters.
Table 31: Word frequencies obtained with DBSCAN (eps = 2, minPts = 10).
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7
735 tasks 133 tasks 124 tasks 76 tasks 51 tasks 36 tasks 35 tasks
54429 words 27664 words 14326 words 1786 words 1814 words 1367 words 1188 words
1 dst (2045) post (1596) least (750) dst (78) dst (175) email (81) dst (125)
2 profile (1959) forum (798) twitter (496) search (72) page (120) go (63) website (65)
3 google (1488) url (798) account (490) go (70) open (92) select (60) open (63)
4 task (1036) dst (665) recent (384) must (67) proof (84) sign (54) proof (63)
5 url (851) content (665) tweet (372) click (50) number (82) address (50) number (62)
6 keyword (839) use (665) following (372) close (44) website (76) name (40) page (52)
7 least (818) make (665) requirements (372) task (43) search (61) already (37) keyword (38)
8 make (739) page (399) meets (372) version (39) keyword (59) dst (36) search (36)
9 go (729) new (399) dst (372) us (39) look (49) paid (35) results (33)
10 click (674) comment (399) retweet (360) browser (35) title (41) optional (29) found (32)
11 page (659) forums (399) retweets (335) tab (35) sure (41) enter (28) look (31)
12 sure (652) website (399) tweets (266) google (34) results (40) please (26) description (30)
13 post (638) else (399) count (248) complete (34) found (40) different (26) title (27)
14 code (524) link (399) given (248) app (33) following (39) signed (25) sure (27)
15 submitted (505) find (266) need (248) spine (32) make (39) fields (24) make (27)
Table 32: Word frequencies obtained with DBSCAN (eps = 2, minPts = 10).
a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14
27 tasks 25 tasks 23 tasks 19 tasks 18 tasks 13 tasks 12 tasks
2349 words 2300 words 1079 words 691 words 340 words 179 words 207 words
1 dst (108) dst (100) dst (128) app (58) comment (28) rate (26) email (13)
2 url (81) website (100) search (115) review (46) go (21) offering (13) go (12)
3 tasks (54) links (75) google (92) write (28) dst (21) dst (13) click (12)
4 pin (54) create (75) website (92) honest (22) video (16) best (13) fill (12)
5 text (54) profile (75) note (69) install (19) leave (14) button (13) dst (12)
6 go (54) link (75) find (59) feedback (18) click (11) green (13) required (11)
7 provided (54) url (75) result (46) dst (18) like (9) select (13) confirm (8)
8 pinterest (54) within (50) keyphrase (46) note (17) page (9) go (13) sign (7)
9 board (54) shown (50) results (23) download (17) add (7) table (13) information (7)
10 newly (54) new (50) code (23) least (17) youtube (7) next (13) log (6)
11 javascript (54) address (50) go (23) words (16) article (6) click (13) address (5)
12 created (54) using (50) close (23) see (14) search (6) bank (13) join (4)
13 already (54) post (50) click (23) go (13) must (5) apr (5) registration (3)
14 bookmarklet (54) note (50) write (23) use (10) mixtape (5) cd (5) xnumk (3)
15 ignored (27) ignored (25) generated (23) must (9) watch (4) - (0) - (0)
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a.4.1 Acronyms
BoW Bag-of-Words 18, 67, 70, 73, 78, 98, 110, 111
CBOW Continuous Bag of Words 20
DF Document Frequency 18
ECP Enterprise Crowdsourcing Platform 2, 5, 6, 10, 25–
33, 35, 36, 38–48, 53, 113–115, 143
HIT Human Intelligence Task 9
KNN K-Nearest-Neighbor 22, 68, 70, 71, 74, 98, 99, 103–
106, 109–112
ML Machine Learning 1, 4, 7, 9, 13, 16, 21, 22, 24, 45
NEN Named Entity Normalization 17, 69
NER Named Entity Recognition 16, 17, 69, 74, 94
NLP Natural Language Processing 1, 4, 5, 7, 13, 16
NLTK Natural Language Tool Kit 74, 78, 79
PCP Public Crowdsourcing Platform 1, 2, 10, 25, 26, 45,
55, 57, 58, 60, 67, 113, 114, 143
PoS Part-of-Speech 16, 17, 74, 78, 79, 99, 102, 138
SVM Support Vector Machine 22, 70, 74, 94, 96, 139
TF Term Frequency 18
TF-IDF Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency
18, 20, 67, 73, 74, 76, 78, 89, 111, 139
a.4.2 Keywords
Accuracy 22, 139
CareerBuilder 70, 98
Cosine similarity 19, 70, 79, 80, 101, 103, 104
Cross validation 24, 76, 90
Crowdsourcing platform 2, 3, 5, 10, 26, 40, 55, 113, 115
see: ECP
5, 10, 15, 65, 86, 88, 90, 91, 113, 114
see: PCP
DBSCAN 21, 82, 89, 141
Distributed bag-of-words 20, 102
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Distributed memory 20, 21, 102
Doc2Vec 20, 70, 71, 89, 98, 99, 102, 110, 111
Enterprise crowdsourcing 4, 15, 25–33, 35, 39, 42, 44, 45, 49, 114
F1 23, 76, 77, 89, 94, 95, 139
FastText 20, 89, 94–96, 113
GloVe 20, 94, 113
HDBSCAN 21, 89
Job posting 2, 4–7, 10, 15, 16, 65, 66, 70, 71, 98, 99, 101–106,
111–114
K-means 21, 70, 89, 103
Matrix factorization 6, 19, 66, 70, 86, 90
Micro-task 1, 4, 6–10, 14, 65, 72, 77, 88, 98, 113–115, 139
Micro-task market 2, 4, 5, 8–11, 13, 14, 25, 55, 65, 67, 74, 78, 84–86, 90,
91, 98, 112, 113
Microworkers 2, 57, 58, 60, 72, 74, 84, 85, 139
Mini-batch k-means 21, 99, 103, 107
MTurk 2, 8, 9, 26, 55, 56
N-gram 18–20, 67, 73, 74, 76, 78
Neural network 4, 16, 17, 20, 22, 69, 94, 98, 105, 115
Open source 1, 2, 7, 8, 31, 74
Precision 23, 90, 92, 94, 95, 107, 139
Precision at k 23, 24, 90, 91, 96, 98, 106–109, 111, 112,
Public crowdsourcing 25, 26
R-Precision 24, 89–91
Recall 23, 92, 94, 95, 139
Recall at k 23, 24, 90, 91, 96,
Singular value decomposition 19, 71, 90
Skip-Gram 20, 94
WEKA 74, 94
Wikipedia 1, 2, 7–9, 20, 69, 94
Word embedding 5, 16, 17, 20, 22, 85, 96
WordNet 20, 72, 78–82
Xing 11, 70, 98, 99
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